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Foreword
Encouraging Lifelong Learning for an Inclusive and Vibrant Europe
What’s gone awry in Europe’s lifelong learning markets? Although it has been a central EU policy
priority since 1993, and the European Union’s mechanisms for multinational policy co-ordination and
measurement in lifelong learning are world-leading, one in every five Europeans under 25 is now
unemployed. Many are not in employment, education or training. According to the High Level Group
on Literacy, one in five 15-year olds lack the literacy skills required to function successfully in a
modern society; 73 million EU adults have low levels of education and literacy; while achieving the
current EU benchmark of functional literacy for 85% of 15-year-olds would increase lifetime GDP –
lifetime earnings – by €21 trillion.
Clearly Europe’s educational markets are failing to ensure that our citizens – particularly our younger
citizens – have the education and training they need for their own economic prosperity and social
welfare. They are also failing European society as a whole. Social exclusion, disaffection and the longterm ‘scarring’ effects of unemployment are clear dangers to economic competitiveness, to social
cohesion, and to the European project as a whole.
This is the starting point for ENLIVEN – Encouraging Lifelong Learning for an Inclusive and Vibrant
Europe – a three-year research project (2016-2019) funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020
programme. The ENLIVEN research explores these challenges in several ways.
First, we are exploring and modelling how policy interventions in adult education markets can
become more effective. We bring together state-of-the-art methodologies and theorisations (e.g.
Case-Based Reasoning methodology in artificial intelligence, bounded agency in adult learning) to
develop and evaluate an innovative Intelligent Decision Support System (IDSS) to provide a new and
more scientific underpinning for policy debate and decision-making about adult learning, especially
for young adults. For this, we are drawing on findings from research conducted by European and
international agencies and research projects, as well as findings from ENLIVEN research itself. The
IDSS is intended to enable policy-makers at EU, national and organizational levels to enhance the
provision and take-up of learning opportunities for adults, leading to a more productive and
innovative workforce, and reduced social exclusion. The IDSS work organised in two work packages
(WPs 8-9).
Second, we are investigating programmes, governance and policies in EU adult learning. By looking at
the multi-dimensional nature of social exclusion and disadvantage, and the role of public and private
markets in reversing – or reproducing – inequalities across Europe, we aim to provide a more holistic
understanding of policies, their rationales, operationalization, and role in enhancing growth and
inclusion. Beginning with the main European policies and funding schemes for adult learning aimed
at tackling disadvantage, inequality and social exclusion, we are identifying the different ways in
which social inequality is expressed, constructed as a policy goal, and legitimized by discourses at the
European level, and nationally. Combining policy diffusion studies with studies of multilevel
governance that map the relations between various adult learning stakeholders and decision makers,
their conceptualizations of the purpose of adult learning and their priorities, we are identifying the
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main barriers and enablers for access and participation in adult learning in Europe at the programme
and subnational levels. This work is organised in three work packages (WPs1-3).
Third, we are examining ‘system characteristics’ to explain country/region-level variation in lifelong
learning participation rates – particularly among disadvantaged and at-risk groups, and young
people. The ‘markets’ for adult education are complex, with fuzzy boundaries, and the reasons why
adults learn vary. Drawing on Labour Force Survey, Adult Education Survey, EU-SILC, and European
Social Survey datasets, we use multilevel regression analysis and construct a pseudo-panel to address
questions such as which system characteristics explain country and region-level variations in
participation rates (overall, and among disadvantaged groups and youth at risk of exclusion), and
how government policy can be most effective in promoting participation. This research is organised
in Work Package 4.
Underlying the ENLIVEN research is the need for a reconstruction of adult educational policy formation in Europe. Currently there are two particular problems. On the one hand, the principal
beneficiaries of adult education (across Europe as elsewhere) are the relatively more privileged:
those who have received better initial education, those in employment, and (among the employed)
those in better-paid, more secure and more highly-skilled jobs. The adults who are (arguably) most in
need of education and training, such as young, unemployed, low-skilled, disabled and vulnerable
workers, receive less of it. On the other hand, in contrast to the education of children, adult
education is by and large financed by individual students (‘learners’), their families, and/or their
employers. Though this is partly the outcome of public policy – in particular the desire to reduce
public spending (or restrict its growth), and to utilise the efficiencies inherent in market-based
allocation systems – it limits the policy tools available to governments and state agencies. A central
feature of public policy is therefore to influence the behaviour of citizens and enterprises,
encouraging them to invest in lifelong learning for themselves and their workers.
Finally, we are examining the operation and effectiveness of young adults’ learning at and for work.
The availability and quality of work for young adults differs by institutional setting across EU member
states. We are undertaking institutional-level case studies on attempts to craft or to change the
institutions which govern young adults’ early careers, workplace learning and participation in
innovation activities, comparing countries with similar or diverging i nstitutional frameworks. This is
the focus of three work packages (WPs 5-7).
John Holford
Co-ordinator, ENLIVEN
University of Nottingham
john.holford@nottingham.ac.uk
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Preface
This report is the final deliverable of work package 6 of the project ENLIVEN ‘Encouraging Lifelong
Learning for an Inclusive and Vibrant Europe’ supported by the European Commission’s Horizon 2020
research framework (Project No. 693989). The main aim of this report is to discuss the intersection of
individuals’ agency in workplace learning with their evolving life structure as it could be observed by
following the approaches of qualitative case studies in three sectors (retail, metal and machinery,
adult education) and nine countries (retail: DK, BE (Flanders), EE; metals: ES (Basque Region), BG;
adult education: UK (England), AT, IT, SK). Thereby, this report is strongly interrelated with and builds
on findings of Deliverable 5.1 (ENLIVEN-Consortium, 2019) where the focus lay on how organisations
shape workplaces and opportunities for workplace learning and how early career workers within
their first ten years of work exercise their agency in learning and developing their professional
identity.
Agency in day-to-day work is understood as intertwined with agency in life course development (see
Evans, 2007). Individuals are expected to perceive their learning opportunities in the workplace
coloured by the availability or a lack of institutionalised options at hand for shaping their futures.
Vice versa, they may respond to available life course choices differently, depending on how they
experience their learning opportunities at work. By following the Levinson (1980) concept of the life
structure an individual’s evolving life structure is observed over time focussing on how the individual
is managing to relate gainful work, with their intimate relationships and family obligations, issues of
self-care, leisure time activities, civic engagement and participation in organised non-formal or
formal education.
After an introduction revisiting the intersection of formal and non-formal education and informal and
incidental learning and how non-organised forms of learning in adulthood are often underestimated
or hardly visible, chapter 2 outlines the conceptual comparative framework for this report and
discusses concepts from life course research and literature on agency in workplace learning.
Chapter 3 presents the general approach of the methodology of work packages 5 and 6, gives an
account on the empirical fieldwork carried out and explains how the vast information gathered in two
rounds of semi-structured interviews (60-100 minutes each) with 71 early career workers was
structured and in preparation for comparison processed in short concise, concept and theory
informed representations of the key features of an individual evolving life structure, the ‘Learning
Biography Vignettes’ (LBV).
In the next chapter, it is examined how the early career interviewees perceive and engage in
workplace learning against the background of what was learnt about the learning conduciveness of
the workplaces in the case study organisations from the analysis in work package 5. Particular
attention is given to the day-to-day informal learning in the workplace and the perceived
opportunities for career development and related plans.
Chapter 5 investigates the interrelation between agency in workplace learning and learning in the
wider life structure. For the individual, the workplace forms a key part of the individual life structure,
which typically not only co-determines one’s economic situation, but forms a vital part of one’s
identity. The workplace not only allows for learning and development, it has the potential to
motivate or inhibit learning ambitions in other areas of the life structure as well.
4
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Chapter 6 demonstrates how plans for further education and career changes among the interviewed
early career workers are intertwined with their current workplace and evolving life structure.
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Executive summary
Introduction
This report is the final deliverable of Workpackage 6 of the ENLIVEN project 1 . The aim of this work
package was to investigate how individuals’ agency intersects with their employers’ ‘organisational
agency’ with regard to supporting workplace learning. In addition, it studies how individuals
demonstrated agency in workplace learning in the light of their evolving life structures.
The study of engagement in workplace learning and the evolving life structure was conducted in 17
in-depth organisational case studies spread over three economic sectors (retail, metal and machinery,
adult education) and nine countries (DK, BE, EE (retail); ES, BG (machinery); UK, AT, IT, SK (adult
education). The current report builds on and extends the outcomes of the organisational case studies
presented in ENLIVEN report D5.1. Agency in day-to-day work is understood as intertwined with
agency demonstrated at critical points in life course development (see Evans, 2007). Individuals are
expected to perceive their learning opportunities in the workplace as coloured by the availability (or
absence) of institutionalised ‘ladders of ascent’ for shaping their futures. In contrast, their workplace
learning opportunities may have a wider effect, imprinting their responses to available life course
opportunities beyond the field of paid employment.
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework of the work implemented builds on broader discussions of individual
agency (Emirbayer and Mische, 1998), on the literature on agency in life course transitions or
workplace learning (Evans, 2007) and in professional life (Eteläpelto, Vähäsantanen, Hökkä and
Paloniemi, 2014).
With regard to how individuals apply themselves in the workplace to achieve meaningful learning
outcomes (i.e., the individual agency in workplace learning), the main questions of interest included:
(a) how individuals turn the opportunities they have at hand into learning; and (b) ho w individuals
respond to a lack of learning available, and in particular how far this induces them not to advance in
related domains of learning. Particular attention is paid to cases that appear counter-intuitive, such
as: (c) where individuals manage to learn while working despite an environment hostile to learning;
or (d) where individuals refrain from learning, despite abundant opportunities for workplace learning.
Among the conditions fostering or inhibiting workplace learning, particular attention is given to: (a)
the options available for achieving membership of an organisation and developing an identity as a
member of a it; (b) what patterns are available for becoming a member of an occupation and forming
an occupational identity; (c) the ways in which day-to-day learning in the workplace is inscribed in
well-established, institutionalised career pathways within the organisation; (d) the patterns available
for making good use of lessons learnt in the workplace in accessible career pathways that provi de
ways out of the current job situation.
Learning takes place not only during paid working hours, but also in other parts of an individual’s life.
Similarly, limitations on individuals’ capacity to learn can stem from practically any part of their lives.
Daniel Levinson’s life structure framework (Levinson, 1980) is applied to study how different areas of
1
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life add to or limit an individual’s learning opportunities and corresponding agency in learning
activities. The interplay of individuals’ learning in the workplace and the learning pathways in various
areas of their lives is studied by constructing learning biography vignettes. These display learning
across areas of the life structure and across time. A lack of learning opportunities at work is
considered a particular source of vulnerability, as opportunities to make up for a lack in workplace
learning in other areas of life might be restricted; poor learning opportunities at work may also
depress learning motivation in other fields (as suggested by the Kohn-Schooler framework). The
features of an individual life structure are captured across six areas: gainful work; intimate
relationships/close friendships; family; self-care; (organised) leisure activities; and civil
society/volunteer work. Adults are expected to balance the demands and promises of all six areas in
a satisfactory – ‘good enough’ – way; however, even under favourable conditions, the compromises
required to achieve any fit introduce considerable tensions and may fuel an individual’s periodic
desire for change.
Methods
For studying the interplay of organisational and individual agency in workplace learning, an in-depth,
comparative organisational case study approach was developed (see D5.1). Within the joint field
work of WPs 5 and 6, early career workers were interviewed twice for between one and one and a
half hours each. The semi-structured interviews on their day to day work and their overall learning
biographies formed an input both to the organisational case studies and to the creation of a set of
Learning Biography Vignettes. These form the base for analysis in the current report.
Work Package 6 builds therefore on the analysis of information about the learning potential of
workplaces in the 17 organisations and in-depth interviews with 71 research participants, which had
been composed into ‘Learning Biography Vignettes’.
Case studies were carried out for 17 organisations. In addition to drawing on various documents,
each case study uses interviews with up to four managers, and – where available – one interview
with a representative of worker interests. Moreover, interviews were done with an average of four
workers, each within the first ten years of their career in the sector in which they currently worked.
To consider changes over time, each research participant was interviewed twice, with an average of
six months between the first and the second interview.
Opportunities for workplace learning and related patterns of agency differ between economic
sectors; therefore, the analysis covered three very different sectors: adult education, retail, and
metals and machinery. The sectors differ in how far the employment of high, intermediate or low
skilled people predominates, in the forms employment takes, and in the share of employed people
from with migrant background. Two in-depth case studies in one economic sector were implemented
in each country. To prepare the case study, the organisational field approach (Scott, 2014; Wooten
and Hoffman, 2017) was used, providing a detailed study of one sub-sector to learn more about its
various organisations. Various different considerations were then used to select organisations for case
studies.
Countries were selected as representing different types of welfare systems and approaches to
organising capitalism, following a country typology developed for studying participation in lifelong
learning. Cross-country comparison followed a most-different case approach whereby organisations
belong to one sector are compared in highly different institutional environments. Retail organisations
were studied in Denmark, Belgium (Flanders) and Estonia. For metal cutting and machinery,
7
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organisations in Bulgaria and Spain (Basque region) were compared. Finally, adult education
organisations were compared in Austria, Italy, Slovakia and the United Kingdom (England).
The research presented in this report builds on 71 ‘Learning Biography Vignettes’ (LBVs).2 These were
drafted as concise, concept- and theory-informed representations of an individual’s early career stage
(first 10 years of experience in current career), focussing especially on the relevant individual and
social contexts affecting the learning attitudes, opportunities, decisions and outcomes shaping their
learning path. Each LBV provided a graphical representation of the life structure over the life course
that summarised the most important features of an individual’s learning biography. As a tool for
research, the LBVs allow the structured representation of key characteristics of many individual cases
across sectors and countries. Information was selected in order to identify how a case was typical for
and similar to other cases while simultaneously stressing its unique features.
Summary of key results and implications for policy making
The imprint of sectors on learning opportunities
In the retail sector, many of the expectations –such as high proportions of low-skilled workers,
precarious employment conditions, and fragile former educational or career pathways – were proven
correct by case study observations, although with differences across countries. A majority of the
interviewees was aged 20-24 (or even younger), with educational attainment at upper secondary
level or below. Higher education levels were observed in some cases in Belgium and in several cases
in Estonia, where career management trainees were interviewed. The Danish interviewees were all
younger than 25 and employed full-time on trainee or apprenticeship contracts; the management
trainees faced good long-term employment opportunities while many apprentices were insecure
about their professional future. In Estonia full-time employment underpinning sustainable jobs was
dominant, whereas in the workplaces in Flanders temporary or insecure part-time jobs with
uncertain future career options predominated. Many workplaces observed in the retail sector offered
poor learning opportunities, again with considerable differences between shop-floor jobs and
managerial positions. At the same time, individuals were often taking advantage of relatively easy
access to the more simple jobs offered in the sector: for example, in Denmark young adults looking
back on difficult educational experiences, in Belgium individuals who needed time to clarify their
future plans , or in Estonia those taking the chance of relatively stable income in the context of a lack
of other job options.
The findings of the two metal industry case study countries – Spain (Basque region) and Bulgaria –
showed very different patterns of early career workers’ characteristics stemming from very different
conditions in the sub-sectors and overall labour market. The Spanish companies produced top-end
solutions in the machine tool sector. As worker-owned cooperatives they offered attractive long-term
employment opportunities for those meeting the high requirements for becoming partners in the
organization. A common pattern among the Spanish interviewees was unproblematic educational
pathways with medium to higher degrees in the technical sphere among males who started in their
current occupations at about 25. Most of the jobs offered rich learning opportunities and the need to
quickly and constantly adapt to a high demand of skill development. In the Bulgarian companies
researched the picture was different, and the interviewees’ characteristics regarding age, gender,
level and field of education and career paths were diverse. A majority of the workplaces were
characterized by monotonous routine tasks and poor learning potential; overqualification among the
2

The full collection of learning biography vignettes can be found in annexes III -V sorted by sector and country.
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interviewees was common, being accepted as a trade-off for secure long-term employment
opportunities and secure earnings.
For the adult education sector, it was expected to find mostly highly skilled people with higher
education degrees, even though the sector has many employees in precarious forms of employment,
especially among teaching staff. With a lack of institutionally supported career pathways for
becoming an adult educator, diversity in former career pathways was found, with the age of entry
into a career in the sector often above 30. The patterns observed differed between employees in
teaching and other positions, and between sub-sectors. When focusing on teaching, the most
common entrance age observed was over 30. There were manifold educational and career pathways
leading a person to become an adult educator and in none of the reported biographies was it
anticipated until a while into adulthood. Most commonly the interviewees held higher education
degrees but with occasional examples of alternative entrance routes. Adult educators working on
non-standard contracts reported high levels of stress in earning a living. Self-employed educators
often worked for more than one provider and accepted extensive workloads during their first years of
teaching – for example, sports trainers working for an Italian liberal adult education provider. But
even teachers with standard (but part-time) contracts told of problems in making ends meet; for
example, trainers in adult basic education in Austria depended on the continuation of the public
funding programme for the courses they give (and the terms of the award). Despite all reservations
articulated by the early career teachers, narratives of dedication to their newly entered profession,
and of agency exercised in meeting the rich learning opportunities in this field, dominated the
research.
Young adults’ agency in workplace learning
Results of the interviews with early career workers confirm that workplaces offering rich learning
opportunities motivate early career workers to enmesh themselves in workplace learning. Early
career workers in such learning environments often fully engage in informal learning to develop their
skills and work for fuller membership in their organisation and/or in their occupations/professions.
However, even in the absence of learning-conducive workplaces, many early career workers report
ways of learning at work.
In organisations with a dominance of workplaces with restrictive learning opportunities, such as the
retail examples in this project, cases stand out where interviewees hold management trainee
positions that not only offer good learning opportunities per se, but also show individual narratives of
commitment and the will to develop. Contrary to an overall expectation that ‘boring’ or monotonous
retail jobs would be burdensome for an individual’s personal development, some interviewees
shared different experiences, with simple jobs fitting quite well into their overall life structure at a
certain point in time.
In the retail sector, this research also revealed unexpected narratives of how interviewees succeeded
in overcoming obstacles to learning arising from the design of their work places, making learning
happen against the odds. Despite limited adverse conditions, they are highly active in developing
themselves and their professional identities. One way they described of achieving more enriching
roles (and thus new learning opportunities) was making targeted demands on their superiors. Other
interviewees described how they seek and use all informal opportunities in their daily work to
achieve the levels of skill their more experienced colleagues appear to have. Such unexpected high
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levels of agency in restricted environments are often linked to overqualification in the current job,
with young adults for different reasons considering the job ‘good enough’ for the moment.
Clearly-defined development pathways, commonly described as promoting learning, were observed
in the machinery sector. Gaining full membership of one of the Basque cooperatives, which has
predetermined stages of development, proved to be a strong driver for individual development and
agency. This process was also supported by many other contextual conditions that promote learning,
such as responsibility for problem-solving, non-routine activities, and extensive training opportunities
within the organisation. In the Bulgarian metals sector a pattern observed was how individuals’
learning benefits from – sometimes only small – changes in work tasks, as for example moving from a
simple to a more advanced machine, or taking on additional work as a trainer for in-house training
programmes.
Among the adult education sector interview partners, descriptions of highly learning-conducive
workplaces dominated – as anticipated in teaching professions. In the first years of their careers as
teachers, individuals reported how they adapted to the need of high levels of day-to-day learning in
order to ‘survive’. Teaching requires commitment to the job, and many of the interviewees also
pointed out that they expected entering the field to be a transitional phase and that growing
experience would ease their day-to-day work patterns. For trainers who are self-employed, the early
career phase is also one of establishing themselves in the field, attaining job security and a stable
income. In this phase, privation in other areas of life may be temporarily accepted as a necessary cost
of achieving security at work.
Intersection of agency in workplace learning and an evolving life structure
As examples above have shown, if the interaction of an individual’s agency in workplace learning is
considered in isolation from context, the level of agency in workplace learning cannot be sufficiently
explained. By applying the life structure framework of Daniel Levinson (1980) this research shows
how different areas of life add to and/or limit an individual’s learning opportunities and their agency
in learning. Despite the youth of the ENLIVEN research participants, interviews resulted in narratives
of varied prior life paths and rich experiences in all areas of life. A considerable proportion of young
adults look back on non-linear education and career pathways, which include interrupted, resumed
and planned training as well as experience in different industries and jobs, in their country of origin
and abroad.
Different patterns could be distinguished in the interplay of learning at the workplace and other areas
of life. Not all of these are strongly linked to particular features of the sectors on display:
characteristics of the life structure, as for example having children or not, also have a significant
influence on all other parts of life. Cases where a high level of learning at work coincides with lively
activities in other areas contrast with cases where learning across all areas of life is only possible to a
limited extent. While a large group of interviewees can be found in the first category, few cases fit
into the second. Expanding the perspective beyond the description of the current life situation to the
life course as a whole, it is clear that even in cases that report few learning opportunities at a given
point, over time other dynamics may well be observed.
Cases in which high levels of activity in one area of life compensate for a standstil l or obstacles in
other areas could be found in all three sectors. Again, constellations tend to recalibrate over time.
People who have interrupted education and currently earn their living in a routine retail job, for
example, described this as a transitional period in which speed and pressure are reduced in several
10
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areas of life, while new educational plans are forged or implemented. Examples were found where
such a job was an important step towards gaining independence from one’s parents and freedom to
make one’s own career choices.
Further education plans and support for learning activities
Research participants demonstrated a high motivation to participate in education and training.
Examples of continuation of organised learning activities starting before entering the current job,
were found – as well as of taking up new activities when already working. These could be observed
across sectors and countries, though with clear distinctions regarding the type of activity, funding
sources and goals linked to the activities. For retail sector interviewees in Belgium and Estonia, a
common pattern was that the job supported ongoing or planned education and training aiming at
improving qualifications in formal education or for changing job. Interviewees in the Danish retail
sector usually worked on apprenticeship contracts offering a fixed amount of employer-sponsored
training but leaving little leeway for other learning activities besides the job.
The dominant pattern among participants from the Spanish machinery sector was a combination of
high levels of informal day-to-day workplace learning and rich work-related non-formal training
opportunities offered by the employer in a highly skills-intensive subsector. The interviewees in the
Bulgarian metals sector mostly reported training on the job; they had not yet benefitted from
recently-installed training centres. Account of other learning activities were more exceptional.
For adult education sector participants the picture concerning education activities is diverse,
reflecting differently shaped work places across organisations, types of employment contracts and
professions with varying needs and obligations for further training. Ongoing formal education was
observed only in exceptional cases (as expected for people in jobs demanding full commitment in
early career phases). For adult educators working on freelance contracts it is difficult to enrol in
further education as high costs and workload in early career phases leave little space for activities
besides gainful employment.
Where available, public support schemes made important contributions to educational pathways and
evolving life structures. Opportunities to take up second chance education, continue educational
paths after an interruption, or enrol in re-skilling schemes were vital for many interviewees’
individual development, all the more since linear education and career trajectories only applied to a
minority of cases in this research. Observed differences in the use of public support schemes
corresponded to the opportunity structures in place in each country.
Based on the results of this report on the intersection of individual agency in workplace learning and
the evolving life structure of young adults, the following conclusions for policy making can be drawn:
For more lifelong learning to take place, you need more good jobs:
Lifelong learning policies – which are intimately related to employment policies in any case – need to
take account of structural changes in the composition of work. Increasing the number of “good” jobs,
and reducing the number of “bad” ones, is vital. For learning to take place, all features of a workplace
need to be at least “good enough". In other words, even slight improvements in job design can
greatly expand early career workers’ opportunities for, and motivation to, learn at work.
Support enterprises in improving the learning potential that workplaces offer:
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Current lifelong learning policies focus strongly on encouraging employers to provide more training.
However, given the vital importance of work organisation and shaping career patterns within
organisations and occupational fields, much greater priority should be given to helping organisations
make workplaces more conducive to learning, and career pathways more sustainable.
Support young adults in exercising their agency in workplace learning and beyond:
The life trajectory and the evolving life structure are actually essential for understanding why
someone is (or is not) taking advantage of opportunities for workplace le arning. Most early career
workers are ambitious to learn and to develop their professional identity. Supporting exchange with
peers and superiors, gradual extension of work tasks and responsibility, and the promotion of a
decent and fair work climate, are examples of the features that employees consider crucial for their
socialisation at work.
Improve opportunities for (re-)entering education in adult age:
This research showed that young adults’ educational and career development often take long and
winding roads before they grow and succeed; linear career paths are the exception. To understand
how to support measures for further training or up-skilling and their effects on individual lives, it is
important to widen the perspective from snapshots of certain points in time to longer periods over
the whole life span.
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1 Introduction – The ‘Iceberg Metaphor’ revisited – The decisive role
of informal learning in the workplace and beyond
Observers of discourse on lifelong learning regularly point to a key paradox: while both academic and
policy discourse strongly agree that adults – and companies through their employees – learn
informally, actual policy focuses on the organised learning measured in statistics (see (Billett, 2010);
(Livingstone, 2010)). Scant attention is given to the poorly developed measures for informal learning.
Adult learning policy over-relies on statistics on adult education. The rich traditions of studying the
interplay of informal and organised learning receive far too little attention in key policy documents.
European Union policies on lifelong learning used to put an extra emphasis on broadly understanding
learning in adulthood beyond any type of organised education, formal or non-formal. Adult learning
covers organised (formal and non-formal) as well as non-organised, be it intentional (informal
learning) or incidental. However, European Union surveys on learning in adulthood nearly exclusively
cover organised forms of learning and report only on a small fraction of possible instruments
indicating informal learning (for example, the participation in job-rotation or quality circles in the
Continuing Vocational Education Survey). The official reporting never included outcomes of
participation in social activities capable of promoting informal learning (for example, volunteering)
used in earlier waves of the Adult Education Survey. Finally, while surveys on the quality of work (in
particular, the European Working Condition Survey) considered the learning conduciveness of a
workplace, it was not measured by the European Union Statistics on Education. To conclude, since
the Memorandum of Lifelong Learning ((CEC). 2000), policies promoting adult learning have
restricted measurement to participation in organised forms of education and have marginalised
available indicators on support for informal learning.
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Figure 1.1: Formal and non-formal education and informal and incidental learning across parts of an adults’ life
structure and its measurement b y surveys of the European System on Educational statistics

Source: Ow n description

Lessons available from day-to-day experiences, and by pursuing one’s daily responsibilities in the
workplace provide the backbone for learning after leaving initial education. Most individuals or an
organisation and its employees trace their learning back to informal sources. Organised education or
support for learning typically complement informal learning; however, informal learning underlies
organised education. Substantial learning can take place without any form of organised education: it
simply would be wrong to equal non-participation in organised education with an absence of
learning.
The Canadian adult educationalist Allan Tough observed that organised forms of adult learning
represent only the visible fraction of learning – the metaphorical tip of the iceberg – just as forms of
employer-provided training represent only a fraction of learning going on within a work organisation
(Livingstone, 2002); (Rogers, 2014). Tough introduced the metaphor to represent the outcomes of his
studies on the sources of individual learning in adulthood. He emphasised that the participants in his
study had learnt most in self-selected ‘projects’, where they had worked towards a solution on a
particular problem. On the contrary, participation in available forms of organised learning played a
minor role (Tough, 1979) (Tough, 1968)). There is a rich and varied literature on informal learning of
adults within gainful work and beyond the workplace. Practically all areas of life are important sites
of learning and individual development, including intimate and family relationships, household
chores and care work, friendships, participation in civic engagement (including religious
communities) and organised leisure activities (Levinson, Darrow, Klein, Levinson and McKee, 1978);
(Levinson, 1980); (Levinson, 1986); (Levinson and Levinson, 1996); (Levinson, 1981). Informal learning
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as the bedrock of learning in adulthood can be captured best as ‘learning by participation’ (Courtney,
1992).
This study can only highlight some of the seminal contributions of the rich literature on workplace
learning or learning in organisations. Already in the early 1960s, Kenneth Arrow’s studies on the
development of performance of factories over time pointed towards the key importance of informal
learning (Arrow, 1971); (Grip, 2008)). Individual workers and organisational processes improved over
time, with informal learning as its key drive. A seminal contribution to management literature has
been Victora J. Marsick and Karen Watkin’s consideration of the focal role of incidental learning in
the workplace; they point out that day-to-day interaction in the workplace is vital to socialisation into
roles and functions (Marsick and Watkins, 1990), (Marsick, Watkins, Wilson Callahan and Volpe,
2009). A broad literature investigates the informal learning processes involved in becoming a skilled
practitioner and member of a community of practice, rich in tacit knowledge, which only takes place
while working and only through participation in gainful work (Lave and Wenger, 1999). The
workplace has its own pedagogies, guiding the socialisation process, by which a novice becomes a
proud member with a clearly defined professional identity (Billett, 2001); (Billett, 2006); (Billett,
Fenwick and Somerville, 2007) of a fully skilled member of a trade, with a broad range of skills even
in areas of work erroneously described as ‘unskilled’ (Livingstone and Sawchuk, 2004), (Livingstone,
2010)). Finally, several strands of the literature explore learning as being at the heart of innovation
(Høyrup, 2012); (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995).
Various approaches had been established and tested to measure both informal learning in everyday
life and informal learning in the workplace. However, no comprehensive system of indicators has
been established to match the greatly improved data on participation in formal or non-formal forms
of adult education or the use of various techniques to support workplace learning ( see (Frieling,
Heike, Bigalk and Müller, 2006), (Skule, 2004)). Work organisation and the division of task in
particular had been identified as a way to approach the learning opportunities available in a
particular workplace (for an extended discussion see D5.1). One key approach uses particular
questions as proxies for the learning conduciveness of work, so that the available informal learning
can be anticipated based on particular statements that include current job requirements for
continual learning, how long a properly qualified person needs to fully master a job or whether
employers value the learning achieved in the workplace. Alternatively, various features of the
organisation of the work process are measured and used for achieving a typology of work places,
which are typically linked to more or less opportunities for workplace learning (Valeyre, Lorenz,
Cartron, Csizmadia, Gollac, Illéssy and Makó, 2009).
Broadly speaking, similar factors drive both informal learning at the workplace and participation in
organised learning and employer-sponsored training. Factors that lead to good informal workplace
learning also can be important predictors for providing employer-sponsored training or, more
generally, an individual’s participation in training. However, the very same factors indicate that to do
a job right, constant learning is a necessity, not an option. Some types of health and safety training
need organised training instead of learning from experience. However, organised training can
support rich learning processes, triggered by the workplace.
Where the same source has proxies for informal learning in the workplace and data on the
participation in organised learning, the data typically reveal that individuals at more learningconducive workplaces enjoy more training opportunities than individuals with poor learning
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opportunities at work (Fournier, Lambert and Marion-Vernoux, 2016) (Skule and Reichborn, 2002);
(Valeyre et al., 2009). For example, Figure 1.2, data of the European Social Survey of 2010, shows the
cross-tabulation between an individual’s perception of the need for constant learning at work and
participation in further education. Of those who reported that their current job does not require
learning new things, only 11.3% had participated in formal or non-formal education in the year prior
to the survey; 8.2% of the participation cases were funded mainly by the employer. By comparison,
48.9% of those who said that it is very true that their job requires learning new things, had indeed
participated in organised learning in the year before the survey. Employers again sponsored much of
the training (41,5%) (For a discussion on variables expressing learning at work, see (OECD, 2017)).
Figure 1.2: Cross-tab ulation of answers to the item ‘My current job requires that I keep learning new things’ and
participation in organised learning (with b reak downs for the main source of funding: private/employer) –
Respondents 15+; year of reference (2010)

Source: ESS Round 5: European Social Survey Round 5 Data (2010). Data file edition 3.4. NSD - Norw egian Centre for
Research Data, Norw ay – Data Archive and distributor of ESS data for ESS ERIC. doi:10.21338/NSD-ESS5-2010.; Ow n
calculations based on the w eighted data; Design w eight, Population size w eight;

While the overall link between work organisation, informal learning and the participation in training
can be observed practically everywhere; however, considerable differences exist among sectors and
countries.
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2 Conceptional Framework, comparative framework and guiding
hypothesis
Why are some individuals able to achieve (“action”), considerable outcomes while others under
similarly limited conditions (“structure”) fail to break the mould? Why are some individuals unable to
take advantage of opportunities at hand, while others exuberantly live up to them? What does it take
to realise a potential on offer? And how does an individual respond to the lack of such offers? 3
There is no space for reviewing the concept of agency (Emirbayer and Mische, 1998), agency in life
course transitions (Evans, 2007) or in professional life (Eteläpelto, Vähäsantanen, Hökkä and
Paloniemi, 2014) in detail. However, in the following, we link our arguments to strands of the
literature relevant for our purpose.
With (Emirbayer et al., 1998), we focus on the ways individuals apply their agency by relating
domains and time, that is by accommodating to each other the social domains an individual takes
part in and by relating to different temporal modes – the past, the future, the present. We study how
early career workers integrate their workplaces into other parts of their life and how they make
sense of their past experiences and their anticipated futures when applying themselves in the
present moment4.
In accordance with Emirbayer and Mische as well as Karen Evans (2007, 2011), we take agency as a
fundamentally relational concept, meaning that, the individual opportunities to act are constituted
by – enabled and limited – the totality of social relations, conceptualised as a (Bourdieusian) social
space with individual positions defined as holding more or less power over others populating the
same space. In liberal democracies with a comprehensive welfare state, social positions even in the
lower trier of the society offer considerable leeway for applying one’s agency. However, a broad
range of opportunities are accessible only for individuals in privileged positions, while all others have
only a slim chance of making use of them; in short, opportunity structures differ sharply across the
positions in the social space.
Agency is therefore constituted by the power differentials within the social space and are therefore
different for individuals holding privileged positions and others, populating disadvantaged posts. The
position within the space can be expressed in various ways, for example, by using Bourdieu’s
approach (Bourdieu, 1986), as having a particular blend and volume of various sorts of ‘capital’ –
economic, social, cultural, with educational credentials as expressing some of the latter: however,
3

The following paragraphs are taken from the D5.1 report, where individual and ‚organisational‘ agency are
compared.
4 ‘We have contended that one key to understanding the variable orientations of agency toward its structural
contexts lies in a more adequate theorization of the temporal nature of human experience. Actors are always
living simultaneously in the past, future, and present, and adjusting their various temporalities of their
empirical existence to one another (and to their empirical circumstance) in more or less imaginative or
reflective ways. They continuously engage patterns and repertoires from the past, project hypothetical
pathways forward in time, and adjust their actions to the exigencies of emerging situations. Moreover, there
are times and places when actors are more oriented toward the past, more directive toward the future, ore
more evaluative of the present; actors may switch thereby changing their degrees of flexible, inventive, and
critical response toward structuring contexts. Such a perspective lays the basis for a richer and more dynamic
understanding of the capacity that actors have to mediate the structuring contexts within which action unfolds.
We have referred to this perspective as relational pragmatics’ (1012).
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the value of the capital given is a strictly relative one, making one ‘poor’ or ‘rich’ only relative to
others.
Social institutions of all kinds materialise into what has been address as the ‘class structure’ of the
social space, being experienced as clear-cut ‘enablers’ or ‘barriers’ for any undertaking desired.
Forms of discrimination by gender, race, religion, origin and citizenship and others are inscribed and
institutionalised within the social space, putting individuals at an advantage or disadvantage.
Individuals are socialised into the expectations linked to their social position and might experience
the ‘smack of power’ when trying to reach out for opportunities not meant for them. However,
individuals can exert their agency by fighting an uphill battle and eventually succeed. Finally, given
that social institutions structuring the social space reflect the fallout of past social struggles, the
space needs to be understood as malleable by collective action, which can weaken limitations on
social positions (e.g. held by women) or establish new ones (e.g. held by non -citizens).
We are interested in individual agency in workplace learning, that is, how individuals apply
themselves to opportunities for learning present in the workplace. To give a full account, we are
interested in ways (a) how individuals turn opportunities at hand into learning and (b ) respond to a
lack of learning available by forms of a standstill in related domains of learning. We are equally
interested in the less expected cases, (c) where individuals find ways to learn in workplaces which
clearly restrict opportunities for learning or (d) where individuals refrain from learning, although
opportunities for workplace learning abound.
We are interested in workplace learning, understood as learning available in day-to-day work
experience and the related forms of relating to others and belonging to groups, although this
informal learning might be supported by various approaches, including non-formal further education.
We pursue a broad understanding of learning, going clearly beyond the learning as acquisition
metaphor. Beyond taking new knowledge in or acquiring new skills, we capture learning as
participation in the work process and social fabric at work in particular. We see learning as a form of
belonging – as establishing a feeling of membership in and identify as a member of an organisation
and/or occupation – and as a form of becoming – of socialising and transforming into – related to
institutionalised role models (Biesta, Field, Hodkinson, Macleod and Goodson, 2011). Finally,
learning, both a process at an individual and an inter-personal, collective level, holds a genuine
innovative moment – notwithstanding its role in the reproduction of practice (Høyrup, 2012).
We observe agency in workplace learning by deliberately focussing on
-

-

Learning in initial phases of work engagements, where responding to and surviving despite a
job’s immediate demands is the dominating theme
Continuous learning in day-to-day work after saturation of the early learning process
Learning from non-routine activities, in particular, where non-routine activities are explicitly
covered by an individuals’ job description (non-separation of routine and non-routine) (Koike
and Inoki, 1990)
Learning from various approaches implemented with the intention at supporting workplace
learning
Learning from non-formal courses provided with a direct link to one’s current workplace
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We agree that agency in workplace learning can be seen as one segment of professional agency;
alternatively, as learning might be regarded as constitutive for agency as such, agency in workplace
learning might even be treated as a prerequisite for professional agency.
We understand agency in day-to-day work as intertwined with agency in life course development
(see (see Evans, 2007)). Individuals are expected to perceive their learning opportunities in the
workplace coloured by the availability or a lack of institutionalised options at hand for shaping their
futures. Vice versa, they may respond to available life course choices differently, depending on how
they experience their learning opportunities at work.
In particular, we are interested in
-

-

The options in play for earning and enjoying organisational membership, resulting i n the
development of an identity as a member of a particular organisation
The patterns available for becoming a member of an occupation and taking part in an
occupation’s identity
The ways in which day-to-day learning in the workplace is inscribed in well-established,
institutionalised career pathways within the organisation (‘job ladders’) or in educational
ladders, providing a base for a future step of educational upwards mobility. Alternatively, the
presence of unstructured, yet, visible ways for making progress – e.g. with new positions
created on the spot in a strongly expanding organisation – might be taken as a sign for
developmental opportunities.
The patterns available for making good use of lessons learnt in the workplace in accessible
career pathways, providing a way out of the current job trajectory.

Finally, we are relating the day-to-day workplace learning in a current job to the job’s significance in
the overall evolving life structure of an individual, asking whether the current position mark s a
desirable outcome, a valid compromise for the time being, or a low point in a development which
needs to be escaped. We understand agency in workplace learning therefore as an individual’s active
attempt to accommodate his or her life domains with each other. We are thereby referring to Daniel
Levinson concept of the life structure, which we discuss in the following section.

2.1

Diving into one ‘Season of life’: Reviving the Erikson-Levinson Framework
for understanding individual agency in learning in young adulthood (18-34)

Already in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s, various theories about adult learning and participation in
organised learning in adulthood stressed the idea that motivation for learning in adulthood needs to
be explained out of the dynamic development of an individual personality in its constant exchange
with her/his significant others and her/his environment. Moreover, stressful life events, predictable
(e.g. the death of the parents) and unpredictable (e.g. an accident, being drafted and sent t o war;
being laid off) had been identified as potential triggers for an individual to setting up an informal
learning project or turning to adult education. Eric H. Erikson’s work on adult development formed
one culmination point both for the U.S and the European discourse. Humanistic (interpersonal)
traditions of psychotherapy (Karen Horney, Erich Fromm; Gestalttherapy) stressed developmental
needs as key drivers for learning. Robert Havighurst formulated immediately after World War II a
more normative framework for adult development in the field of adult education (Havighurst, 1972).
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In 1980, a US survey tried to measure the impact of important life transitions on the proneness to
participate in adult learning (Aslanian and Brickell, 1980).
While an in-depth reconstruction of an adult’s way of living and her or his current developmental
tasks is certainly beyond the aims and the legitimate purposes of research in adult learning, the
framework provided by the aforementioned traditions allows to understand the ways, interviewees
present their lives and connect the dots for explaining why they have looked (or not looked) for an
educational opportunity or why they become attentive to opportunities for progression on their job
in a certain time. They stress the need to observe longer (multiyear) stretches of time and to
consider various areas of an individual’s life for understanding the readiness to learn or a current
disengagement in learning. While full accounts of an individual’s life are typically not achievable nor
desirable, frameworks stemming from adult development theory allow for interpreting the issues
presented by the interviewees in a more systematic fashion. The goal is not the complete account,
yet, to provide a map where the relationships between important life events and developmental
tasks and the current engagement in adult learning can be understood. Information on the overall
individual biography and the individual life structure is of interest insofar it helps to make sense for
the agency applied in adult learning. To conclude, while developmental frameworks (and
biographical ones) are comprehensive, for understanding learning in adulthood, the use made of
these frameworks and the use of the empirical material presented by the research participants is
targeted and selective.
As one of the examples, (Crossan, Field, Gallacher and Merrill, 2003) account on the learning
biography of a young female participant has been used for developing the approach. An early
dropout from schooling, early parenthood put an end to her career as unskilled worker. After being
absorbed by caring for her two young children, the mourning of the death of her grandfather kickstared a process, where she desperately searched for a change in her suddenly unbearable life
structure. Accidentally, she found a course in the nearby adult education centre, providing childcare
for small children during course hours. She gave the course a try, although she had never the
intention to enter adult education (and she might have done something completely different, when
she would have come across other opportunities) There, her further learning biography took a leap
forward.
For applying the developmental frameworks proposed, it is therefore important, that we will use
them mainly heuristically for achieving a better understanding about the observed patterns of
learning and not-learning. They allow placing events in an overall frame; however, we are not
inclined to spell out all the details of an individual biography or developmental process. While we
need to relay for the overall understanding on the literature on adult development, empirically, we
try to see what we can learn through selective information provided by the interviewees, when
studying it against the backdrop of the developmental framework.
Learning takes place not only during paid working hours, yet, in other parts of an indiv idual live as
well. In a similar vein, limitations on individuals’ capacity to learn can stem from practically any part
of their own live.
It is proposed to apply Daniel Levinson’s life structure framework for studying how different areas of
life add to and limit an individual’s learning opportunities and the corresponding agency in learning
activities.
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The life structure is the pattern or design of a person’s life, a meshing of self -in-world. Its
primary components are one’s relationships: with self, other persons, groups, and institutions,
with all aspects of the external world that have significance in one’s life. A person has
relationships to work and to various elements of the occupational world; friendships and social
networks, love relationships, including marriage and family; experiences of the body (health,
illness, growth, decline); leisure, recreation, and use of solitude; memberships and roles in
many social settings. Each relationship is like a thread in a tapestry: the meaning of a thread
depends on its place in the total design. (Levinson, 1980), 278) 5

Figure 2.1: Analysing the evolving Life Structure over the life course for exploring individual agency

Source: based on Levinson, ow n description

An individual life structure is characterised as being composed out of six areas, as depicted in the
graph above. Adults are expected to keep into balance the demands and promises of all six areas in a
satisfactory ‘good enough’ way.
The poor development or break down of one area is considered a particular burden for the whole life
structure, although one might be able to temporarily compensate for the lack of opportunity in one
area by an overinvestment in another. For example, being currently out of gainful work is considered
as a particular crisis situation, given the societal expectations and the usual dependence on income
of gainful work. Reducing significantly the time for self-care or for meaningful leisure activities with
friends may create considerable tensions for the overall life structure over time and develop into
impairment for individual development. (Poor development of a life structure could be both the
cause for developmental difficulties and a symptom for underlying difficulties, where avo idance is
taken as a last resort). Actively engaging in intimate relationships and staying in one form of one or
more intimate relationships is considered an essential part of an individual life structure; the absence
of initiative or good fortune with intimate relationships is expected to be experienced as overly
stressful and limiting. To conclude, what is taking place and what is not taking place within one area

5

For short summaries, see (Hefler, 2013)
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of life is taken as of similar importance for understanding the current stage and the overall dynamic
of an individual life structure.
At any given time, individuals give priority to some areas of their life structure while they are
currently working towards particular achievements or changes. Other areas receive less attention;
however, they might be continued on a satisfactory level of performance without too much of an
effort required, profiting from previous activities and established structures. 6 Overall, all areas need
to be balanced in a ‘good enough’ compromise.
It is important to note that being not in the current focus does not imply malperformance or a void of
other life areas. A 25-year-old living for his team sport might build his life structure around his
attempts to do well as a member of the team and to contribute to its success. While much of his
attention is absorbed by this leisure time engagement, he might continue to do an excellent job at
work, building on the level of competence achieved in his early year of work. However, he might not
experience any impulse to go for an extended up-skilling exercise, although he might see this as a
realistic option for the not too far future. He might also report on a stable and satisfying relationship
to a long-term girlfriend, however, without any impulse to alter well established arrangements or to
‘getting more serious’. Based on previous achievement, his life structure might be described as
balanced, with a well-performed and satisfying job, an appreciated intimate relationship, and friends
sharing his passion. While the focus describes where much of learning and initiative can be expected,
the overall life structure is characterised by the stable parts of his previous achievements (mastering
a sound occupational socialisation and finding a niche in a work environment, investing in more
stable bounds of love). Developmental tasks of the future (moving out from his parents’ home,
preparing for moving up the career ladder, deciding about whether the current girlfriend might
become his spouse, deciding about founding a family and so forth) might be all postponed due to the
preoccupation with the leisure time activity. However, the current compromise is likely to give away
to the need for paying more attention to other parts of the life area in the near future, either for
external shocks (e.g. a layoff of workers; a sports injury requiring a yearlong time out), from the
inwards dynamics of important personal relationships (e.g. changes in the life plans of the girlfriend,
deteriorating relationship with the own parents), or stemming on a changing sense of self, where
other life goals become gradually more important than winning with the team the next Sundays’
game.
On an objective level, life structures can be described by the outcomes of past achievements (or a
lack of achievement), which forming still a part of the current life structure. Attained levels of
qualification or achieved level of occupational experience form one particular good example of
achievement, which may last for considerable stretches of time. Having arranged for a fairly stabl e
place of once own might be another. It is also important that individuals might be simply endowed
with resources which they were not forced to work for in any particular way (for example, when they
have taken over a flat from a relative or receive the down-payment for buying a flat from the
parents). So at top of own achievements, the life structure is strongly affected by resources provided
(or taken away) from other persons. Beyond past achievements, individuals may be confronted in
their current life structure with the tasks of overcoming the negative consequences of previous

6

It should be noted, that Levinson’s framework provides an alternative approach to frameworks of life style
choices, as life styles are regarded as temporary arrangements which will give way to new arrangements in the
course of adult development. ‘Young hedonists’ are expected to become caring adults some years later.
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arrangements, e.g. where they have accumulated considerable financial debts or acquired lasting
health issues.
By learning about the areas an individual is currently paying particular attention to, one can learn
about the readiness or its absence to engage in resource-demanding developmental activities in a
particular area. In short, when an individual is currently focusing on his/her intimate relationships
and leisure activities with friends, this might imply considerable limited leeway for engaging in
serious developmental steps at work. It is also important to note, that particular life transitions or
situations (e.g. early years of working as a professional; parenting babies or toddlers; an acute severe
illness) forcefully require particular attention, leaving little space for individual choice but full
engagement. (A lack of full attention might have severe and lasting consequences.)
Phases, where individuals are open for engagement in serious developmental activities in one area of
their life structure are often ‘developmental windows’ (also related to the idea of ‘teachable
moments’ (Havighurst), life structures are changing significantly; former focal areas become less
important, where others take centre stage. Many important life transitions (e.g. leaving the parents’
home; moving in with a partner; founding a family) demand a significant shift in the balance between
areas of the life structure. For reworking one life structure to fit with the needs of a new life stage,
individual needs to engage consciously or unconsciously into extended (multi -year) learning
processes.
Figure 2.2: Focal area(s) at a given time/changing central/peripheral areas over time

Source: Ow n description

Individuals are expected to permanently work towards a satisfactory ‘good enough’ balance between
the areas of their life structure, however, even under favourable conditions, the compromises
required to achieve any fit simultaneously introduce considerable tensions fuelling an individual’s
desire for change. Years of building up one life structure are followed by years where a formally
achieved structure is changed or even disrupted. Development over the life structure is therefore
driven by the requirement of overcoming the consequences of compromi ses accepted at an earlier
stage.
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Within the interviews, we are particularly interested in
-

The current life structure and the relative position of gainful work and (formal) education in
it
Recent changes and ongoing ‘personal development projects’
Important transitions
Crisis of all kind (coming from the developmental processes, from external shocks as e.g. the
untimely death of a near one, an unexpected breakup; the loss of a job) and critical junctures
Particular strains stemming from one part of the life structure (including an observed void,
e.g. when there is practically no space for leisure time activities or for close friends)

Where possible, we would like to see the evolving of a new life structure out of a previous one and
learn about the ways an individual is applying his/her agency in the process.
For sketching the centrality of life areas, a graph will be developed.
For sketching the interplay of the areas of the life structure over the past few years and their
anticipated changes in the near future (e.g. parenting a child in the next few years), a diagram will be
used where events/phases (of work, of relationships, of engagement for a civic organisation) are
represented separately for each area of the life structure.
In addition to the areas of the life structure, the presence of phases of participation in organised
learning (formal education in particular) will be represented. Moreover, the use (over time) of public
support mechanisms will be inserted (e.g. the number of months where one has received a grant and
so forth).
Figure 2.3: Graphical representation of the live structure - example

Source: Ow n description
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The age ranges of the research participants studied (retail, metal: about 18 to 25; adult education: 27
to 40) are linked to different expectations with regard to key developmental issues present.
Stemming from sociological life course research, societal norms for particular life
transitions/achievements (leaving parents’ home; marriage; entering parenthood) need to be
considered. Individuals might experience it stressful when they do not comply with perceived age
norms (Neugarten et al. 1965). They might be penalised by their environments or formally excluded
based on their biological age (e.g. from applying for certain grants). While life course research has
stressed a weakening of age graded norms in rich, Western societies as part of a perceived process of
individualisation and de-standardisation, age norms might be still in full force for particular
communities (e.g. members of particular religious groups) (‘Although born and raised in Vienna, as a
young Muslima, certainly, I married with twenty and having my two kids two years afterwards.’). For
cross-country comparative research in the ENLIVEN project, the large differences between countries
for the average timing of important life transitions are important to be considered (for example, for
moving out of the parents’ home; for moving together with a partner, for parenting a first child; for
living on one’s own income from gainful work) (Eurofound, 2014; Walther, 2006; Walther, Stauber
and Pohl, 2013).
One of the most complex, most discussed frameworks on human development over the life course
has been developed by Erik H Erikson (for a concise introduction, see (Côté and Levine, 2002),
Chapter 5; for a detailed account see e.g. (Hoare, 2002)). Human development is seen out of 8 (in
late contributions 9) stages. Each stage is characterised by one key developmental issue, which needs
to be resolved and which outcomes can be positioned on a continuum between two dialectically
opposed extreme poles (for stage I, that is the new born, between ‘trust’ and ‘mistrust’, for example;
for stage IV, that is school children in latency (6-12), between ‘industry’ and ‘inferiority’). However, in
strict opposition to practically all other stage models, Erikson emphasis the need for achieving a new
answer for each developmental task at each stage of development. While identity formation is
regarded as the key task of adolescence (Stage V, age 12 to 18, ‘Identify’ versus ‘Identity confusion’),
on the following stages, the individual identity needs to profoundly redefined and further developed,
linking identity formation to the key tasks of the alter stages as ‘intimate relationships’ or
‘parenthood/generativity’). Moreover, at any stage, later developmental tasks need to be solved by
establishing early solutions, good enough solutions (so: even new-borns need to establish some early
form of autonomy, shielding off feelings of guilt).
The need for establishing new versions of older achievements during the whole process of adult
development explains much of the complexities observed and why particular types of crises (a crisis
of identity) reappear in a predictable manner when adults moves on from one stage.

2.2

Applying agency in life transitions in young adulthood and beyond

2.2.1 The starting point – Heinz and Evans 1994 framework on cross-country comparative
research on transition patterns
Within life course research in sociology (Hitlin and Kwon, 2016) and social-psychology (Heckhausen
and Buchmann, 2019), human agency is seen as particular relevant when individuals are required to
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make choices at a defined age between institutionalised alternative s, for example, when selecting
the type of school in lower or upper secondary education.
“[L]ife-course agency is not uniformly eﬀective throughout the life course. It is less
needed when individuals move on a well-buﬀered (institutionally regulated) path
(e.g., after being selected to an educational track or having decided for a study
major). Strong individual agency is needed more at times of transition, when the
individual is making a decision about which path to take, and especially when an
individual “swims against the stream,” that is, doing things oﬀ-time or deviating
from the typical life-path of peers in one’s social group (e.g., ﬁrst-generation
college student).” (Heckhausen et al., 2019)
Typically, individuals are required to apply themselves at normative, institutionally defined points of
time, risking a penalty for being ill prepared or behind schedule; for various social transition, there
might even no ‘Second Chance’ foreseen.
“[S]tatus transitions in the institutionalized trajectories require appropriate agerelated timing for action as the ‘windows of opportunity’ inherent in transitions
turn into constraints (i.e., deadlines) when agency is not activated at the
appropriate time. This means that, depending on the age structure of
transitions (e.g., early educational tracking), early manifestations of agency
may be more decisive than later ones (or vice versa).” (Ibid).
In short, agency is seen as the way how individuals apply themselves when making the decisions
leading to one type of transition or another, and how the respond to a failure in achieving the
targeted transition outcome.
One early contribution in cross-country comparative research on life-course transitions in youth,
which can be seen as the starting point of a long series of related research activities (e.g. (Evans,
2007; Heinz, 1999; Walther, 2006; Walther and Stauber, 2002)), has been (Evans and Heinz, 1994)
work on ‘Becoming adults in England and Germany’. The study has been based on qualitative
interviews with young adults and has been selected as a starting point for developing the framework
of research on learning biographies in the ENLIVEN project.
The framework of (Evans et al., 1994) outlined three dimensions for guiding the comparison across
place and time:






First, the types of educational pathways on upper secondary level (type; dropout of) resulting
into four different starting points for school-to-work transitions and related segmentation of
entrance level positions
Second, a typology of individual transitions behaviours (agency) (4 categories) – independently
from their starting position, early career workers can exercise their agency in different patterns,
when it comes to career transitions. In other word, they can prepare in different ways for
transitions to come.
Third, observed career patterns (5 categories); independent of starting points and the transition
behaviour applied, one can observe career patterns in the past years, reflecting a large number
of circumstances beyond the starting positions and the transitions behaviour (e.g. local labour
market conditions, economic crisis of a single local employer and so forth)
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All in all, the framework identifies a matrix out of 4 x 4 x 5 = 80 combinations; while all types of
combinations are possible, some combinations are expected to be much more likely than others.
Likeliness of combinations are thought to change over place and time.
Figure 2.4: The three-dimensional framework of analysis proposed b y Evans and Heinz (1994)

Source: Ow n description

Despite the fact that the framework had been developed for a generation now in their 50s, it has
provided still a useful starting point for the analysis of the learning biographies constructed in the
ENLIVEN project.
Speaking of starting positions on the level of upper secondary education, with young people
attending typically between approx. 15 and 19, with some variation across countries, four positions
are distinguished (adapted from Evans and Heinz 1994):
1. Academic mainstream leading towards higher education; all programmes on upper secondary
education preparing in a realistic way for (mainstream) higher education
2. Training and education leading to skilled employment, (dual system in some countries, workbased learning and apprenticeships, further education college leading to vocational education in
Britain), resulting in broadly defined, standardised transferable occupational qualification
3. Other forms of education or training leading to semi-skilled in the direction of skilled
employment (vocational path) – however, without providing a standardised, recognised
vocational qualification
4. Dropping out of school early without achieving any qualification on upper secondary le vel: Early
labour market experience of un-skilled youth, unemployment and remedial training, without
entering/completing an upper secondary education (ISCED11 Level 3).
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Young adults observed agency, when it comes to prepare for transitions and school -to-work
transitions in particular are summarised by the use of four key patterns (adapted from Evans and
Heinz 1994):
1. Strategic transition behaviour: planful, clear-cut vocational choice (Who I am going to be), can be
related to definite occupational goals (e.g. becoming a manager; becoming a professional), to be
followed by an appropriate arrangement out of educational (e.g. type of further education
programme) and occupational choices (large employer organisation with strong internal labour
market).
2. Step-by-step transition behaviour: ‘Occupational choice is not very clear cut, there is a process of
searching for an interesting occupation; the one taken up usually is not tied to a definite
occupational goal.’ (Evans and Heinz 1994, 212).
3. Taking chances transition behaviour: opportunities popping up are taken, however, little agency
is mobilised to identify proper steps or prepare for them.
4. Wait and see transition behaviour: young adults are ‘happy’ as long as the situation is not getting
worse, they may hold some hope for future improvements, however, they remain strictly passive
and do not mobilise any of their (often scarce) available resources to try for a change.
When young adults are observed over longer stretches of time or their agency applied in a num ber of
transitions, it is likely that they change between patterns of agency, for example, after frustrating
experiences, give up any strategic behaviour for taking chances only or recover from the passivity of
“wait and see” for a “step-by-step” transition pattern.
For describing the transition outcomes, Evans and Heinz 1994 have also proposed a simple typology
of career patterns, including:
1. Progressive career pattern: continuous, institutionally predictable transition into employment
(with the foreseen steps on the educational ladder preparing for the targeted entrance point)
2. Upward drift career pattern: changing trajectories, by moving out of the predicted trajectory
outcome linked to one starting position, usually by improving unfavourable educational or
training conditions (e.g. by Second Chance Education)
3. Stagnant: A less than favourable workplace is taken, there seems to be no occupational future
direction or goal
4. Downward or damaged career pattern: ‘locked in the vicious circle’ like failure at school, job
dropped, may lead to social marginalisation
5. Repaired (interrupted) career pattern: the predicted career trajectory is not achieved
immediately (e.g. due to a failure to get into a programme of choice, to complete an educational
programme, to find an initial job matched to the qualification acquired) but steps taken later had
helped to get back ‘on track’
In the context of the previous educational pathway, we are particularly interested whether or not
individuals has participated – beyond initial education – in any ‘Second Chance’ programme or other
educational programme supported by public sources (including Active labour market policy
measures) or has profited by any public co-funding schemes supporting tuition fees or living costs for
adult students.
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The outlined framework of Evans and Heinz (1994) allows to capture important cross-country
differences with regard to
-

-

The distributions of starting positions, the available choices and options for transitions within
the education systems and the available options to return to education later in life
The observed agency patterns insofar as agency is conditioned by minimum levels of material
wellbeing and – when families cannot or are not inclined to support their offspring - young
people need therefore to rely on public support for ‘making the transition’, in particular in
cases, where they drop out of school or cannot enter the labour market, respectively, can
find precarious work only. Support provided to young adults, however, differ widely between
societies
The observed career pattern again differs widely between countries (and within countries
between regions) given cross-country differences in overall levels of wealth and connected
opportunity structures in the labour market, demographic patterns, employment systems,
labour market conditions and phases in the economic circle. In some countries.

The framework proposed by (Walther, 2006) can be seen as further development of the sketched
approach and is discussed in the following section.

2.2.2 Changing educational opportunities – Educational generations
Today’s young adults between 18 and 29 across Europe have taken part in a further wave of
expansion of participation in initial education and training. There is considerable agreement that
there is an overall lack of understanding of the conditions and consequences of the continuation of
educational expansion (Baker, 2014; Mehta and Davies, 2018), as the commonly used theories deal
mainly with the phase of expansion observed in the 1960s and 1970, which had been also used for
exploring the ‘unexpected’ outcomes of the educational expansion of the 1980s and 1990s (Hadjar
and Becker, 2009). For the latest phase of educational expansion, with participation rates in upper
secondary education above 90% and approaching ‘universal’ higher education, a common framework
of understanding is missing. On one hand, this can be traced back to considerable cross-country
differences in the level of educational expansion achieved. On the other hand, common trends can
be observed across countries, for example, that ‘drop outs’ of upper secondary education, who had
made up for a large group still in the 1990s, face radically reduced opportunities in the labour market
and are at risk of suffering stigmatisation (Dorn, 1996; Solga, 2005; Solga, 2008).
For providing an overview on ever changing opportunities to participate in education, both in initial
education during youth and in formal adult education at later stages of life, the concept of learning
generations has been proposed. It needs to be emphasised that the concept of ‘learning
generations’7 has not fully developed yet and is not fully established as a framework for comparative
study of lifelong learning.
Building on Karl Mannheim’s seminal conception of ‘generation’ as a vital unit of social analysis (Das
Problem der Generationen, 1928, English translation in (Mannheim, 1952)), Ari Antikainen and
7

In the literature, ‘learning generations’ are used often interchangeable with ‘educational generations’. In case
one would like to stress also learning beyond school, ‘leaning generations’ would be the better choice. All in all,
changings conditions for learning across generations are discussed frequently without taking resort to a new
‘analytical unit’ of ‘learning generations’.
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colleagues proposed in the early 1990s to identify adults’ experiences with formal and non -formal
education and related habits with regard to informal learning specific to their generation (Antikainen,
Houtsonen, Kauppila and Huotelin, 1996; Antikainen and Kauppila, 2002) .
‘Learning generations’ refer both to a the members of a cohorts formative experiences in general –
Antikainen et al.’ key point of reference was the major wars in which Finland was involved during the
first half of the 20th century and the experience of phases of major economic depression or
expansion in Finland – and to the changing ‘opportunity structures’ for attending organised – formal
and non-formal education. Moreover, educational opportunities of a period are imprinted by specific
sets of rules, norms and cognitive frames, which anyone who had attended a certain school at a
certain time can talk about. Members of a certain educational generation, attending one type of
school, for example, are likely to have ‘studied’ in school a set of works of fiction, which is likely to be
different of the ‘reading list’ for anyone ten years older or ten years younger.
There have been some attempts to develop accounts on ‘learning generations’ for some countries in
the field of adult education, however, there is much space both for improvements and for adding
countries and cohorts (‘generations’) observed (Biesta et al., 2011; Field, 2013; Field, Lynch and
Malcolm, 2008). Recent application of the concept of ‘generations’ in general forms another
important strand of literature to explore, related to Glen Elder’s call to take history seriously within
life course research (Elder, 1998; Elder, Shanahan and Jennings, 2015) . Finally, there is literature on
the importance of inter-generational relationships for educational processes (Eckert, 2011).
In the current report, we are particularly interested into changing opportunities to participate in
adult learning from one ‘learning generation’ to the next one.
Educational attainment is not only achieved during initial education – that is the continuing8 process
of participating in schooling or other forms of education starting in early childhood and potentially
leading up to acquiring a university degree – but also in continuing or (formal) adult education – that
is any educational activity leading up to a formal qualification taking place after initial education has
ended.
Educational opportunities in initial education expanded in the second half of the 20 th century across
the majority of current European Union member states and that generations therefore differ in the
proportion of members who have achieved particular levels of education (Hadjar et al., 2009).
Diagram 1 shows, that, for example, the proportion of adults who have not achieved a qualification
beyond ISECD11 level 2 (year of reference 2015) has reduced practically everywhere, when
comparing 55-64 year-olds (born between 1950 and 1960; expected time for deciding on entering
upper secondary education somewhere between 1965 and 1975) with 25-34 year-olds. (The only
exception is Germany.) In the observed 40 years, changes have been particularly spectacular as Spai n
and Portugal (with the change from fascism to democracy in 1974/75). By comparison, in many postsocialist countries, a large majority of adults already had at least upper secondary education by 1975.

8

Short interruptions, for example, for a gap year, military service or for parenting a new born, are typically not
considered bringing initial education to an end. As a proxy (for example, used by the LLL2010 project), one
might consider an interruption of at least two years as a marker, that initial education has come to an end and
continuing or adult education has started.
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Figure 2.5: Proportion of adults with ISCED11 0-2 as their highest educational achievement in 2015 – Total population – EU28 + NO, IS, CH, MK, TK

Source: Eurostat, Dissemination data base [edat_lfse_03] – Data version 28.2.2017; Extracted by 26.3.2017
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Expanded opportunities for participating in initial education on upper secondary level is certainly one
of the key sources for the improved educational attainment across the generations.
In addition to participation and retention or success rates, formal adult education – whether or not
supported by procedures for acknowledging informal learning – may play a significant role in the
overall qualification structure. The share of adults having achieved their highest level of education
during adulthood is significant, however, with large cross-country and cross-generational differences.
During adulthood, achieving a higher qualification level typically involves one (or a combination) of
the following:
(a) the completion of formal educational programmes counted as ‘formal adult education’
(b) the completion of non-formal programmes, which nevertheless lead up to formal
qualification (although the programmes themselves may not be represented by the
appropriate statistics for various reasons)
(c) a procedure for acknowledgement of prior learning or
(d) a formal assessment or examination.
Participation in formal and relevant forms of non-formal education may be mirrored in national and
European statistics. It is not difficult to show that countries differ greatly in their provision of formal
adult education.
There are significant differences in the recorded participation rates in formal adult education across
Europe. Diagram 3 shows the participation rate in formal adult education of 25-29 year-olds in 2014
(yearly average, Labour Force Survey). The overall participation rate is broken down according to the
level of educational programme attended, using the following broad ranges of programmes: ISCED11
0-2, 3-4 with general orientation, 3-4 with vocational education and 5-8. In order to cover categories
where the statistics do not allow meaningful proxies, an residual category is provided, covering
mainly programmes below ISCED11 5.
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Figure 2.6: Proxies9 for participation in formal adult education of the 25 to 29 year-olds, b reak down for the level of programme attended – men and women – 2014

Source: Eurostat dissemination data base [trng_lfs_15] – Labour Force Survey - ow n calculation

9

For achieving a proxy, the total participation rate in formal adult education is multiplied by the proportion of programs on a certain level. For some countries, the provided
data sum up for more than 100% (UK is the extreme case, where figures sum up to 111%).
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Figure 2.6 not only points to large differences in the level of participation, it also shows that in some
the countries, there is a significant activity on the ISCED11 3-4 level, in particular in vocationally
oriented programmes.
Observing formal adult education’s contribution to the qualification structure poses some particular
challenges. First of all, data sources typically suffer from the fact that they do not only observe
completed spells (so, for example, only people older than 64 years), meaning that the are ‘rightcensured’. When observing younger cohorts in cross-sectional data, the participation for younger
cohorts will be underestimated as some of them will participate only at a later stage in their lives . In
longitudinal studies, where particular attention is paid to keeping or retrospectively achieving
records of progress in educational achievements, the difficulties mentioned are typically less severe,
making studies based on these data set the first choice for reporting on formal adult education’s
contributions to the qualification structure (e.g. (Jenkins, 2017)). However, there is no cross-country
comparative longitudinal source available.
In order to create a proxy, one can use the information on the year of completion of the highest
educational attainment present in various surveys (LFS, AES, PIAAC), as presented and discussed in
(Hefler, Róbert, Ringler, Sági, Rammel, Balogh and Markowitsch, 2011) based on the LFS 2003 Ad hoc
Module on adult education. Based on the data delivered, one can study the proportion of adults who
achieved their highest level of education at the age of 25 or later. This proxy has the particular
drawback that it counts within ‘adult education’ adults who merely finished their initial education
after their 25th birthday – in many European countries, however, the majority of students in regular
university programmes, used to finish their programmes after their 25th birthday, so this extended
initial education phase has a particular effect on the achieved proxy. Alternatively, one can study the
proportion of adults who achieved their highest level of education significantly later than the
majority of graduates on the same educational level. For example, one can attribute the label ‘formal
adult education’ to any achieved qualification completed more than three years after the ‘median
graduate’. This proxy has the advantage that it accounts for cases where young adults achieve their
qualification in formal adult education, yet before their 25th birthday. It has also significant
disadvantages, as, for example, it fails in cases where qualifications are created exclusively for adults
(in some countries articulated on the ISCED97 level 4). Both proxies do underestimate the
contribution of formal adult education, first, because not only completed spells are included (see
above), second, because qualifications achieved on a lower (or the same) ISECD level as one
previously achieved are not reported, and third, because qualifications achieved in adulthood
become invisible as soon as an even higher qualification has been achieved. The latter is usually the
case for adults who have achieved an upper secondary qualification to gain access to higher
education and later complete their studies at tertiary level.
Figure 2.7 presents the proportion of adults in four age brackets who have achieved their highest
educational attainment in adulthood, but have not achieved a qualification on ISECD97 5 or 6 level.
Two indicators are used as a proxy for formal adult education. First, an age threshold (being older
than 25 when achieving the qualification) has been applied. For qualifications up to ISCED97 Level 4,
there are typically no programmes where students in initial education graduate after their 25 th
birthday at a regular basis, so overlapping with initial education need not be considered. However, in
the phase between the end of compulsory schooling (varying between 14 and 18) and the 25 th
birthday, a significant proportion of young adults participate in ‘Second Chance Education’ – that is,
in formal adult education either making up for leaving school prematurely (achieving any
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qualification on ISCED 2 or 3 level) or acquiring a qualification with more ‘`market value’ or opening
up access routes to post-secondary or tertiary studies. To represent outcomes of ‘Second Chance’
education between 15 and 24, a second proxy is provided, representing the proportion of adults
having achieved their highest qualification up to ISCED97 Level 4 at least three years later than the
median graduate 10. For example, when upper secondary education is completed by at least 50% at
age 19, everyone completing a programme on the same level after her/his 23 rd birthday is counted as
a participant in formal adult education.
The proportion of adults who have achieved their highest education in adulthood is expressed as a
percentage of the adults belonging to the same age bracket. In other words, the indicator informs us
about the proportion of all adults belonging to one age group who have achieved their highest
educational level (below ISECD97 5) in adulthood. The indicator is chosen as it makes cross-country
comparison easier as in case of relating to the proportion of adults on the same educational level 11.
When interpreting the indicators across the birth cohorts presented, the impact of two
corresponding developments needs to be considered:
First, the proportion of participants who have achieved a qualification in initial education influences
the quantitative scope for ‘formal adult learning’ as a source of acquiring the ‘highest’ level of
education12. For example, when in 2011 4% of all 25-34 year-olds in Austria have acquired their
highest qualification (below Level 5) after their 25th birthday, then this needs to be related to the
approx. 20% of the same age group who had not participated in any upper secondary education.
Similarly, the 12% of the 45 to 54 year-olds who acquired qualifications below ISCED 4 level in
adulthood needs to be related to the approximately 60% of their birth cohort who did not enter
upper secondary education. In absolute terms – at least in so far only the source of the highest level
of qualification is considered – opportunity structures for formal adult education cannot but respond
to changing participation rates in initial education. Nevertheless, the figures presented accurately
reflect that, to continue the Austrian example, opportunities for formal adult education expanded
strongly in the late 1970s and early 1980s. People born between 1957 and 1966 had more options to
acquire a qualification in adulthood than people born between 1947 and 1956.
Second, changing participation and success rates among adults who achieved an ISCED 3 or 4
qualification via ‘Second Chance Routes’, in post-secondary and higher education have an impact on
the figures. To continue the Austrian example: As opportunities for higher education expanded
strongly for the youngest age cohort under study (for example, by the introduction of universities of
applied science in 1994), it is likely that a higher proportion of graduations in adult education at
ISCED97 levels 3 to 4 has become invisible to the chosen proxy.

10

The median is calculated for the whole age range (25 to 64). Changes in the regular duration of programmes
– their prolongation or shorting –- over time are therefore influencing the proxy somewhat.
11 Comparable diagrams referring to the proportion of adults on similar educational level s are available.
12 It is important to consider that formal adult education might be a source of acquiring a qualification on the
same level of education, yet, in a different field. It needs also to be stated that there are no rules applied across
countries for identifying the ‘highest educational attainment’ in case two qualifications are on the same ISCED
level. It is assumed that established symbolic hierarchies are – explicitly or implicitly – applied across the
countries. So for example, in case an academic upper secondary education achieved in adulthood on ISCED97
level (which should have been classified as ISECD97 4, according to the ISCED97 manua l), one might expect that
this qualification will be reported as ’highest educational attainment’ and not a vocational qualification which is
also established on ISCED97 3 level.
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Figure 2.7: Proportion of adults – as a share of the age group – having acquired their highest educational attainment up to ISECED97 level 4 in adulthood (proxies: after their 25 th
b irthday; more than three years later than the median graduation age) – Data under revision – Please do not quote!

Source: Eurostat AES 2 micro data set – ow n calculation – Data under revision (version 17.5.2017); HR has not participated in AES2, for MT and IE, the relevant variable HATYEAR is missing.
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Preliminary observations based on Figure 2.7 include the following:
In Nordic countries, in particular in Finland and Sweden, formal adult education on ISECD97 3 and 4
level had a major impact on the qualification structure and continues to have such an impact. For the
generations observed born before 1976, formal adult education contributed strongly to reducing the
proportions of adults who have not completed upper secondary education in initial education.
For the UK, data confirms that a significant part of the population earned their highest qualification
up to ISCED97 level 4 in adulthood (for a study based on longitudinal data see (Jenkins, 2017)), yet,
many qualifications \t lower ISCED levels are awarded based on collected credits, with little or no
participation in further education involved (). (No data for Ireland are available.)
Among states in Central Europe, the picture is rather mixed and requires in depth analysis. In some
countries, the share of adults who have achieved their highest qualification (up to level ISCED4) is
rather high with strong generational patterning. In other countries, the impact of formal adult
education on the qualification structure seems quite low; however, further investigations are
required to see whether the data capture the reality sufficiently well.
In Western Mediterranean states, Portugal with its pronounced upskilling policies introduced stands
out with a high proportion of adults having achieved their highest qualification (on ISCED97 level 2 or
3) in adulthood. For IT, FR, and ES, the impact of formal adult education on the qualification structure
seems less significant.
For the South Mediterranean states Greece and Cyprus, the impact of formal adult education is
portrayed as comparatively low, however, one should not forget that even a comparatively small
percentage – for example 2.7 per cent of 25-34 year-olds in Greece achieved their qualification up to
ISCED97 level 4 after their 25th birthday – represents a significant number of adults (here: 45.000).
In the Visegrád countries, the data point to a – by comparison – moderate contribution of formal
adult education to intermediate qualification levels.
In the Baltic countries, data suggests a strong role of formal programmes, in particular for adults
born before 1976.
For Bulgaria and Romania, data report a less pronounced role of formal adult education as a so urce
of intermediate qualifications.

Methodological notes
LFS – as AES – includes the information on the “timing” of the highest educational attainment
(HATYEAR). Thereby, it allows to achieve estimates on the contribution of (formal) adult education to
the stock of qualifications. Available opportunities to achieve a qualification during adult education
may (significantly) change (expand or deteriorate) over the generations. A similar approach has been
tested in the LLL2010 project (Hefler et al., 2011)
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2.2.3 Youth transition regimes1 3
For making cross-country differences in patterns of transition to adulthood commensurable, in the
following, results of the Youth transition study by (Eurofound, 2014) are summarised for the nine
European ENLIVEN countries.
In life course research, the extended process of transition from adolescence (or youth) to adulthood
is typically observed by the use markers, which are signalling the completion of particular steps
towards adulthood and which are connected to the societies’ normative vision of what it takes to
become an adult. In the following, five key markers of adulthood should be studied for the countries
of the ENLIVEN project, namely (see for a discussion (Settersten JR, Ottusch and Schneider, 2015))
-

(1) The age of leaving home (and living on once own) for the first time,
(2) The age of living with a partner (for the first time),
(3) The age when having the first child,
(4) The age when completing initial education and training
(5) The age, when entering the first lasting job.

For the first three indicators, the median age of the 18 to 35-year olds of achieving the marker event
is presented, that is the age, by which 50% of the cohort studied have reported the life event under
observation.
With those five key markers the diverse patterns of transitions from youth to adulthood can be
sketched within the nine countries of the ENLIVEN project. Across Europe, there are large differences
regards the age when young people start to become independent citizen. Due to various reasons,
such as cultural differences, institutional differences in the education system, different welfare state
regimes, transition patterns differ between groups of countries. One can distinguish patterns in
southern and eastern Europe from north-western European countries. According to the school of
thought, the most important factors of distinctive transitions to adulthood are the different design of
welfare regimes, educational systems and labour market regulations. However, the impact of
institutional packages cannot be interpreted in isolation from cultural norms, which are equally
essential for understanding country differences. Despite large country-to-country differences, some
common features and trends can be highlighted, for instance the importance of gender differences,
with women making the transitions at a younger age compared to men or that transition patterns
become more and more de-standardised and thereby individualised over the past decades. Due to
data limitation, only proxies can be calculated, however, with the five different key markers at hand,
it is possible to highlight key differences between the nine ENLIVEN countries.
The age of leaving parental home for the first time
One major step from youth to adulthood and for acquiring one own’s independence is leaving the
parental home, implying the task of managing one’s own budget. The general literature indicates a
division between the country patterns of the north-south and east-west when it comes to homeleaving patterns.

13

This section has been provided by Alexandra Fabrykowska and Günter Hefler.
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According to the data presented in (Eurofound, 2014), among the EU27 (with the exception of
Croatia) in 2011, the median age of leaving home is the lowest for men and women in Denmark with
20,6 years, respectively 19,6 years and the highest for men in Bulgaria with 34,5 years and for
women in Slovakia with 28,0 years.
Figure 2.5 represents the values for the ENLIVEN countries. Beyond Denmark, where young adults
leave their parent’s home at the earliest point of time across the EU27, the median age for leaving
home is below the EU27 value in Estonia (men: 24,5 women: 22,9), Belgium (men: 24,6 women:
23,2), United Kingdom (men: 25,1 women: 23,0) and Austria (men: 25,9 women: 23,3). In the
remaining four countries, the median age for leaving the parental home is considerably higher, with
Bulgaria (men) and Slovakia (women) having the highest values across the EU27. In detail, median
age of home leaving is 28,3 years for men and 26,4 years for women in Spain, for men 29,6 years and
for women 26,8 in Italy, for men 30,5 years and 28,0 years for women in Slovakia, and for men 34,5
years and 26,4 years for women in Bulgaria.
Additionally, as a general pattern across all nine countries, it can be seen that women leave home
earlier than men. Especially in Bulgaria, women leave their parental home at the median age of 26,
while men leave it at the age of 34.
Beside factors as family resources, institutional conditions or cul tural norms, one of the most
important and influential factor is the financial independence of a young person. (Iacovou, 2010) has
defined across all European countries a positive association of the probability of leaving home and a
young person’s income, meaning that access to gainful work expands the opportunity of leaving the
parents’ home.
Additionally, there is an increasing tendency among young people, ‘boomeranging’ back to the
parental home after living alone for a while. Over the past few years, the patterns of transition of
leaving the parental have become more complex.
Figure 2.8: Median age for leaving the parents’ home in 2011 (50 % of 18-35-year olds have left their parents’
home at age …)

Source: (Eurofound, 2014) based on EU-SILC data of 2011 (18-35 year olds)
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The median age of starting to live with a partner
When it comes to establish a lasting intimate relationship and to start to live with a partner, there is
a similar division among the European countries like in the first key marker regarding the age of
leaving the parental home. On the one hand one has the Nordic and western countries, on the other
hand one sees the southern and eastern countries.
The data (Eurofound, 2014) show that the median age of living with a partner is the lowest for
women in Estonia with 24,9 years and in Denmark for men with 26,9 years. The median age for
starting to live together with a partner is the highest for women with 28,9 years and 33,8 years for
men in Italy.
The values for the remaining ENLIVEN countries vary from a median age from 25,1 years up to 31,1
years. While young adults in Denmark (men: 26,9 women: 25,1) and Estonia (men: 27,1 women:
24,9) move in together with their partner at the earliest point across the EU27, the median age for
living with a partner is below the EU27 value in United Kingdom (men: 27,7 women 25,4) and in
Belgium (men: 28,1 women: 26,4). In the remaining five countries, the data presents a median age
higher than in the EU27 average in Austria (men: 29,6 women 26,5), Slovakia (men: 30,8 women:
28,2), Bulgaria (men: 31,1 women: 26,7), and Spain (men: 31,1 women: 28,8). As mentioned before,
the median age for living with a partner is the highest in Italy across the EU27.
Figure 2.9: Median age for living with a partner in 2011 (50 % of 18-35 year olds live with a partner at the age …)

Source: (Eurofound, 2014) based on EU-SILC data

From the figure 2.6, one can see the general tendency that women start to live with a partner earlier
than men. The gap between leaving home and moving in with a partner differs from country to
country. In general, in north Europe young people tend to live alone for several years before they
move in with a partner, while in southern and eastern European countries, leaving home and living
with a partner is often closely related to each other. In some Eastern European countries, it is
common for young people to enter a partnership before leaving the parental home. Comparing the
data of leaving home and living with a partner, cross-country differences become more visible. For
instance, in Denmark, where young people leave their parental home at the median age of 19.6 years
(women) or 20.6 years (men), start to live with a partner at the median age of 25.1 (women) or 26.9
(men), so the gap is approximately 6 years, while this gap is in Bulgaria (leaving parental home: men
34,5 women 26,2; living with a partner men: 31,1 women 26.7) or Slovakia (leaving parental home
men: 30,5 women: 28,0; living with a partner men: 30,8 women: 28,2) relatively low. In the other
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remaining ENLIVEN countries, Austria, Belgium, Estonia, Spain, Italy and United Kingdom, the median
age gap between the two markers consists of about two years.
The median age when having the first child
Traditionally, starting a family and becoming a parent was the final step in the transition to
adulthood as parenting has been seen as the hallmark of having finally adopted the role of an adult.
Nevertheless, due to the fact that young people have nowadays more diversified career and life
paths, traditional viewpoints change. In most European countries, young people generally postpone
becoming a parent much longer than in the time between after the Second World War and the
1970s.
Figure 2.7 presents the age at which 50% of young people across Europe become parents. In Estonia
adults get their first child at the youngest median age in the EU27, women at the median age of 27,2
years, men at the median age of 30,3 years. To the contrary, in Italy parenthood is postponed the
most, resulting in the highest median age for having the first child, with women at the age of 31,8
years and men at the age of 37,2 years. In most of the ENLIVEN countries, young adults have their
first child at a median age which is below the EU27 value, in Bulgaria (men: 33,0 women: 27,2),
Austria (men: 33,5 women 29,8), Denmark (men: 33,6 women: 29,2), Slovakia (men: 33,8 women:
29,8) and Belgium (men: 34,2 women: 29,4). Only in Spain (men: 36,1 women: 32,6) and Italy the
respective values are above the indicated values for the EU27.
Figure 2.10: Median age for having one’s first child 2011 (50 % of 18-35-year olds have had their first child at age
…)

Source: (Eurofound, 2014) based on EU-SILC data

There are also different patterns among the nine countries of the ENLIVEN project when it comes to
leaving the parental home and becoming a parent. In the Western and Nordic countries the time gap
between the two marker event is approximately seven years or more (e.g. Denmark: leaving the
parental home at the age of 19,6 (women) or 20,6 (men) and having the first child at the age of 29,7
(women) or 33,5 (men)) , whereas in the eastern European countries the gap is considerably small
with three years or less (e.g. Slovakia: leaving the parental home at the age of 28,0 (women) or 30,5
(men), while having children at 29,8 (women) or 33,8 (men)). Even though young people in Eastern
European countries leave their parental home later, they become parents shortly afterwards.
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The age when completing initial education and training
The different transitions from school-to-work are determined by the institutional structure of the
national education systems as well as by the labour market regulation of a country. Several indicators
are essential when it comes to school-to-work transition and the average age of young people
leaving education is one of them, as it is often used in literature to describe different transition
patterns. The indicator, when young people finish their education varies strongly with the proportion
of young people attending higher education and therefore the general system of higher education..
Despite the Bologna reforms, the average time required for completing higher education studies vary
widely across countries, echoing earlier traditions within national university systems.
Figure 2.8 present data (Eurofound, 2014) from Eurostat EU-LFS on the average age when young
people complete their education in 2009, with breakdowns for upper secondary education and
tertiary education as well as all levels together. When it comes to upper secondary education, young
people from Bulgaria (average age 18) are the earliest to finish their education, while in Denmark the
average age is 21.8 years for completing education. The average age of leaving tertiary education is
the lowest in United Kingdom with 22,5 years, while it is the highest as before, in Denmark with the
average age of 26,7 years. In regard to all levels of education, most ENLIVEN countries are below the
EU27 value of the average age of 21,2 years. Bulgaria has the lowest average age of 19,6 years,
followed by United Kingdom (20,1 years), Slovakia (20,4 years), Spain (20,5 years), Austria and
Estonia (20,8 years) and Italy with an average age of 21 years. Only Bel gium (average age of 21,5) and
Denmark (average age of 23) are above the EU27 value.
Figure 2.11: EU27, 2009: Average age completing education

Source: Eurofound calculations based on data from Eurostat EU-LFS

Working experiences during participation in initial education supports the task of finding gainful work
later on as one of the key tasks during the transition into adulthood. In countries, where initial
vocational education on upper secondary level is organised as so-called dual education or
apprenticeships, with school-based education, training in the workplace and productive work
combined, high numbers of young people (15-24) acquire work experiences while still in initial
education. However, the requirement for gainful work can be also a burden, in particular during
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Higher Education. There has to be a healthy balance between education and work, otherwise if
students work too many hours, it can become incompatible with completing the education
programme. According to the EU-LFS data, on average 22,2% of students combined education and
work in 2009 across the EU27. Nevertheless, the proportions of students which study and work at
the same time varies greatly among the nine ENLIVEN countries as well as among the EU per se.
Figure 2.9 shows the divergent proportions of students who combine education and work. The
differences among the countries cannot be found only on one educational level, but on all
educational levels. More than 50% of students work in Denmark (56%), whereas in Slovakia only 4,8%
of students work besides their education. Respective figures for Italy (7,0 %), Belgium (7,8%),
Bulgaria (9,6%) and Spain (14,6%) are below the EU27 value of 22,2%. The remaining four ENLIVEN
countries, Estonia (22,5%), United Kingdom (30,3%), Austria (39,0%) and Denmark are above the
EU27 value. In general, in most countries, the proportion of students which combine their studies
with experience in gainful work is even higher among those who attend te rtiary education. Denmark
is the only exception, where the proportion of upper secondary students who combine work and
education is higher than the proportion of students in tertiary education and it can be explained by
the existing strong vocational/apprenticeship system in Denmark. In Austria, by comparison, while
apprenticeship is also strong on upper secondary level, a similar large proportion of IVET is organised
in a school-based form with only limited experiences of gainful work required (Graf, Lassnigg and
Powell, 2012).
Figure 2.12: Proportion of students combining work and education (2009) (%)

Source: Eurofound calculations based on data from Eurostat EU-LFS

The age, when entering the first lasting job
Another key indicator that is essential for the transition from youth to adulthood is the age, when
young people enter their first job after completion of their initial education. Within the EU, the
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average duration for the school-to-work transition has been about 6.5 months in 2009. Figure 2.10
shows, that in the nine ENLIVEN countries, the average time required varies from 3,5 months in the
United Kingdom up to 10,5 months in Italy. In six of nine countries, the time required for the
transition is below the EU27 average. Transitions were made in the fasted way in the United Kingdom
with an average month of 3,5, followed by Estonia (4,3 months), Denmark (4,6 months) and Austria
(4,9 months). In Belgium and Slovakia, the average duration of finding the first job after graduation
are 5,6 months. Above the EU27 value for the respective indicator are Spain (8,2 months), Bulgaria
(8,9 months) and Italy with the highest value for this indicator with 10,5 months.
Figure 2.13: Average months before starting the first job (2009)

Source: Eurofound calculation based on data from Eurostat 2009 EU-LFS AHM

The analysis shows, that the countries which have a higher proportion of students that combine work
and education are also those countries in which young people have a quicker school-to-work
transition when looking for their first job after they finish their education. This can be explained by
the fact that most of those students, which study and work at the same time, find jobs more quickly
or continue their job they already have.
Additionally, the analysis also represents the known fact that the search time required before
starting the first job after completing initialeducation is lower at higher levels of education than at
lower ones. Students having completed upper secondary education search for a job on average seven
months, while students with tertiary education find a job after about five months.
Regardless of the educational level, at EU level, about 68% of school -leavers are employed after one
year after completion of initial education in 2009. Nevertheless, there are huge disparities among
countries, due to institutional differences. For instance, in Denmark around 80% of graduates are
employed one year after their graduation, while in Austria the number is lower, about 66% of school leavers, due to the fact, that young people must do military service after their graduation. In
southern European countries, about 50% of graduates are employed one year after they have left
initial education.
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A clear correlation has been found between the proportion of students that combine education and
work, and the proportion of school-leavers who are employed one year after graduation. This
emphasizes the importance of forms to combine education and work for smoothing the transition.
Comparing youth transition regimes, there are several approaches supporting the comparison of
youth transitions across the Europe. One frequently used heuristic approach (Hadjivassiliou,
Tassinari, Eichhorst and Wozny, 2018) developed by Andreas Walther and colleagues (Cuconato,
Walther and Zannoni, 2016; Walther, 2006; Walther, 2011; Walther and Stauber, 2018; Walther et
al., 2013) distinguish five youth transition regimes: universalistic, employment-centred, liberal, subprotective and post-socialist.
Among the ENLIVEN countries, the universalistic transition regime can be found in Denmark. The
regime is based on inclusive education systems in which – on upper secondary level – general and
vocational education both are hold in high esteem. There are high investments in tertiary education.
The inclusive education systems are largely integrated and responds to changing needs due to the
individualisation of life courses. The concept of youth is personal, with a clear focus on individual
personal development. The focus of transition policies lies on education per se and allows individuals
to make choices fitting with their preferences. Employers play a significant role in prov iding
continuing training. ALMPs are well developed and funded; the transition model is based on young
people’s early activation, implemented through a tailored approach. In addition, the high proportion
of students who combine work and education also helps when it comes to achieve smooth
transitions from youth to adulthood.
The employment-centred transition regime can be found, speaking of the ENLIVEN countries, in
Austria and Belgium. It is characterised by diversified school system that is connected to a highly
standardised vocational training system with well-developed apprenticeship and national
certification systems. Employers are involved strongly in IVET. The concept of youth is based on
socialisation for occupational and social positions through training. The focus of transition policies
lies on (pre-) vocational training, with a “train-first” approach, where the focus on VET and
apprenticeship is seen as the main labour market integration route. The transition from school to
work varies due to the educational systems, but is generally fast and stable in those countries with a
large apprenticeship system. ALMPs are well developed.
The liberal transition regime, exemplified among the ENLIVEN countries by the United Kingdom, put
the burden of management the risks of transitions mainly on the individual, respectively, the
individual households. This regime has a comprehensive education system (however, with a private
elite segment based on high tuition fees) as well as high flexibility and fragmentation in postcompulsory education. VET delivery models have a low status and are poorly standardised. Employer
involvement in IVET is limited. There is strong preference for higher education and the organisation
of occupations as professions, based on higher education credentials. Regarding the concept of
youth, the societal norms put the emphasis on the earliest possible transition to economic
independence. The focus of transition policies lies on the employability, but there are few ALMPs
that target especially young people. Only some (ever changing) flagship initiatives are typically
targeting the long-term unemployed youth. The education system as well as the labour market is
characterised by high demands for flexibility, so that young people have various entry options, but
also suffer the burden of insecurity due to the minimal social protection and low social benefit levels.
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The transition from school to work is typically rapid, but unstable, with a high incidence of lowquality employment as well as forms of skills mismatches during early career phases
The sub-protective or under institutionalised transition regime can be found in Italy and Spain,
speaking of the ENLIVEN countries. There is a non-selective and comprehensively structured
compulsory education system, with a low status and take-up of VET. Additionally, the level of early
school leavers is comparatively high. The institutional interlinkage between the education system
and labour market is weak. The labour market is highly segmented, with a high EPL dualism between
temporary and permanent employment. In Italy and Spain there is no distinctive concept of youth as
well as there used to be no social benefits for young people due to a weakly developed welfare state
approach, young adults depend largely on their families as they have only a weak status as
independent claimants of welfare payments of various kinds. Due to the fact, that young adult used
to have no noticeable status, there are still no clear priorities when it comes to transition policies .
ALMPs are still relatively underdeveloped due to the limited institutional capacities. The transition
from school to work can be a long and uncertain one. For higher education graduates, families try to
do their best for securing young people’s late entrance into well-paid career pathways by
accumulating educational credentials and by avoiding low-prestige employment in prolonged
entrance tournaments (Anxo, Bosch and Rubery, 2010).
Another youth transition regime is suggested for post-socialist countries, however, setting aside the
marked differences between these countries (Saar, Unt and Kogan, 2008), which is a key weakness of
Walther et al.’s approach. Among the ENLIVEN countries, the transitions systems of Estonia, Bulgaria
and Slovakia fall under this label. The compulsory education systems are comprehensive, with a
predominance of the general education, reflecting VET’s poor reputation stemming from the times
prior to 1989 and the lack of free educational choice under communist rule (Baker, Köhler and Stock,
2007) There is only an institutional interlinkage between the education system and the labour
market. The post-socialist transition regime has adopted a mix of liberal and employment-centred
approaches, with strong variations across countries (Kogan, Noelke and Gebel, 2012) According to
Walther, Stauber and Pohl, those countries have a mixed concept of youth, due to various conditions
that were imposed by transnational actors. Additionally, the transition policies are likewise very
mixed due to historic differences and ALMPs are relatively underdeveloped in most countries When
it comes to the transition from school to work, it varies in length and stability across the countries.
There are high incidences of temporary or low-quality employment and high degrees of job-skills
mismatch.
For overcoming the shortcoming of Walther’s et al, it is proposed to use the typology of (Roosmaa
and Saar, 2017) to disentangle the group of transition countries into more homogeneous subgroups
(see the corresponding section in D5.1).
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Table 2.1: Transition regimes across Europe
Source: (Walther et al., 2013)
Dimension

Dimensions of ‘support’ (in a broad sense)

Criteria of ‘success’
Public
expenditure for
education/
families and
Focus of

children/

Employment

Female

transition

active labour

Concept of

Concept of

Regime

Country

School

Training

Social security

regime

employment

policies

market policies

youth

disadvantage
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Denmark

Not selective

Flexible

State

Open Low risks

High

Education

Personal

Individualised and

Activation

development,

structure-related

standards
(mixed)

citizenship
status

Employmentcentred

Liberal
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Austria

Selective

trans-formation
societies

Belgium

Closed Risks at

Medium

the margins

(Pre-) vocational

Socialisation for

training

occupational/so

Individualised

cial positions

United

Principally not

Low standards

Kingdom

selective

(mixed)

Italy
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Low standards

State/family

Open High risks

High

Employability

Early economic
independence

Individualised

Family

Closed High

Low

‘Any status’

Without distinct
status

Structure-related

Mixed

Mixed

and coverage

risks (informal

(work, education

(school)

work)

or training)

Estonia
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Standards in

Bulgaria
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process of
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Family/state

Closed High
risks
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2.3

Agency in learning across the evolving life structure – the ENLIVEN synthesis

Misery is in place when your identity does not match your job. In one of Franz Kafka’s late stories 14,
by the help of a kind of ethnographer, we meet Josephine, who impersonates an opera singer and
celebrates the sensibilities of a divine artist. The crack is only that she belongs to the folk of mice,
and mice do not sing nor listen to music and not in the least know the institution of the bourgeois
opera and its professions. Josephine restlessly rehearses and applies herself to shield her identity
while doing mundane work. No one is more agentic than her, however, all her efforts evaporate in
vain. If there were such thing, a mice psychiatrist might have attested her being caught in arrested
development as she cannot let go of her vision nor identify with readily available professional roles
or the life of mice as such. For applying one’s agency and for making your work part of your identity,
you depend on models at hand, being at your reach and worthy of pursuing it.
Worker’s identity and their collective sources used to resume centre stage in the sociology of work
up to the early 1980s. For answering the question, what people do or not do at work – and how and
what they learn at work – it used to be accepted that one needs to consider the whole person, his or
her identity, consciousness and life structure and its structural – collective – sources. The employer
might call for ‘helping hands’, however, a whole person will appear and will have to reconcile what a
job demands and provides with his or her overall life. An organisation might look for a devoted
professional, however, it will end up with someone having a life that eclipses job. Yet, individuals are
not inventing themselves from scratch, yet, model their life according to roles, which themselves
reflect a given state of socio-economic conditions and power relations. For understanding individual
agency, one need to identify first the institutions establishing the playing field in the capitalist
workplace. Taking Charles Sabel’s landmark study as an example (Sabel, 1982), the occupationally
qualified craftsmen, the skilled workers and the unskilled helpers learn as it is imprinted in their
workplaces –reflected in their consciousness and identity – by the division of labour in the Fordist
factory.
The aim of looking for the collective sources of identity and agency at work somewhat became
collateral damage of the great debate, whether or not (blue collar factory) workers develop a class
consciousness, guiding their voting behaviour and safeguarding the power of social democracy. As by
the electoral shifts of the 1980s workers were proven of not following their ’objective’ collective
interest, the ‘individualisation thesis’ and thereby the individual actor became the natural starting
point across subfields of social research, including the field of workplace learning.
By bringing the individual back in, one aims at refuting an overly deterministic structuralism, where
subjectivity is irrelevant, and individuals are placed by powerful ‘social laws’. However, for applying
his or her agency, the individuals needs a playing field with its proper symbolic infrastructure and
other players to relate to and play with, allowing for making meaningful moves instead of tapping in
the mist (in Pierre Bourdieu’s well-known picture, for riding the tube in a meaningful way, you need
to have the system’s map).
While emphasising that agency is emanating from the individual, one comes back full circle when
investigating what makes agency actually possible, the material and structural infrastructure at hand
and the relations of cooperation and contestation involved. In short, agency is essentially a relational
14

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josephine_the_Singer,_or_the_Mouse_Folk
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concept (Evans, 2017), linking up the individual, the choices at hand (the infrastructure available for
making the moves, the other players to interact with) and the social space – where all local games
are related to each other – and its distal effects on what is going on locally.

2.3.1 Re-highlighting occupational and professional identity in workplace learning
Within the research of workplace learning, by the early 1990s, Stephen Billett has taken the lead in
bringing back into focus both the paramount importance of considering the worker’s identity for
understanding his or her workplace learning and of occupations as guiding meaning systems, as
created by a community of practice.
Novice workers model themselves according to the models provided by their communities – even in
the absence of a German-type state-supported standardised system of occupations and its initial
vocational education system. Where work organisation simply defies any occupational principles,
membership in the organisation itself and its ways of ‘doing things here’ become the blueprint for
occupational socialisation and workplace learning. Furthermore, in the past few years research on
individual agency in workplace learning has strongly proliferated (Eteläpelto, Vähäsantanen, Hökkä
and Paloniemi, 2013; Goller and Paloniemi, 2017).
For applying one’s agency, the availability of accessible models – occupational or professional roles
within your reach – are essential. Professional roles are collective – institutionalised – patterns,
performed and defined by communities of practice. They comprise of a temporal, a developmental
and a dynamic component: your commitment is taken as lasting and your current status is shaped by
what you are going to become at a later stage of your occupational journey, finally, you partake in
and contribute to the innovation implemented by your community, all eyes fixed on the cutting edge.
Roles give one’s agency direction, as one strives to live up to what one perceives as part and parcel of
the role aspired. An individual’s workplace learning makes sense mainly by helping to fulfil and
enliven a set professional role, thereby remaining dependent on the professional role’s features.
Roles can be a great help in securing social recognition as others feel urged to underwrite the claims
linked to a given role. Occupational roles go with an ethos and a unique pride and are linked to
expectations on what type of treatment in the workplace one need to be ready to endure and where
one is entitled to forcefully defend a red line. In short, occupational roles are linked to social status
and pay, and while entitlements might be challenged by others, typically, there are institutions in
place (as labour courts or professional associations) which reinforce the recognition of the rules and
norms at play.
As any institutionalised occupational role holds considerable value, it attracts contention by the
employers (who would like to circumvent paying for the benefits expected) and other occupational
groups (who would like to partake in or take over the benefits at play). However, occupational roles
may greatly enhance to the welfare of everyone, improving conditions of work and productivity,
turning employers into parties interested in the pursuit of occupations or at least putting a ‘beneficial
constraint’ (Streeck, 1997)on them; they may not underwrite the order of occupations, yet, profit in
the long run. Hence, occupational or professional roles cannot be understood as anything but
relational – building up the division of labour and having a strong influence on the relative powers of
the employers’ and the workers’ camp.
As a profoundly relational concept, agency comprises of – to start with - an indispensable individual
component, representing an individual’s idiosyncratic, evolving self and its development over the life
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course. The self is in constant change, as - while meeting one’s developmental tasks – the individual
is kept busy in overcoming the strains of missed achievements and premature compromises when
moving on from one (Eriksonsian) stage of development to the next, thereby constantly readjusting
one’s life structure (Levinson, 1981).
It is important that the individual is not taken as an atomistic psychological unit, but as a unit coconstructed by the individual’s social environments. Throughout the life course, the unfolding
individual development works as a powerful engine which literarily drives individuals to take action,
to apply themselves, to behave in an agentic way, pursuing various and often conflicting goals,
rooted in the depth of one’s individual history and development, knowing conscious yet also broadly
unconscious ingredients. As an individual feature, agency refers to both a person’s energetic charge
and the means given for applying him/herself, the latter seen as a set of acquired skills.
As far as agency is partly a feature of a person, individuals differ in their agency’s vividness and their
acquired skills to apply themselves. As agency is seen as the outflow of each person’s unique
individual core, it is well expected that individuals act differently in an irreducible, genuine way. The
reasons of behaviour might be reconstructed afterwards, yet, they can be hardly anticipated, as rare
or novel pathways might be taken. Finally, individual agency, understood as a natural, inborne quality
of the human being, can be impaired by the environment as well as by various forms of derailed
individual development.
Agency equally refers to the social playing field at hand, the pawns available, the moves available,
the strategies at hand. For applying oneself, a social infrastructure is indispensable, one which allows
one to make meaningful moves – although they might turn out unsuccessful, one need to have an
idea why they might work out in the first place. An individual may or may not take advantage of the
opportunities available – the repertoire of pawns, their possible moves, the available strategies,
however, its agency is fundamentally shaped, enabled and bound by the opportunities at hand. The
latter can be identified and classified by social research. While one needs to be prepared that some
individuals might take completely unexpected routes, for understanding individual agency, th e
reconstruction of the overall map, its pawns and likely moves are indispensable for developing a full
understanding of what individual agency can be.
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Figure 2.14: Components of agency in workplace learning: individual, institutional (‘pawns and moves’) and the
workplace (‘affordance/learning conduciveness)

Source: Ow n description

Figure 5 brings the component of agency in workplace learning together. Individuals apply their
agency to the learning available in the workplace, however, they depend on the availability of
institutions (understood as pawns), giving their activities sense and direction and promising at least
the opportunity for achieving their individual goals.
While there might be numerous institutions in place, in the following, four institutions will be
explored as to their likely role to mediate workplace learning, adding to the structural component of
agency in workplace learning. Clearly, the institutions available differ from sector to sector, from
country to country, and over time.
The following four institutions are selected for a closer analysis:
-

-

-

Professional (occupational) identity: Individuals can model their learning according to the
inherent expectations and assertions linked to established occupations and professions. They
participate in relevant communities of practice and are striving for be coming fully capable
members of their profession.
Organisational identity: Individuals may model their learning according to ways things are
done and members express their belonging to a particular organisation. By working towards
fully accepted membership, they rely on the validity of assertions made by the organisation
to its permanent staff.
Exit routes (within the labour market): Individual’s workplace learning might be imprinted by
the exit routes available for finding work in a similar or an even more attractive sector. The
availability or non-availability of asserting exit routes might be an important game changer
with regard to the openness to workplace learning.
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-

Educational upskilling pathways: Upskilling pathways represent another important exit route,
which may enhance or inhibit workplace learning, depending on the workplace learning
available and the routes available and considered.

As outlined in figure 6, the organisational agency plays out mainly in structuring the workplace and
thereby the learning conduciveness of work as well as by providing the base for the (non )development of an organisational identity. The individual agency in workplace learning is
constituted by the affordance of workplace learning and the institutions – the institutionalised
opportunities – in place.
Figure 2.15: Mapping the playing field – individual and organisational agency and its infrastructure

Source: Ow n description

For skimming light onto the complex relationship between individual and organisational agency in
workplace learning, a map has been developed which also has informed the research design of the
empirical work and which can support the analysis of the collected data.
The (current) workplace is taken as the key arena, where organisational and individual agency meet.
Starting with the organisational side, the organisation decides upon how work is broken down into
jobs, however, guided by established prescriptions or even bound by strongly institutionali sed
patterns (as regulated occupations). Job design is thereby taken as an outcome of organisational
agency in the first place. The features of the workplace determine its learning potential, leading into
either learning-conducive or non-conducive workplaces, however, only when individuals respond to
the affordance present, learning will take place.
More specifically, organisations deliberately contribute to the ‘playing fields’’ infrastructure, that is,
what is available for individual workers to apply their agency in workplace learning. Although bound
by their environments to a considerable degree, organisations can model their workplaces or internal
career pathways according to the principles of standing occupations or less formalised types of
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‘communities of practice’, inviting employees to model themselves and guide their learning by the
ways these occupational communities implement their work. They can arrange a smaller or a larger
part of their workplaces according to established occupational profiles, allowing for identifying with
the occupation.
Organisations can offer a sense of belonging to the organisation and actively foster the identity of
their employees as members of the organisation, as an alternative for or as adding to an
occupational identity. Employees might organise their learning according to (beneficial) patterns
established at the organisational level. Their learning might receive meaning by a rightly anticipated
extended future in the organisation.
For strengthening a sense of belonging to an organisation, translating into mutual rights and
responsibilities of ‘organisational citizenship’, it is crucial whether or not there is a valid promise that
the employment relationship is a long-term one.
Clearly, patterns of life-time employment have become rare in European economies (beyond some
core segments of the public sector). Nevertheless, many organisations are still making valid promises
that – in absence of disruptive eventualities – employment will not be terminated in the foreseeable
future. Such promises are made at least to a selected core segment of the staff.
In theory, fostering the participation in the community of practice of one organisation does not
depend on extended spells of working within an organisation, as, by definition, occupational skills
should allow for employment in other organisations, too. However, in practice, high levels of
insecurity in a current job will take a toll on the employee and his/her workplace learning, even when
he or she can anticipate how today’s experiences might be explored in another, more secure job
assignment.
Individual early career workers will apply themselves to the learning available in the workplace,
bringing into play their overall identity and the various needs and challenges evol ving out of their
own individual development. The latter could be taken as the effects of their (learning) biography
brought into the picture, given the question what types of workplace learning will emerge an
idiosyncratic, subjective bend. Even in similar environments, considerable different approaches to
workplace learning will be taken, as they are answering different individual backgrounds.
However, for applying oneself, individuals will necessarily draw on the institutions in place and
attempt to make good use of the options in play. They will or will not follow the prescription of an
occupational identity available. They will or will not embrace the invitation to become a proud
member of the organisation. They might adopt or refute exit strategies in the labour market or in
education. The presence and very nature of the institutions in play will make a mark and will explain
much of what is actually being reported as workplace learning in particular domain of work, a
particular country (or region) at a particular point of time.

2.3.2 The Shadow of the Future – Temporality as the overarching topic
Human agency requires – according to Emirbayer and Mische’s (Emirbayer et al., 1998) seminal
contribution – to act in the present informed by the habits of the past and a blueprint of the future.
Despite the importance of how the future is perceived in the presence for explaining individual
agency, within rational choice models of human behaviour and beyond, the anticipated futures
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receive comparatively less attention in sociological reasoning (Mische, 2009). Institutions are of
particular importance for guiding an individual’s perception of future developments.
Institutions are said to provide stability in social life, as they shape our mutual expectations of
behaviour over undefined, longer stretches of time: Your need to count on their relative stability,
meaning that any institution is intimately characterised by the ways its temporal structure, its own
temporarily. As grasped by the notion of game theory, the ‘shadow of the future’ imprint the
behaviour of today. In a similar fashion, the anticipated future (as the remembered past) is a vital
feature of social fields, determining its current function. Respective ideas are expressed by field
approaches as different as Kurt Letwin’s social fields, Pierre Bourdieu’s social space and social fields
or the organisational fields of organisational neo-institutionalism.
How an individual anticipates his or her future in her current occupational positions, holds both an
individual (developmental) component and an institutional one.
To start with the latter: Institutions as ‘occupational identity’ or ‘organisational identity’ by definition
make assertion about a stable future development, allowing for ascending ladders of competences
aligned with systems of status, job security and pay. Exit routes promise opportunities for change in
the future, changing the current picture, as one may be content for now without being caught
forever. In consequence, these institutions allow to tell what is expected to be learnt in the light of
the assertions linked to a particular type of job or a particular occupation. Individuals model their
current learning alongside the anticipated expectations as imprinted in the institutions at hand.
Institutions may thereby enhance and limit the interest taken in workplace learning. When
institutions show little promise – for example, when an occupation simply provide no access to any
stable, rewarding career pattern – individuals may adopt their behaviour in light of this fact and
simple care less of the needs of the day and prepare – at best – for a future elsewhere.
However, there is an irreducible individual component how one perceives the future, reflecting one’s
biography and one’s current trials to make meaning of one’s life and to balance the mutual
requirements. For the day, any job might be perceived as a perfect place to be. A lack of job security,
by the help of the self’s dense mechanism, might be simply erased from one’s mind, as the
opportunities a job is currently providing seems to be everything what counts. On the contrary, jobs
which could be rightly counted as safe ones, might be experienced highly precarious, as individual’s
anxieties and experiences of insecurity might taint one’s future ex pectations.
To conclude, an individual’s expectations for the future, which will influence strongly the ways one is
learning in the workplace, will be shaped simultaneously shaped by the institutions in place and an
individual respond, informed by past experienced and current developmental challenges.
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Figure 2.16: The ‘Shadow of the future’ and agency in workplace learning

Source: Ow n description
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3 Methodology
3.1

General approach

Work Packages 5 and 6 of the ENLIVEN project have closely interrelated methodologies. Work
Package 6 builds its analysis on information about the learning potential of workplaces in the 17
organisations as provided in the organisational cases studies and a collection of ‘Learning Biography
Vignettes’ – based on two rounds of interviews. The following section outlines the approach to
developing in-depth, comparative organisational case studies to reveal the interplay of organisational
and individual agency in workplace learning. It also describes the structured approach towards
developing ‘Learning Biography Vignettes’ and integrating the accounts of 71 early career
interviewees.
Case studies were done of 17 organisations. Beyond drawing on various documents, either publicly
available or provided for the purpose of the research, each case study built on interviews with up to
four managers, and – where available – one interview with a representative of worker interests.
Moreover, interviews were done with an average of four workers within the first ten years of career
in the present sector. To consider changes over time, each research participant was interviewed
twice, with an average of six months between the first and the second interview. Moreover, the
second interview allowed clarifications to the first round of interviews as well as to invite feedback
on preliminary research findings.
To supplement the interviews, managers were invited to reflect on available options and to
implement a small-scale learning project of their choice, supported by the research team and
involving some early career workers. Negotiations about implementing the learning project tested
how easily an organisation can adopt an outside proposal to support early career workers. The
learning projects allowed for participatory on-site observation and for collecting further responses to
the proposals.
Opportunities for workplace learning and related patterns of agency differ between economic
sectors; therefore, the analysis covered the three very different sectors of adult education, retail, and
metals and machinery. The adult education sector has been chosen because it predominately
employs highly skilled people who often hold a higher education degree. However, the sector also
has many employees in non-standard and often precarious forms of employment. The retail sector
has been chosen because it provides precarious employment to low-skilled, young adults, with an
above-average level of migrant background. Finally, the metal-and machinery sector has been chosen
because many workers hold intermediary skills. Moreover, as a historical part of manufacturing, the
sector should allow particularly good observation of how organising workplaces has an impact on
learning opportunities.
Two in-depth case studies in one economic sector have been implemented in each country. To
prepare the case study, the organisational field approach (Scott, 2014; Wooten and Hoffman, 2017)
was used for a detailed study of one sub-sector to learn more about its various organisations. Then
different considerations were used to select organisations for case studies.
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In the retail sector, researchers invited participation from major supermarket chains which a large
market share (and typically several thousand employees) in the daily consumables business. The
enterprises are selected for their strong position within the organisational field.
In the metal and machinery sector, medium-sized firms with up to 500 employees were targeted,
which have either a high position in the value chain (two firms in the Basque region of Spain) or a low
position (two firms in Bulgaria).
For the adult education sector, the researchers varied the subfield across countries, with the
preference to invite two typical organisations for one subfield of adult education in one country.
Countries have been selected as representing different types of welfare systems and approaches to
organise capitalism, following a country typology developed for studying participation in lifelong
learning (Roosmaa and Saar, 2012). Cross-country comparison follows a most-different case
approach (Anckar, 2008) – thereby organisations belong to one sector are compared in highly
different institutional environments.
Retail organisations are studied in Denmark (coordinated capitalism, social democratic welfare state
tradition), in Belgium (Flanders) (coordinated capitalism, conservative welfare state tradition) and
Estonia (dependent capitalism, neo-liberal welfare state).
Metal cutting and machinery, organisations in Bulgaria (dependent capitalism, residuary welfare
state) and Spain (coordinated market economy, familistic welfare state) are compared.
Adult education organisations were compared in Austria, Italy, Slovakia and the United Kingdom.

3.2

Procedures of the field phase

3.2.1 Selection of the interview partners
Organisations participating in the ENLIVEN research named potential interview partners from the
management and helped establish contact to early career workers (ECW) among their employees.
During the process, researchers communicated directly with the ECW.
The criteria for selecting interview partners included:


at least four participants in managerial positions constituting:
o One general manager;
o One or two employees involved with Human Resource Management (HRM) or
Human Resource Development (HRD);
o One or two line managers, most preferably overseeing the early career worker
studied in the particular sector (for example, the general manager of a local retail
store; a shift leader or craft master in metals; a programme director or project
manager in adult education);
o Where available/applicable: One statutory employee representative (for example, a
member of a work council).15

15

In order to limit the risk of participation in the research, interviews only involved formally appointed
representatives with legal protection for their work as an interest representative.
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at least four early career workers. Early career workers were defined by working up to ten
years in the company or in the field (including freelance work in the field of adult education).
The focus lay on typical employees in the sector, including those from disadvantaged groups,
with non-traditional biographies and with stories of failures. Each sector’s focus was as
follows:
o In retail: shop-level workers with less than 10 years of experience, yet, at least 1816
years old (ethical requirement!);
o In metals/machinery: shop-floor workers (working in a production line or as a
member of a work team; for example, engaged in retooling or repair) with some
vocational (non-tertiary) training with less than 10 years of experience, yet at least
18 years old.
o In adult education: Full-time or part-time educators mainly engaged in classroom
teaching activities or other activities with client groups with less than ten years of
experience in the field of (adult) education (18 or older). It was important that the
research participants considered their teaching activity as the only or as one
important source of income (this excluded adult educators providing courses in
addition to another full-time job).

The project sought a balanced representation of men and women among the interviewees. Where
applicable, interviewees should represent the given workforce characteristics, such as migrant
background.
Managers mostly participated in the research within working hours, whereas the early career
workers were interviewed outside the workplace17 to guarantee that their employer had not forced
their participation.

3.2.2 Design of the interview guidelines
The project developed comprehensive guidelines for all researchers and for the first and second
interviews with managers and early career workers. Skype sessions were used to brief interviewers.
As a principle, each person was interviewed twice. Beyond covering additional fields of investigation,
the second interview allowed for



requesting information missed in the first interview and asking for clarifications;
reflecting on summaries of results based on the first round of inte rviews.

The methodology intended to collect information allowing the triangulation of individual
perspectives (such as views of two different managers on HRD; the day-to-day workplace learning of
two or more young colleagues). Researchers were particularly interested in topics viewed differently
by management and young workers. To help later comparisons, the questions posed for the various
groups of interviewees overlapped.

16

In the retail and metal sectors, the project expected the participants to be between 20 and 28 years old.
Given the typical later start for adult learning, the project expected the participants to be between 26 and 35.
The primary focus was on the years of occupational experience in the field, not the age of the participants.
17 In some cases, the early career workers chose to meet in their employers’ building to avoid additional
commuting in rural areas.
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Figure 3.1: Relationship b etween the first and second interview – Triangulation of results

Source: Ow n description

All interview guidelines included:




(Numbered) guiding questions allowed the interviewee to provide full explanations of a topic
(management interviews) or provided an impulse for a longer narrative sequence (interviews
with early career workers).
Follow-up questions allowed for asking for more details or for rephrasing the guiding
questions if the interviewee provided only limited insight or could not relate to the initial
question.

All interview guidelines were provided in English and then translated to the respective languages of
the country researchers. Where needed, partners were encouraged to tailor the guidelines to the
sector framework in their country. Given the diversity in particular cases (organisations, individuals),
countries and economic sectors, the research project tailored the instruments in order to achieve the
goals. The guidelines for the second interviews were adapted according to preliminary result s from
the first round of interviews. Ideally, one interviewer conducted both interviews with one individual.
Otherwise, the second interview was based on the transcripts of the first.
Two types of background questionnaires were used in addition to personal interviews. The
organisations filled in a questionnaire on the personnel structure and training activities provided
(based on the questionnaire of the European Continuing Vocational Education Survey). Early career
workers filled in a questionnaire on work organisation and organisational climate (based on the
European Working Condition Survey).
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Table 3.1: Overview of implemented interviews and learning projects – wp5 and 6
Country Provi der Intervi ews – Fi rst round
Ma na gement

Intervi ews – Second round

Ea rl y ca reer worker
Reta il
8

Lea rning projects

Ma na gement

Ea rl y ca reer worker

Tota l

2

5

21

Obs ervations a nd exchange with experts, teachers and young a dults: ‘How
i s l earning conceptualised i n DK1_supermarket?’

-

4

6
10
8

no a greement reached
no a greement reached

4
3

4
4

12
14

no a greement reached
no a greement reached

-

4
4

15
12

Works hop on learning for young adults
Tra i ning for the mentors who tra in pupils from dual education

4

3

15

Works hop: ‘Orga nisational l earning and learning from informal experiential
opportunities’
Works hop: ‘Inter-generational l earning, cascade training a nd the role of
mentors a nd coaches’
Works hop: ‘Workplace Learning i n Adult Basic Education – i ndividual a nd
orga nisational perspectives’

DK

DK1

6

BE

BE1
BE2
Sector experts
EE1
EE2

3
1

ES

ES1
ES2

3

BG

BG1
BG2

5
4

UK

UK1

4

UK2

4

3

4

2

14

AT1

4

4

4

4

16

AT2

5

4

4

4

17

IT1
IT2
SK1

4
3
4

4
4
4

3
3
4

4
4
4

15
14
16

SK2

4

4

4

4

16

EE

AT

IT
SK

3
5
5
3
Meta ls/Machinery
4
4
6
4
Adul t Education
4

Source: Ow n description
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Seri es of 6 workshops: ‘Possibilities and Potentials of ‘Task-oriented
Competence Descriptions’ of Teachers i n Adult Basic Education’
Seri es of 9 s essions: ‘How to improve i nternal communication with ICT’
Seri es of 5 s essions: ‘Stress a nd Time Ma nagement’
4 s essions: Discussions, focus groups, 2 workshops, (4 days): ‘Learning for
a dopting new innova tions’, ‘Learning culture Learning within organisation,
Cl i ent oriented learning a nd s haring knowledge and support to ECW- junior
tra i ners’
4 s essions (3-4 days) on the topic: ‘Mul ticulturality i n Workplaces’, 2
s essions with management, one s ession with trainers, questionnaires
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3.3

Processing the interviews and writing up ‘Learning Biography Vignettes’

Management interviews lasted between 50 and 120 minutes, interviews with early career workers
between 60 and 100 minutes. All interviews were verbally transcribed and coded according to a
common coding scheme developed for Work Packages 5 and 6. Following the ethical procedures of
the ENLIVEN research (ENLIVEN-Consortium, 2016), the interview transcripts used pseudonyms for
all interviewees and had no personal information that would identify an early career worker.
The ‘Learning Biography Vignettes’ (LBV)18 were drafted as concise, concept- and theory-informed
representations of an individual’s early career stage (first 10 years of experience in current career),
especially of the relevant individual and social contexts affecting the learning attitudes,
opportunities, decisions and outcomes shaping the learning path. Each LBV had a graphical
representation of the life structure over the life course that summarised the most important features
of an individual’s learning biography.
Research teams had a common structure supporting cross-country, cross-sector comparison of all
individual cases. This applied relevant conceptual support and identified links and connections to
other relevant information on sectoral and macro levels. The focus was on experiences of and the
agency applied in choices for learning in the workplace. However, other areas of an individual’s life
structure (such as intimate relationships/friends, family work/homemaking, leisure, civic
engagement, formal education, and accompanying work) were also studied as important sources for
the agency applied in workplace learning.
The short form of the LBVs allows the representation of many individual cases across sectors and
countries. Information was selected in order to identify how a case was typical for and similar to
other cases while simultaneously stressing its unique features. The vignettes draw attention to
learning path development in early career phases and the complex individual, societal and workplace
factors that affect motivations, interest and decisions to participate in learning opportunities of
young adults.
The ‘Learning Biography Vignettes’ are based on different information sources as visualised in Figure
3.2.

18

The full collection of learning biography vignettes can be found in annexes III-V sorted by sector and country.
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Figure 3.2. Early Career Employee Learning b iography VIGNETTE - Information sources RELEVANT for the
learning path of an early career employee at different level

Early career EMPLOYEEs in a wider CONTEXT (sectoral, national, societal etc)
3. i) organisational field mapping ii) other available evidence (national, youth, learning
etc)..

EARLY CAREER EMPLOYEE in the ORGANISATION
Organisational
field's
mapping

Context based
on review of
literature,
concepts'
summaries

2. Information on organisational environment

EARLY CAREER EMPLOYEE
1.Management
Interviews
2.Observations
from the
Learning
workshop organisation
specific

1. Information about the employee

1st interview
2nd interview

Background
questionn
aire

in exceptional
cases
Observations
from the
Learning
workshop

Source: Ow n description

Information based on inputs from and interactions with the early career employees provided key
information from the point of view of the concerned individual especially provided by the adult via
interviews. In exceptional cases, information could also be obtained from observations made with
respect to the early career adult during the learning project or other ad hoc personal interactions.
Further information was collected at organisational level and supports the contextual setting of the
early career adult's learning path. Information at organisational level is provided from interactions or
interviews with the management. Contextual information is supported by publicly available
information about the organisation and information processed through mapping of the
organisational field. The interviews with the management are constructed primarily to inform about
the organisational learning with no direct reference to individual early career adults and especial ly
without compromising the participating early career employee's anonymity. Additional information
sources such as country level information (national educational/learning typology etc.), review of
literature and conceptual frameworks supporting the interpretation of different parts of information
complemented the contextual information for individual LBVs.
The information sources used in the LBVs include:


Information based on direct inputs from and interactions with the early career employee:
o Two interviews with the early career employee;
o Background questionnaire (where available and useful) completed by the early
career worker;
o When interviewees also participated in the learning project, the participation in the
learning module/workshop, sometimes can add evidence to some topics.
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Contextual information relevant for the early career employee's learning path development
can result from interviews with management about the organisation.

Tab le 3.2: Overview of all Early Career Workers interviewed, sectors, countries, codes, pseudonyms and age
range

Retail

Metals

DK

DK1
DK1

BE

BE1

EE

EE1

ES

ES1

BG BG1

Adult
UK
Learning

UK1

AT

AT1

IT

IT1

SK

SK1

Code
DK1_ECW1
DK1_ECW2
DK1_ECW3
DK1_ECW4
DK1_ECW5
DK1_ECW6
DK1_ECW7
DK1_ECW8
BE1_ECW1
BE1_ECW2
BE1_ECW3

Pseudonym
Morten
Peter
Christina
Lotte
Eva
Solveig
Sara
Rasmus
Sam
Laura
Sofie

Age
<20
20-24
<20
20-24
20-24
20-24
20-24
20-24
20-24
30-34
30-34

EE1_ECW1
EE1_ECW2
EE1_ECW3
EE1_ECW4
EE1_ECW5
ES1_ECW1
ES1_ECW2
ES1_ECW3
ES1_ECW4
BG1_ECW1
BG1_ECW2
BG1_ECW3
BG1_ECW5
UK1_ECW1
UK1_ECW2
UK1_ECW3
UK1_ECW4
AT1_ECW1
AT1_ECW2
AT1_ECW3
AT1_ECW4
IT1_ECW1
IT1_ECW2
IT1_ECW3
IT1_ECW4
SK1_ECW1
SK1_ECW2
SK1_ECW3
SK1_ECW4

Maria
Robert
Siiri
Markus
Inga
Martin
Luis
Oscar
Helen
Snejana
Kalin
Rositsa
Valentin
Jim
Kay
Kim
Terri
Georg
Esma
Laura
Nesrin
Maria
Simona
Luca
Luigi
Elena
Jano
Eva
Michal

30-34
20-24
31-35
20-24
26-30
20-24
25-29
25-29
35-39
30-34
30-34
35-39
30-34
20-24
20-24
20-24
20-24
30-34
45-49
35-39
30-34
45-49
20-24
30-34
20-24
30-34
25-30
34-40
30-34

Source: Own description
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Code

Pseudonym Age

BE2_ECW1
BE2_ECW2
BE2_ECW3
BE2_ECW4
BE2_ECW5
EE2_ECW1
EE2_ECW2
EE2_ECW3

Silke
Lien
Iman
Lukas
Sander
Liisa
Mirtel
Tarmo

<20
20-24
20-24
25-29
30-34
30-34
20-24
35-39

ES2_ECW5
ES2_ECW6
ES2_ECW7
ES2_ECW8
BG2 BG2_ECW1
BG2_ECW2
BG2_ECW3
BG2_ECW4
UK2 UK2_ECW1
UK2_ECW2
UK2_ECW3

John
George
Alberto
Javier
Hristo
Alexandar
Petar
Philip
Sally
Nicky
Jane

25-29
30-34
30-34
30-34
25-29
25-29
25-29
25-29
24-29
24-29
24-29

AT2

Tamara
Bernhard
Tom
Luise
Fabio
Lucia
Serena
Luisa
Peter
Richard
Marek
Stefan

35-39
30-34
30-34
45-49
30-34
25-30
35-39
30-34
40-45
30-34
35-40
55-60

BE2

EE2

ES2

IT2

SK2

AT2_ECW1
AT2_ECW2
AT2_ECW3
AT2_ECW4
IT2_ECW1
IT2_ECW2
IT2_ECW3
IT2_ECW4
SK2_ECW1
SK2_ECW2
SK2_ECW3
SK2_ECW4
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4 How early career workers perceive and engage in workplace
learning – Agency in workplace learning
This section discusses how early career workers perceive their opportunities for workplace learning
and how they apply their agency to use these opportunities. The individual perception of the
workplace’s learning conduciveness is evaluated against the country case study’s assessment of
workplaces and circumstances of workplace learning (for a deeper understanding see also WP5
report).
The organisational case studies allow the identification of workplace characteristics. The research
project then postulates expectations on the learning conduciveness of the workplaces in each
organisation (see short description of companies in Annex I). Besides the overall expectation for the
majority of workplaces in a company, the features of a particular workplace shape the assessment of
its learning conduciveness.
The main structure for organising the cases was derived from combining the anticipated level of
learning conduciveness of a workplace and the level of learning reported by the interviewee. A
simple matrix (see Table 4.1 below) illustrates the expected positive (and unexpected negative)
correlation between opportunities for workplace learning and actual workplace learning. Some
workplaces had ambivalent opportunities for workplace learning with both learning conducive and
restrictive characteristics and an uncertain expectation of learning levels.

Table 4.1: Main structure good/mix/poor workplace learning – six possible answers

rich opportunities for WPL
mixed opportunities
poor opportunities

high level of WPL reported
expected

low level of WPL reported
not expected

not expected

expected

Source: Own description

For an account of key examples and the systematic evaluation of possible constellations of
opportunities for workplace learning and interviewees’ perception of their learning, see Table 11.1 in
Annex II.

4.1

Rich workplace learning in learning-conducive work environment

The following section presents selected cases from all three sectors that represent the expectation
that employees in learning-conducive workplaces likely report rich workplace learning.
The Belgium supermarket chain BE1_Supermarket employs the interviewee Sam (BE1_ECW1) (2024). The organisation uses a low quantity of knowledge and tends to strongly separate complex and
elementary tasks; this results in poor workplace learning opportunities for great parts of the staff.
Sam, on the contrary, holds a trainee position in a store manager programme and thereby one of the
more learning-conducive workplaces in the company.
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Seasonal employment at BE1_Supermarket during school holidays inspired Sam to obtain a
professional bachelor’s in business administration with a major in retail (ISCED11 6). His trainee
programme comprises two years of full-time employment and requires him to work in different
branches of the company. At the time of the first interview, he has been employed in that position
for 18 months and was ready to move to a fourth branch before being assigned as a store manager
to another store.
He is trained to cover a broad variety of tasks ranging from closing a financial year to restocking
shelves. This training includes handling unexpected events, such as rearranging schedules if staff
members get sick.
Additionally, you actually have a triad, I think. You have the operational, the administrative
and of course also the people-oriented, people management, making time and space for the
people who have a problem. 19
Sam gives a lively account on his day-to-day informal workplace learning and the important support
from his colleagues and superiors. For example, he benefits from his store manager’s approach when
instructing him on the financial software.
He could have said ‘put this number there’, but then you learn nothing. He really made me think
for myself. And also do it myself. 20
However, his learning experience has not always been so pleasant. Some months earlier, he was
expected to fill the function of head salesclerk, which he did not feel ready for and lacked the
support he would have needed. This resulted in unventilated conflicts and frustration turned against
other employees. As a result, he faced severe criticisms but also received the opportunity to have a
course on assertive communication that resulted in important personal development.
I learned a lot there on a personal level, making me feel stronger. I was still a boy when I entered
there and came out as a man. 21
Martin (ES1_ECW1) (20-24) works as an assembler in company ES1_Machinery, a cooperative
company dedicated to machine-tool solutions in the Basque region in Spain. The company is
characterised by its complex tasks and a strong preference for combining routine and non-routine
activities that result in the dominance of learning-conducive workplaces. Martin’s workplace can be
considered learning conducive and he makes use of these favourable opportunities.
After completing a VET programme in assembly (ISCED11 3), he did an internship at the company for
one and a half years. At the time of the interview, he had been employed on a full-time temporary
contract for another one and a half years. In the beginning, a mix of training in the company’s
training centre and practical work supported by a mentor provided a steep learning curve. Martin’s
19

‘Daarnaast heb je eigenlijk een drieluik vind ik, je hebt het operationele, het administratieve en natuurlijk ook
wel het mensgerichte, people managen, mensen die met een probleem zitten, daar tijd en ruimte voor vrij
maken om het goed op te volgen.’ (BE1_ECW1_1_43).
20 ‘En ja, zo echt het effectief handelen, een cijfer typen wat je vorig jaar hebt vooruitgezien dat wordt dan het
resultaat van volgend jaar. Want ja hij kan zeggen van zet dat cijfertje daar, maar dan krijg je niks binnen… Hij
laat mij echt effectief nadenken. En ja, het echt effectief handelen…’ (BE1_ECW1_1_184).
21 ‘als ik terug kijk, mijn periode in [gemeente 2 in Antwerpen], dat was negen maanden, daar heb ik eigenlijk
heel veel op persoonlijk vlak geleerd, mij sterker doen voelen. Ik was eigenlijk nog een jongen als ik daar binnen
kwam en als ik buiten ging was ik een man.’ (BE1_ECW1_1_323).
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goal is to become a partner of the cooperative with clear-cut steps of progression from an initial
phase to permanent member accompanied by supervision, feedback and training.
Little by little they teach you because they put you in different tasks. In the company they
want me to be trained and they want me to learn control subjects, to learn how to ride...
because if one day something comes up you can control everything. 22
Martin perceives his opportunities for workplace learning very good, these also include good
opportunities for informal learning with an emphasis on benefits stemming from well organised
teamwork. More experienced team members share their knowledge and distant collaboration with
colleagues working abroad completes the picture. Regular team meetings with management
representatives allow for further exchange.
You must collaborate continuously with colleagues in foreign countries and I feel that with the
client you have to relate as well as possible. 23
However, the very busy full schedules limit the learning opportunities of exchange within the team
and Martin must show a more hands-on mode of learning by problem-solving.
When you have to assemble new things that never did before, then you ask for help, and
others are with their tasks, you have to find the way by yourself … when you have real
problems, you learn for the next time.24
Martin immerses himself strongly in all learning opportunities at hand. When he compares his
competence level at the time of the first interview with that at the second interview about a year
later, his progress includes not only technical skills but also a further development of his identity as a
member of the company.
I think I feel competent already. At work, after a year, those on top see me in a different way.
I also see myself in a different way. Your attitude changes, because at first you are inhibited....
but now, if you have a problem, you know how to solve it. I feel more relaxed. Gradually
they're giving you more responsibilities. Yes. What happens is that sometimes they give
responsibilities very easily, but... now I feel like one more worker. I think I used to be the same
as an assistant, now I feel I am one more ‘tomorrow it's Martin's turn’.25

22 Ori gi nal quote: ’...poco a poco sí te

enseñan, porque te va n poniendo en diferentes tareas y por ese lado sí te formas en la
empresa, pero fuera de la empresa no. A ver cómo digo esto. En la empresa, s í me quieren formar, porque soy joven y
qui eren que a prenda temas de control, quieren que aprenda a montar, porque l uego si a lgún día s urge algo pues... Controle
todo’. (ES1_ECW1_ 1_ [00:43:16])
23 Ori gi nal quote: ‘Con él extranjero continuamente ti enes que relacionar. Si vas a la empresa del cliente...Te ti enes que
rel a cionar con el cliente lo mejor posible’. (ES1_ECW1_1 [00:10:29])
24
Ori gi nal quote: ‘Cuando te tocan problemas de verdad; no que s e te cae la pieza en el torno. Cuando tienes problemas de
verda d lo ves y dices, a prendes, para la próxima puedo a prender’. (ES1_ECW1_2_p.7)
25 Ori gi nal quote: ‘Yo creo que me s iento competente ya . P.7…Los que están encima me ven de otra forma. Yo también me
veo de otra forma. Tu actitud cambia, porque al principio estás un poco cohibido…, pero bueno, a hora... Si ti enes algún
probl ema, sabes cómo s olucionarlo…Este año estoy má s tranquilo. Poco a poco te van dando más responsabilidades. Sí. Lo
que pasa que a veces dan responsabilidades con mucha facilidad… pero ahora me siento un tra bajador más. Creo que a ntes
era i gual un a yudante, ahora ya uno más… “mañana le toca Mi kel”.’ (ES1_ECW1_2 _p.p.7-8)
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Petar (BG2_ECW3) (25-29) has been working for company BG2_Metals for five years. The company is
characterised by using an intermediate level of skills and knowledge and a tendency to strongly
separate non-routine and routine tasks with most workers facing restricted workplace learning
opportunities. Petar’s example shows how acquiring additional roles within the company broadened
his learning opportunities as early career worker.
With a background of higher education in electronics (ISCED11 7), he has expanded his range of
responsibilities over the years, including becoming a trainer at the company’s recently established
training centre.
I have been working for the company for five years now. I started as an electrical
technician. Now I am responsible for the basic maintenance of the machines, the
planned repairs, the plans for maintenance of the machines, and I also train new
collaborators as electrical technicians and I work at the study centre where we
established dual training with a vocational high school. There I teach electrical
mechanics and basic hydraulics to students. 26
In his work as a trainer for newly hired technicians, he tries to close the gap between the theoretical
knowledge acquired in formal education and the practical knowledge gained through informal
learning at the workplace, as he himself experienced it when new in the job.
The education I completed helped me only in the technical aspect here. Meaning, so I
could start reading the schemas of the machines and the general knowledge about
how to work with the different kinds of instruments and what to expect fro m the work.
In other words, it doesn’t matter whether I am measuring machines, television sets,
transistors, etc. I would say I had quite a good technical training. Why do I think so?
Because, for instance, it takes me five minutes on the schema to see where the error is,
and it took me, for instance, half an hour to find where the breakdown on the machine
was.27

Luca (IT1_ECW3) (30-34) has been working as self-employed swim trainer for organisation
IT1_AdultEducation for three years. IT1_AduldtEducation is a third-age university in northern Italy.
The organisation is characterised by using a high level of knowledge and a weak separation of routine
and non-routine tasks. Most workplaces allow for rich workplace learning, as is the case with Luca,
who intensely engages in using the available learning opportunities.
After upper secondary education at a technical business institute, Luca decided to work as a
salesperson in a sport shop for several years, before he decided to enter higher education. He
26

Ori gi nal quote: ‘ра ботя за компа нията от вече пет години. На ча лото ми беше ка то електротехник. В момента
отгова рям за основната поддръжка на машините, пла новите ремонти, пла новете за поддръжка на ма шините и също
та ка обуча вам нови сътрудници ка то електротехници и се за нима вам с учебния център, в който направихме дуално
обучение с професиона лна та гимна зия. Та м обуча ва м учениците на електротехника и основи на хидра вликата.’
(BG2_ECW3_1_16)
27 Ori gi nal quote: ‘За вършеното обра зование ми помогна единствено и са мо технически тук. Тоест, да за почна да
ра зчита м схемите на ма шините и общите зна ния за това как се борави с ра зличните типове работа на инструменти и
ка кво да очаквам от работата тоест няма зна чение дали ще меря ма шини, телевизори, транзистори и т.н. Доста добра
теоретична подготовка бих ка за л, че имах. За що смятам така? Защото, примерно по схемата ми трябват пет минути да
видя къде е грешката и ми трябва ше, примерно половин ча с, за да на меря къде е повредата на ма шината.’
(BG2_ECW3_1_209)
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attained a bachelor’s degree in physical and sports science (ISCED11 6) that combined his passion for
sports with the outlook on professional occupation.
Luca gives sports and swimming lessons for different organisations and also founded his own
swimming school recently, which makes up for about half his income. When interviewed for the
second time, he reported that his overall economic situation would improve because of additional
lessons and a wage raise at IT1_AdultEducation for the upcoming academic year.
From the very beginning of work as a swim teacher, Luca had great autonomy to fulfil his tasks and
responsibility to cover all upcoming challenges. While IT1_AdultEducation offered courses to support
the professional development of their staff, a major source for development for Luca was informal
learning during lessons.
At the university, you learn technique, but nobody tells you how to manage the
class, in particular with elderly people. 28
Solving unexpected problems stemming from the needs of his students – people between 60 and 90
years old with their very specific requirements and physiological precondition – is part of his day-today work.
Over the years, I've changed a lot, mostly in terms of practical experience. I've
learned, let's say on my own skin, that it's important to communicate. That is,
people in the class expect not only that you show them how to make a movement
but that you explain it and that you verbally involve people with a joke or expressing
attention (‘How are you guys doing today?’).29
Continuous self-study helps Luca to adapt to new situations and also broaden his competences, for
example apply new methods. He does not want to stand still, but instead ambitiously seeks to
develop and expects his learning to never stop as long as he pursues the career as a sports trainer.

4.2

Poor learning in learning-conducive workplace

Among the interviewees of the ENLIVEN case studies no one reported poor learning despite a
learning-conducive work environment.

4.3

Rich learning in workplace with ambivalent/mixed learning opportunities

Terri (UK1_ECW4) (20-24) has been working for UK1_FurtherEducation for 22 months.
UK1_FurtherEducation is a large further education college in a medium-sized town in the north-east
Midlands. The organisation is characterised by using a high level of knowledge and a weak separation

28

‘L’università ti insegna la tecnica, ma nessuno ti dice come relazionarti con la classe, soprattutto con gli
anziani.’ (IT1_ECW3_1_256-257)
29 ‘Ho imparato diciamo sulla mia pelle che è importante comunicare. Cioè le persone che vengono si aspettano
non soltanto che tu esegua un movimento ma che tu lo spieghi e che coinvolgi verbalmente le persone con una
battuta (‘Come va oggi ragazzi?’).’ (IT1_ECW3_2_272-276)
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of complex and elementary task; most staff report rich learning opportunities at work. Terri was
trainee HR Co-ordinator and was promoted to HR Co-ordinator in the time between the two
interviews. The actual support she received for workplace learning, especially in her initial induction
phase, was limited due to high work load and poor collegial support. This resulted in mixed learning
opportunities. During long stretches of Terri’s employment in the further education college, all
employees suffered high stress in a difficult restructuring process. Luckily for Terri, this turned out to
secure her promotion and support her professional development.
Due to obviously unforeseen circumstances in terms of the restructure, it’s been
really good for my development, obviously not necessarily on the organisation and
the people within it, but obviously for me in HR….It is hard to obviously see people
go through that…but I think in terms of my growth in HR, sometimes that
happens, it’s not always happy in HR. And I think you have to take that on as part
of your role, so…. Because I’ve never really gone through anything like that before,
and obviously as part of my role, I got exposure to that, going into meetings,
writing meetings and obviously … for some people, I mean it’s been a good
experience for them going through a restructure, because they might have been
thinking of retiring or something like that, and they were thinking about doing it
this year or next year …so in that respect it’s, that’s quite good to see because
obviously …in normal circumstances they wouldn’t really get that. So that’s
obviously a happy occasion, whereas others obviously it’s come as a massive
shock, and it’s not pleasant to see but … it’s made me more resilient I think as a
person.30
Terri holds a BA Honours in Business and Psychology (ISCED11 6) and is on her way to completing her
CiPD (Certificate in Professional Development) Level 3, an important step in her professional
development in HR. This complements the rich learning from day-to-day work, which Terri tries to
embrace fully by showing high levels of motivation and commitment. She takes every chance to
observe more experienced colleagues and learn from their way of problem solving.
Because I’m a trainee, I want to get to know her role as well, so I go out and
obviously … I have the opportunity to go in to meetings and write minutes and
things like that, so … and obviously just being around people and experiencing
what sort of scenarios crop up often and …just shadowing I find really useful. 31
For the moment, Terri has no doubts about staying on the chosen career pathway and aspires to
become a manager. She also acts straightforwardly in other parts of life and manages to keep her
optimistic view in difficult situations of various kinds.
I’m always, my work colleagues call me the 2%er, the 2% of the population that’s always
happy!32

30

(UK 1_ECW 4_2 _105)
(UK 1_ECW 4_1_ 488)
32 (UK 1_ECW 4_2_1046)
31
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4.4

Poor learning in workplaces with ambivalent/mixed learning opportunities

Helen (ES1_ECW4) (35-39) has a master’s degree in business administration (ISCED 11 7) and has
been working as a financial accountant for ES1_Machinery for six years. ES1_Machinery is a
cooperative company dedicated to machine-tool solutions in the Basque region in Spain. The
company is characterised by its complex tasks and a strong preference for combining routine and
non-routine activities; this results in the dominance of learning-conducive workplaces especially for
holders of technical positions on different steps towards permanent membership in the cooperative
companies. They are encouraged and highly motivated to meet the requirement for extensive
learning. However, Helen faces more ambivalent learning opportunities and shares a different
experience of workplace learning in the interview.
The work tasks Helen is responsible for recur every month, with more time pressure towards the
closing of the month. She mostly interacts by phone with colleagues of her own, other departments
or even subsidiaries in other countries. There are only a few instances of teamwork when checking
numbers together with her division manager. Helen feels that she has nothing left to learn in her
daily work.
To learn, to learn, nothing, what happens then at the end because that, when you are
speaking with the people of the delegations it is by mail and pass me this data, such, this
why, instead, to put face to the people, or at the end you are going to eat with them, to
relate with the people well...33
While the pre-conditions for workplace learning can be considered ambivalent in Helen’s case – the
recurrent tasks make her work routine, non-expected events could allow learning and innovating
administrative problem solving – Helen shows only limited agency in workplace learning. Her life
structure beyond work (see also next section) clearly reveal that she currently adjusts her full-time
work schedule to the care for two pre-school children. Taking the job was not her first choice, but
more a practical decision because of lack of other possibilities within the region for someone with
her higher education.

4.5

Rich learning in learning restrictive workplace

The case of Eva (DK1_ECW5) (20-24) shows how an individual can successfully improve their learning
opportunities in a dull and repetitive work environment. Eva works as a bakery-manufacturing
assistant in for DK1_Supermarket, part of a large retail chain in Denmark. The organisation is
characterised by using a low quantity of skills with a strong separation of complex and si mple tasks.
Most workplaces offer restricted learning opportunities with positions like Eva’s covering narrowly
defined tasks.
Eva works on a three-and-a-half-year apprentice contract. At the time of the first interview, she had
been working in her position for 18 months with no prior experience in retail. After an interrupted
educational pathway in a general upper secondary school , she had different part-time jobs and
33

Ori gi nal quote: missing due to mi xup with another quote (ES1_ ECW4_1_ 540)
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enrolled in a basic programme at a vocational education institution; its orientation induced Eva to
choose bakery as a future profession.
She describes her workplace as highly routinised and re petitious; she already feels competent after
three or four months. Major distress stemmed from a non-constructive learning climate with lack of
support and internal collaboration opportunities; this changed over time due to the appointment of a
new team coordinator and the chance to participate in more formal learning activities. Defying all
obstacles, Eva chose to make learning possible against the odds by asking for challenges,
participating in the workplace community and acquiring higher skill levels or skills beyond her actual
role. In a department where almost all apprentices would quit before the end of the contract, she
fought for better conditions.
Um. Well actually since I have taken hold of our production manager and said something
like this is going to happen or we need some motivation or something, he has been able to
see that I am a little dead in it because I haven't been there for a year and some months
now. So, I know pretty much everything, and I would be able to do things on my own. So, I
felt a bit like no but now I'm just stuck here so now I'm not really learning anymore, and I
talked to him about it and then he also grabbed me and said when but what would you like
to learn and then has he taught me something like that ... Well, not some important things.
But he showed me on the computer how to close something called ADC and ho w to do selfcontrol.34
The new team-coordinator also supported Eva in her ambition to help a less experienced colleague.
Her motivation and confidence to ask for change was also strengthened during the formal training
courses Eva attended between practical work in the bakery department. These sessions revealed that
she had not accomplished all learning needed to succeed in her professional development.
But now that I know well what to ask for and what to do and I know when to go to school
next time I should know it and that and that and if they don't teach me then I should ask
them about teaching me that. 35

34

Ori gi nal quote: Øhm. Jamen faktisk siden at jeg har ta get fat i vores produktionsleder og sagt sådan der skal ske noget eller
s å dan vi har brug for a t der skal være noget motivation eller et eller a ndet, så har han godt kunne se a t jeg er kært l idt død i
det fordi jeg har jo der i et å r og nogle måneder nu i kke. Så altså jeg kan jo s tort s et det hele og jeg vi lle godt kunne tingene
på egen hånd. Så jeg følte lidt sådan nej men nu er jeg bare stuck her så nu lærer jeg ikke rigtig mere og det snakkede jeg
med ha m om og så har han også ta get fat i mig og sagt når men hvad kunne du godt tænke du at l ære og så har han lært mig
l i dt sådan... Altså ikke nogle vigtige ting. Men han had vist mig på computeren hvordan vi lukker noget der hedder ADC og
hvorda n man lave r egenkontrol og... (DK1_ECW5_1_961)
35 Original quote: Men nu der ved jeg jo godt sådan hvad jeg skal bede om og hvad jeg skal kunne og jeg ved når jeg skal
på s kole næste gang så s kal jeg vi de det og det og det og hvis de ikke l ærer mi g det så s kal jeg bede dem om a t lære mig
det. (DK1_ECW5_2_337)
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Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of the life structure – Eva DK1_ECW5

Source: Own description
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Another example of an interviewee showing surprisingly active agency and a strong wish for
professional development in a workplace with more narrowly defined tasks is Rositsa (BG1_ECW3)
(35-39). She has a bachelor’s degree in culture studies (ISCED11 6), but never worked in the field of
her speciality and spent years working in different fields such as retail. Three years prior to the first
interview, she applied for a job at BG1_Metals, a local medium-size company producing metal
details. The company is characterised by using a low level of skills and knowledge and strongly
separating non-routine and routine tasks with most workers facing restricted workplace learning
opportunities. Although Rositsa moved to work at a more comprehensive type of milling machine
recently, her workplace still does not provide rich, long-term learning opportunities (workers
specialise on one machine with only limited responsibility for non-routine events).
In the first two years, she worked as a fitter, a position that required no theoretical knowledge but
only practical training.
Until I became familiar with the work, they would explain things to me... because, after all,
we are talking about elementary things... soldering, I soldered some things, we assembled
certain articles, we packaged, and so on’36
Based on a training course provided by her company, she was promoted to her current position as an
RCP milling machine operator. In contrast to Rositsa’s former position, this role has more non-routine
activities and she considers it a step up in the hierarchy. Rositsa sees her more experienced
colleagues as an important source for informal learning in the workplace.
I ask some colleague who has more years of work experience, who is much more
knowledgeable about the process of work, he has never said he does not know, deal with it by
yourself, or anything of the sort. Whatever I want to ask about, specifically in connection with
the work, they have always responded and have helped. 37
Rositsa is motivated to improve and develop her skills to advancing one day to more complex jobs
within the company.
To learn to perform even the most complicated things, the most complicated articles, on the
best machine. Because there are machines with two axes, with three axes, with five axes. 38
Despite the mismatch of her education and the current job, she contently identifies with her
company and for the moment has no plans to change jobs. She appreciates the challenges of her
daily work and enjoys learning new things all the time.
In my case, I see the explanation as lying in my curiosity – why did this happen, how might
something else happen. And when I find out – hey, today I found out why it went leftward and

36

Ori gi nal quote: ‘докато се за познаваш с работата са ми обяснява ли…. за щото на ли все па к говорим за нещо, което е
по-елементарно… спойки, споява х някои неща, сглобявахме дадени детайли, опа ковахме и та ка ’ (BG1_ECW3_1_25).
37 Ori gi nal quote: ‘… пита м нещо някой колега, който е с повече години ста ж, който е много по -запозна т от мене със
са мия процес на ра бота , никога не е ка за л – не зна м, опра вяй се са ма или нещо от този род. Ка квото и да се
поинтересувам, специално свързано с ра ботата вина ги са откликвали и са пома га ли.’(BG1_ECW3_1_76).
38 Ori gi nal quote: ‘да се на учиш да изпълнява ш и на й-сложните неща , на й-сложните детайли, на й-добрата машина,
за щото има ма шина, която е с две оси, с три оси, с пет оси.’ (BG1_ECW3_1_193).
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not rightward. I have found the explanation and thus you can turn it to the left, to the right,
upward, downward. Perhaps that is the interesting thing. 39
Another example of transitioning to a slightly more complex workplace and initiating new learning
experiences is Hristo (BG2_ECW1) (25-29). He completed a local VET high school (ISCED11 3) with a
focus on metal tools production and later gained a bachelor’s degree in ecology (ISCED 6). After years
of work experience in a field linked to his higher education, he decided to apply for a job in company
BG2 in his home region. BG2 is a subsidiary of a multinational company producing metal parts for
further production of machines or machine components. The company is characterised by using
intermediate level skills and knowledge and strongly separating non-routine and routine tasks with
most workers facing restricted workplace learning opportunities. Hristo started as an operator of a
milling cutter about one year before his first interview. During his first months, he took part in an onthe-job-training course and in parallel started to work under the supervision of an operator for the
machine type he was being trained for.
How was it organised? From the very first day, I started to help the operator of the machine
when I was on intermediary shift, so that the two shifts would overlap, and I could learn.
Thus, little by little, I watch, I learn, they teach me. But in the first days, I helped generally
speaking, until things became clear to me, because as I already told you, theory and practice
have nothing in common, and when I was confronted with everything... 40
In Hristo’s perspective, it took him about two months to acquire the basic skills needed to work on
the machine, but more learning would be needed to reach the more advanced competence level of
his supervisor.
In my case? I suppose, for the milling machine, it depends on the person. In my case, it took
me about two months to be able to cope with the basic things but not to learn everything. To
learn it requires much more time. 41
After about seven months at the milling machine, another job opening within the logistics
department came up, and Hristo decided to apply and was accepted after an internal recruiting
procedure. His new job is more challenging and involves a greater variety of tasks. Hristo enjoys the
learning opportunities offered in the new field of work and the exchange with his colleagues. He was
trained to work with the company’s electronic ordering system, which is only partly translated into
Bulgarian and thus challenges Hristo to gain additional language skills.
The transition from a narrowly defined workplace at the milling machine to his current position has
widened his view on the company’s activities. For the time being, adapting to his new position
completely occupies his time.
39

Ori gi nal quote: ‘…за себе си та ка обяснявам нещата с моето си любопитство – а ма защо се получи това, как ще се
получи другото. И ка то разбера – ей, ама днеска разбрах за що е стана ло на ляво, а не е станало надясно. Обяснила
съм си го и по този на чин вече можеш на ляво, на дясно, отгоре, отдолу да за въртиш. Може би това е интересното... ‘
(BG1_ECW3_1_168).
40 Ori gi nal quote: ‘Ами ка к беше организира но. От първият ден още за почнах да помагам на оператора, който е титуляр
на ма шина та като бях междинна смяна , за да мога да се застъпвам с двете смени и да на уча . Така лека - полека аз
гледа м, на уча вам, те ме уча т. Но първите дни общо -взето помагах, докато си изясня, за щото както вече ви казах –
теорията и пра ктиката – нищо общо няма т и кога то се сблъска х с всичко...’ (BG2_ECW1_1_42)
41 Ori gi nal quote: ‘В моя случа й ли? Предпола гам, че струга е индивидуа лно. В моя случа й беше около два месеца, за
да мога сам да се справям с основните неща, но не и да науча всичко. За да го научиш трябва доста повече време.’
(BG2_ECW1_1_48)
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Just how the whole process goes, from the start to the finish, to the delivery of the
cylinder. While I was a machine operator, it was not required that I know everything,
whereas now, it starts from the units, from the installing. 42

4.6

Poor learning in learning restrictive workplace

In contrast to Eva (DK1_ECW5) who managed to improve her workplace learning against all odds,
Sara (DK1_ECW7) (20-24) who works as bakery-manufacturing assistant in the same food
department of DK1_Supermarket, has had a very different experience. The organisation uses few
skills and strongly separates complex and simple tasks. Most positions are like those of Sara’s and
offer restricted workplace learning opportunities and cover narrowly defined tasks.
When first interviewed, Sara had been working as an apprentice for seven months (in a programme
lasting three and a half years). Her educational pathway has been a series of interruptions with new
starts that finally led her to her current position. Her highly routinised and repetitious work involves
little collaboration with experienced members of her department. This cross-functional collaboration
limits her opportunities for professional development. She raised this issue in an appraisal interview
and asked for more direction and support, but this did not result in any lasting changes. Sara
considers the working climate – with a very harsh tone and behaviour especially towards newcomers
– limits developing a professional identity and adapting to the community of practice.
In the time between interviews, Sara decided to move to a small private bakery to continue her
apprenticeship and hoped to find a more pleasant, learning-conducive work environment. She was
disappointed and quit the apprenticeship. Terminating her training challenged her psychologically
and caused economic distress. However, at the time of the second interview, she was about to take
up studies in a new upper secondary educational programme in the health sector.
The metals sector also offered examples of limited learning for individuals in workplaces with
restricted learning opportunities. Kalin (BG1_ECW2) (30-34) works for BG1_Metals, a local mediumsize company producing metal parts and that uses a low level of skills and knowledge and that
strongly separates non-routine and routine tasks with most workers facing restricted workplace
learning opportunities. He has held different positions in the company, with each new workplace
being more complex, but still covering narrowly defined tasks.
I first started with the mechanics, after that with the digital milling machine, but with
ordinary attachment. It is digital too, but with manual setting, it has no measuring appliances
within the machines like these ones. After that, after two-three years, they transferred me to
the newer machines and now, since last year, to one of the newest. 43

42

Ori gi nal quote: ‘Точно ка к върви целият процес, от на ча лото, до за вършването, до предаването на цилиндъра.
Дока то бях опера тор на ма шина та не се изисква ше изцяло да зна м, а сега вече почва по уча стъци, монта ж.’
(BG2_ECW1_1_121).
43 Ori gi nal quote:’Първо за почнах при шлосерите, след това па к на цифрова фреза, но с по -обикновено закрепване. Тя
е па к цифрова , но е с ръчно на стройване, няма та кива измерителни уреди вътре в ма шините като тези ка кто са . След
това след две-три години ме прехвърлиха в по-новите машини и сега , от мина лата година – на една от най-новите.’
(BG1_ECW2_1_55)
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Kalin has completed a VET school in mechanics (ISCED11 3) and continued in an additional secondary
education as a construction technician and geodesist (ISCED11 3) on weekends. After that he worked
in construction for about six years, before he moved to BG1_metals six years ago. The train ing he
received in every new position was practical, but Kalin thinks that new workers these days, who also
receive theoretical training, enjoy a more gradual development.
For them it is sort of easier this way, getting more advanced in the work, and not...
Theoretically and gradually, to advance in the work and not being required to start
production at once. Everything is sort of gradual, right – first in theory and then in practice.
It’s not so hurried. 44
Kalin is satisfied with his work – especially the security it provides and the regular working hours, but
he is still open to go back to construction work if he is offered a lucrative opportunity. However, he
can also imagine staying at BG1_Metals. Although he is working at the newest machine and has not
much to learn in this respective position, another opportunity for change might come up .
Well, there is always room for growth. 45

44

Ori gi nal quote: ‘при тях е та ка по-лесно по този на чин, на ли да на предна т в неща та , а не... Та ка теоретично и
постепенно да на преднат в неща та, а не да се изисква от тях да започваш с продукция. Всичко та ка, на ли постепенно
– първо на теория, а след това на практика. Не ти е толкова скоростно.’(BG1_ECW2_1_233)
45 Ori gi nal quote: ‘Ами то вина ги има на къде да се изра ства.’ (BG1_ECW2_1_251).
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5 How current agency in workplace learning is related to
demonstrated agency in the life course
This chapter refers to the question how current agency in workplace learning is related to
demonstrated agency in other parts of the life structure taking developments in individuals’ life
course into account. As a main structure, the material was organised according to four possible
combinations: rich workplace learning combined with rich or poor learning in other parts of the life
structure and poor workplace learning combined with rich or poor le arning in other areas, whereby
for the life structure not only the current situation was taken into consideration but also the
development of the learning pathway of an individual in all parts of life over time. (See also Table
5.1)
In the focus of interest of this chapter are those cases of interviewees who have – sometimes
repeatedly through their biography – shown high levels of agency and strived for improvement of
their overall life and for overcoming stressful life events. Furthermore, cases are emphasised where
strains in one part of the life structure are compensated by immersing oneself intensely in another
part.
Table 5.1: Main structure of constellations of workplace learning and learning in other parts of the life structure over time

rich learning in other parts of
life structure/development
over time

poor learning in other parts of
life structure/development
over time

rich learning in the WP

++

Compensating

poor learning in the WP

Compensating

--

Source: Ow n description

5.1

Rich learning in several parts of the life structure and over time

Among the interviewees in the Basque machinery sector, a common pattern observed is a
combination of straight forward educational pathways, progressive career patterns, rich informal
workplace learning and opportunities for company sponsored training. Moti vation to become
indefinite partner in the cooperative system of the two companies is high and employees dedicate
themselves with full zeal to their professional development. Some interviewees reported about great
commitment in other areas of life, ranging from extra-occupational studies to participation in
international sports competitions. Those among the interviewees who already have children report
changes in their leisure behaviour. However, the main care work in the observed cases was with
mothers and other relatives. The demand for shorter or longer working stays abroad demands the
young men46 not only in their professional development but also in their adaptation to a new
46

There were no female employees in the technical sector among the ENLIVEN interviewees.
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everyday life. For some, this is the first time they have lived outside their parents' home, or at least a
temporary separation from friends and partners.
Martin’s (ES1_ECW1) (20-24) agency in workplace learning is characterized by the wish to learn, to
improve and to become a partner in the cooperative system of the company over time. At the time
of the interview, he is still living with his parents. His mother in particular has been pushing him to
engage in private language lessons in his spare time to improve his career chances in a company
capitalising internationalisation. As part of his job rotation in the company, he was offered to do a
rotation period in Germany, an offer which Martin is happy to take.
Meaningful events in my life? The English. How badly I carried it in when I was a child! I
didn't like it, my mother forced me and I always said that my stomach hurt, that my head
hurt, that I didn't want to go. And now is the time when I say ‘thank goodness my mother
took me to English’. Yes, because I see friends whose parents have not insisted so much on
English and now, they lack that. And the same is true for German. When I was 18, I didn't
want to start German and now look. Thanks to that I am where I am. 47
The planned stay abroad will mark an important step in the evolution of Martin’s life structure, and
he is very aware of that. It will not only be the first time that he lives away from the parental home
but a complete change of living environments including a new language:
I'm going to go one step further. To practice German; to improve German; to grow as a
person, because they say that when you are away for a year you change a lot and then,
well, I'm also going to work. But more than anything, to practice German and to take a step
further. Because it will do me good for the future. 48
Oscar (ES1_ECW3) (25-29) is a production technician in ES1_Machinery and has already gone
through the experience of a year-long stay in China responsible for installing a branch office of the
company with one more year of work abroad to come. Oscar, who has a university degree in
industrial engineering progressed quickly in the company, first doing his graduation project there,
then becoming a production technician. After two years in that position, he was offered the post in
China that completely changed not only his work tasks but his overall l ife.
In the beginning this change was challenging because there [in Spain] I had quite defined
what I had to do on a day-to-day basis. I had my projects, my plans, my resources... I arrived
at work every day and knew what I had to do. Here, everything is new and what you do is
welcome. I haven't had a clear guideline like ’today you have to do this, for next week,
this.49

47

Ori gi nal quote: ‘¿Momentos significativos? El i nglés. ¡qué mal lo l levaba en yo de pequeño el i nglés! Sí, porque no me
gus taba me obligaba la ama y s iempre decía que me dolía la tripa, que me dolía la cabeza, que no quería ir. Y ahora es el
momento que digo ‘menos mal que la ama me llevaba a inglés’. Sí, porque veo yo a amigos que sus padres no les han insistido
ta nto en el inglés y a hora pues carecen de eso. Yo, en cambio, gracias al ama... Y el alemán igual. Gracias a mi ama porque yo
con 18 a ños no quería empezar alemán y a hora, pues mira. Gracias a eso estoy donde estoy’. (ES1_ECW1_2_p. 13)
48 Ori gi nal quote: ‘Voy para dar un paso más. Para practicar alemán; para mejorar alemán; para crecer como persona, porque
di cen que cuando estás un año fuera ca mbias un montón y luego, pues bueno, para trabajar también. Pero más que nada,
pa ra practicar alemán y pa ra dar un paso más. Porque me vendrá bien para un futuro’. (ES1_ECW1_2_p. 10)
49 Ori gi nal quote: ‘Al principio me costó un poco el cambio porque ahí tenía bastante definido l o que tenía que hacer en el
día a día. Tenía mis proyectos, mis planes, mis cursos, luego materiales. Con esto, yo todos l os días llegaba al tra bajo y s a bía
l o que tenía que hacer. Aquí, es todo nuevo y l o que hagas bienvenido será. No he tenido una directriz clara ‘hoy ti enes que
ha cer esto, para la semana que vi ene esto’ (ES1_ECW3_ 2_132)
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At home in the Basque region, Oscar enjoys an active spare time socialising with friends and family,
spending time with his girlfriend and engaging in sports and other activities in his neighbourhood.
Missing all this for two years while living in China, he joined a Basque association in the Chines city he
lives in and easily made new friends there, filling his spare time with social events and training for
marathon competitions. His main focus is his progression in work, though. He already feels more
competent and is very content with his development.
[…] you are getting a higher status. At first you start as a kid finishing the university studies,
suddenly, responsible for the whole assembly team and you say: ‘This kid, who was going to
say it’. Well, little by little you are gaining authority. 50
He hopes to become indefinite partner in the cooperative system of the company after coming back ,
taking up his former life in Spain again.
John (ES2_ECW5) (25-29) has been working as an assembler for company ES2_Machinery for five
years when first interviewed. He had completed a twofold VET in design and assembly (ISCED11 3)
before he started to work. He holds a full-time position and reports a constant process of intensive
workplace learning with a strong focus on informal learning by problem solving and teamwork.
So, you're learning. Every day you try to learn something more and make it work. 51
John is very satisfied with his job and enjoys the good climate and working with his colleagues. After
work he focuses on his athletic ambitions. Before he became a father, he performed long distance
triathlons, but decided to cut back to marathon running after the birth of his child. He still works out
for two to three hours per day, only taking a short break between work and training to look after his
daughter until his wife comes home.
He is very serious about his sports, saving up money to participate in more distant competitions and
pay a running coach. For John, learning in the workplace to improve performance has very much in
common with the training he does to get ready for a sports tournament.
My life is very focused on sport. Sport gives you a lot. In the end, when you are at quite high
levels, lowering times is not easy. Therefore, you have to be very, very constant. I, in the
end, have my coach. It takes me all that is preparation, which is usually four months of
preparation to run a marathon. If you focus that on working life is always very similar, I
think. Not the same in such a short time but you always want to improve, to continue
learning. There are days when you are tired, but you have to keep going. Therefore, I focus
my life a lot on sports. In the end, it is difficult too. Moreover, there are situations that are
complicated but in sport and work try to move forward. In three years from now, what is my
personal life is clear to me, which is to improve my brands that I have. In addition, in the
workplace continue to learn. Nevertheless, one thing, in the end, gives you the other. In the

50

Ori gi nal quote: ‘... El día a día te va enriqueciendo, y va s vi endo que: ‘Os tras, cada vez voy cogiendo un estatus mayor’. Al
pri ncipio empiezas como un chaval a fin de ca rrera, de repente, responsable de todo el equipo de montaje y di ces: ‘Este
cha va l, quién me iba a decir a mí’. Pues poco a poco, pues va s ganando autoridad. (ES1_ECW3_1_194)
51 Ori gi nal quote: ‘Entonces, va s aprendiendo. Ca da día intentas a prender algo más y que sirva para a lgo.’
(ES2_ECW5_2_318).
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end, in sport you try to improve what you have and at work, too. It's based on constancy.
(ES2_ECW5_2_ 263). 52
For the moment, John has reached a balance in his life structure that brings great satisfaction. He
enjoys the security of his job that allows him to also pursue his hobby. When it comes to goals in
gainful work, he is happy to perpetuate the status quo and has no intention to climb the job ladder or
engage in upskilling. He has started a family and still has time for his training, knowing that he is
strongly relying on the support of his wife. On the weekends, he asks the grandparents to babysit so
that his wife can join him in his training activities, and they get some time together.
In the following, two examples will be presented which represent those cases in which young adults
on the one hand had to overcome special obstacles in their life course and nevertheless have
motivation to learn, even if the pressure is too great at times and little progress is experienced, and
on the other hand cases which show how much effort, repeated new beginnings and agency over
longer life spans are necessary in order to at least come very close to ideas of a good life. The
selected examples can be attributed to case study organisations from the adult education sector.
However, similar stories can be found across most countries and sectors studied. Especially reports
of strokes of fate in the biographies could be observed several times in the biographic narratives,
whereby differences in the accounts are tied to the openness of the individual interviewees and the
specific setting of the interviews. Especially in the second round of interviews, trust was already built
in some cases and the narratives also contained more intimate information.
Kay (UK1_ECW2) (20-24) works as Cross-College Administrator at UK1_FurtherEducation. She looks
back at an educational pathway that was interrupted shortly after entering higher education. Instead
Kay took on a position in a fast-food outlet where she faced a steep learning curve and advanced to a
managerial role quickly, but she soon realised that the atmosphere at work was not what appealed
to her for longer stretches of time. So, she started an apprenticeship in business administration, a
position that again provided rich learning opportunities, but economic restraints forced her to look
for a paid full-time position, which she found in UK1_FurtherEducation. Kay went through another
phase of rich learning and personal development during the first time of her occupation, but her
overall job satisfaction is decreasing as a result of experiences made during a large organisational
restructuring in the organisation. In fact, she is more and more developing a destructive cynicism
about the actions and behaviour of senior management and poor and inadequate communication
strategies during the phase of redundancies. What made her reservations about her management
even more severe was a lack of support during a recent private crisis.
Kay’s life has been shaped by loss already in early childhood. The death of her sister and divorce of
her parents forced her to grow up early, she assumes. Only recently she was struck by loss again,
when her boyfriend passed away.
I don’t know how I managed to keep my cool here really, because it was all, I just felt like it
was all procedure. I think they said to me something along the lines of, oh we won’t be able

52

Ori gi nal quote: ‘Además, soy muy deportista. Entreno mucho, entonces, prácticamente ni me siento en casa porque salgo
de tra bajar; estoy con la niña un poco y cua ndo vi ene mi mujer voy a entrenar. Cua ndo no tenía niña hacía triatlones, de
l a rga distancia, a demás. Cuando tuve la hija me corta ron de tres deportes a uno. Entonces, suelo hacer maratones.
Aprovecho que l e dejo la niña a mi mujer; o si l a tía está libre o así, entonces, entreno de dos a tres horas al día. Ahora, con
un a migo nos ca lentamos. Empezamos a poner dinero todos l os meses y va mos a Valencia. Va mos a hacer la Ma ratón de.’
(ES2_ECW5_2_ 263).
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to do your sick pay, do you want us to put the time off as you’re poorly or do you want to
book holidays? And I just looked up, I went, I don’t care! I just thought I don’t care what you
do, use all my holidays, I’m not bothered, I just need …I need a day! So I think I only had like
a week.53
Kay experiences her parents as supportive, although her mother is taken up by dealing with her own
problems. Her father would wish for her to achieve more carrier wise. But after the experience of
loss of her boyfriend and going through the redundancy experience in the college has left her certain
that there is not much that she cannot cope with.
I just think because of the things that happened when I was young, I’ve realised very quickly
about life! And how bad it can be…. because I think now, I don’t think anything can come at
me really that I can’t handle. 54

Nesrin (AT1_ECW4) (30-34) has been working as a teacher in adult basic education (ABE) for
AT1_AdultEducation for 14 months at the time of the first interview. Her life structure is
characterised by strongly contradictory expectations, wishes and norms with her upbringing in a
conservative Muslim immigrant milieu on the one hand and a constant strive to participate in gainful
work, an – at least for the moment – career beyond what she was expecting and a very ‘Austrian’
way of living on the other hand.
She grew up in Vienna with three siblings, an older brother and sister and one younger brother. Her
parents grew up in the same village in Turkey and immigrated to Austria independently in their
adolescence years and finally got married. Nesrin’s father was a blue -collar worker but has been
retired due to health problems for some years back. Her mother is approaching legal retirement age
but still working fulltime as a housekeeper in a care facility run by the municipality. Nesrin’s choice of
education for a certain kind of business VET school at the age of 15 is very common for girls in parts
of the Turkish community in Vienna and it felt ‘natural’ to her to get married and have a child around
the age of 20. Although Nesrin could have been content with fulfilling the role of being a mother and
wife with maybe some part-time work to reduce the strains of economic pressure, she strived for
more, making use of the training she was offered by the Austrian PES during a longer period of
unemployment. This way, she was successful in making up for leaving school early and completed an
apprenticeship programme for adults when she already was a mother of two and the hous ehold duty
largely on her shoulders.
Nesrin integrates her constant aspiration to having a job well with her role as a mother articulating
clearly that she puts her two children in the first place. In that way her new job as a family literacy
teacher fits her perfectly, she shares a lot of experiences made with the participating mothers and
succeeds well in guiding them in their educational pathway as well as by caring for their issues and
problems even beyond classes. None of that conflicts her role at home, but the confirmation
experienced as a teacher lets her grow in her professional role.
In her arrangements to combat the obstacles in combining work and family life Nesrin can rely on
support by her mother and other relatives, but schedules are tight and she faces a constant need to
53
54

UK 1_ECW 2_2_1185
UK 1_ECW 2_2_1258
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deal with as well day-to-day organisation of her family as handle unexpected needs of her children,
for example when it comes to health issues. Nesrin’s husband is hardly present in family life during
weekdays as he starts his shift as a warehouse worker in the early afternoon but only gets home
after everybody is asleep. When the family gets up in the morning, he is still sleeping himself. Most
days he can pick-up the kids from school and then Nesrin or some relative take ove r. Nesrin’s days
are long, besides her teaching classes five days in the morning and two days in the afternoon, she
takes care for the children, their homework and any medical appointments or similar tasks. In the
evening while the children are playing on their own, she prepares for her lessons. Finally, when the
kids are in bed, she starts cooking for the next day. Nesrin experiences some relief by living in a
neighbourhood rich with families with children and thus having lots of friends living nearby who they
find time to visit even on busy workdays.
To sum up, Nesrin enjoys a phase in her life when she finally has gained a work position that makes
her happy and offers much more room for learning and professional development than she ever was
hoping for. This causes high levels of stress but at the same time seems to give her the vigour to
handle it:
I don’t want to change anything; I want everything to stay as it is. It should continue the
same way. Even when I really work a lot giving three courses, I also have to do a lot at
home, but I always try to make it a routine, that neither the kids, that I neither neglect the
kids, nor my-self, nor, I don’t know – of course it happens, yes – sometimes I forget
appointments [laughs]. (AT1_ECW4_2_334). 55

55

‚Ich möchte nichts verändern, ich möchte alles so behalten, wie es ist. Es soll so weitergehen. Auch wenn ich
wirklich viel arbeite jetzt mit drei Kursen, ich habe zu Hause auch viel zu tun, aber ich versuche immer wieder
so eine Routine reinzubringen, dass weder die Kinder, dass ich weder die Kinder vernachlässige, noch mich
vernachlässige, noch, keine Ahnung – kommt natürlich, ja – manchmal müssen halt Termine drunter leiden,
dass ich sie vergesse (lachen).’ (AT1_ECW4_2_334).
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the life structure – Nesrin AT2_ECW4
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5.2

Rich workplace learning as compensation for restrictions in other parts of
the life structure

As shown in the cases above, agency in different parts of the life structure changes continuously
throughout the life course. Major life events, as becoming a parent, can cause such changes, in other
cases an individual feels the inner need for change and becomes active.
The latter was the case for Eva (SK1_ECW3) (35-39) who had worked in the HRM/HRD department of
a company in the financial sector for 14 years and had reached the senior position of a director of her
department, before she decided to make a new start as coach consultant and facilitator in
SK1_Training. SK1, a corporate training provider, was a close and long-term business partner in her
work in HR and she was glad to accept their offer to work for them in a period in her life where she
felt a need for change. Eva’s educational pathway was straight-forward leading to a Master’s degree
in Economics. After some years, she also completed a PhD programme alongside work (ISCED11 8).
She considers educational and career choices made as far as pragmatic and ‘too general’ and regrets
to not have chosen a more specific field of study, such as natural sciences.
The idea of teaching grew in her mind over time and she finally dared to make a change. Work – in
her old as well as her new role – is the centre of Eva’s life, not only dedicating herself to long hours
but also to a very straight forward approach to learning new things. When new in SK1_Training she
created her own learning plan and not only devoted her to rich opportunities for informal learning
but examined her progress thoroughly. Beyond work, Eva does not report of any significant activities
allowing for learning. She has good relations to her family of origin, but is living alone in a city at a
distance of her relatives.
Although, Eva was enthusiastic about her new job as trainer at the time of the first interview, a view
months later, she had returned to her previous job. The reasons were manifold. On the one hand,
she missed her team and working together with others on a daily basis and on the other hand, she
disliked that relations to participants in her courses were only short-term and did not allow to follow
their progress over longer stretches of time. On top of that, her previous job offered a considerably
higher salary.
For now, she has had enough of trying something new, but she does not rule out trying to teach
again in the future under different circumstances:
I don´t have such [long-term] goals, I´m like, that when something inspires me, I'm following
it. ... I can imagine that in the future I will teach university students that I will be focusing on
some projects that will be focused on this area, I can imagine that I will be focused on
managers, I can imagine being a manager because I think, that my team always has worked
well, both in terms of relationships and results, so I don´t have the name for it, what I follow.
I want it to be good and to enjoy it. 56
56

‘Ja nemám takéto (dlhodobé)ciele, ja som taká, že keď niečo inšpiruje, tak idem za tým. [...] viem si
predstaviť, že v budúcnosti budem učiť vysokoškol ákov, že sa budem venovať nejakým projektom, ktoré budú
zamerané na túto oblasť, viem si predstaviť, že sa budem venovať manažérom, viem si predstaviť, že budem
manažér, pretože myslím, že môj tím vždy fungoval výborne, aj čo sa týka vzťahov, aj výsledkov, takže nemám
to pomenované, že za tým idem. Chcem, aby to bolo dobré a aby ma to bavilo.’ (TR_SK1_ECW3_1_646_652).
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5.3

Compensating restricted workplace learning in other parts of the life
structure

For interviewees with restricted opportunities for workplace learning, observations differed with
regard to the level of agency in other parts of the life structure. As cases of poor workplace learning
could be observed in the retail sector and among employees in the Bulgarian metals sector only,
examples for how individuals compensate for that or not are restricted to those cases.
For the Bulgarian employees interviewed in the metals sector, dominating patterns of the evolving
life structure observed included diverse prior educational pathways and work experience, also
experiences of living abroad for a while or returning to the region of origin after having lived in other
parts of the country. A recurring feature among the interviewees was a qualification mismatch or
overqualification for the current job after a deliberate decision to prioritise sustainable employment
and adequate wages.
Snejana (BG1_ECW1) (30-34) has been working as a lathe operator in a milling-machine unit in
BG1_Metals, a local medium-sized company, manufacturing metal products in southwest Bulgaria,
for two years when first interviewed. Her educational pathway started in a straightforw ard way,
when Snejana gained a bachelor’s degree in pedagogy of mathematics and informatics (ISCED11 6) in
order to fulfil her dream of being a mathematics teacher. But she never gained a position in her
envisaged profession, instead temporarily worked in the textile industry before she went on a twoyear maternity leave after the birth of her first child.
The company she works for now, has long been in the focus of her desire to work there and she had
sent annual unsolicited applications for four years before she got accepted. Although her position
has hardly any connection to her higher education, apart from some programming tasks she has to
perform, she embraced the opportunity. In the long run, working at lathe machine is characterised
by a high level of routine after a phase of quickly learning new things in an initial phase.
[...] within, perhaps, a month I started to do these purely elementary things, for instance,
like some openings at different places. After that, during the second month I started to
make corrections, other turns, with some forms and so on... In a drawing I can do anything,
but it might take me two hours, let’s say, to make a programme. 57
Despite limited opportunities for workplace learning, Snejana is satisfied as she highly relies o n the
security the job offers her as a single mother of two. After her divorce some years ago, she struggled
to keep things together, but manages quite well at the moment. The job allows her to pay the
instalments for the loan for her home by herself and to care for her children. And even in her job, she
seems to have reached a turning point as her position recently was complemented by the role of a
trainer in the company’s newly established training centre. She enjoys this new role as it finally
includes teaching and adds new challenges to an otherwise narrowly defined job profile.
[...] it is harder to be a trainer than a trainee. Because everybody has some ideas of his own,
because you do not only need to know things here technologically but to understand what

57

Ori gi nal quote: ‘…може би за един месец за почнах да правя такива чисто елементарни неща, да кажем, като някакви
отвори на различни места. След това вече на втория месец почнах да вкарвам и корекции, други та м разни за въртания
с форми няка кви и та ка … В един чертеж мога да на правя всичко, но може да ми отнеме, да кажем, два ча са да пиша
програ ма.’ (BG1_ECW1_1_232)
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the machine will do at every moment. The programme and the machine – the similarity, to
grasp the connection between the two and you have to observe everything very watchfully,
especially when you start something new for the first time. Something new, when it is the
first item after setting the machine, everything should be observed very carefully. 58
In the future, Snejana hopes to grow into other more demanding positions within the company.
Also in her leisure time, Snejana embraces every opportunity for learning. As both of her children are
of school-age by now, she found the time to take driving lessons. A driving licence is an important
next step to gain more independency for her. If she is successful, she considers other training
activities.

58

Ori gi nal quote: ‘…по-трудно е да си обуча ващ, отколкото обучаем. За щото всеки си има няка кви негови разбирания,
за щото тука трябва не са мо чисто технологично да зна еш нещата, а и да разбереш какво точно ще извърши във всеки
един момент ма шина та. Програмата и ма шината – сходството, да се хване връзката между двете и трябва много зорко
до на блюда ваш всичко, особено ка то пуска ш за първи път нещо ново. Нещо ново ка то е първа бройка след
на стройката трябва много внима телно да се на блюдава всичко.’ (BG1_ECW1_1_220)
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Figure 5.2: Graphical representation of the life structure – Snejana BG1_ECW1

Source: Ow n description
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An example for a pattern where interviewees try to make up for the lack of opportunities to learn in
the job by emphasising leisure activities is Kalin (BG1_ECW2) (30-34). He has been working for
company BG1_Metals for six years and recently moved from working with a simpler machine to the
position of operator of a centrally programmed milling machine. Despite this transition, his job
profile is still narrowly defined and for more complex problem solving, he has to engage a supervisor.
Kalin has completed VET programmes in two different fields (ISCED11 3), but none of them in the
field of his current occupation. Applying for his current job, after being informed about a job opening
by his father who works in the same company, was the best solution after he had to quit his previous
job as a construction worker as that branch started to decline. For the moment, he is satisfied with
his job but can as well imagine going back to construction work.
To make up for limited opportunities in day-to-day workplace learning and meet his high assessment
of the value of education, he has started to attend an English course provided and partly funded by
the local employment office. He can use the acquired knowledge in the workplace. In addition, he
considers working abroad for a while another possible option if economic pressure should increase:
Well, there are some things on the machine that are in English, generally and in life.
Because we had to go abroad for a while, me and my wife, and more or less, you need the
language, it’s an obstacle. 59
Recently, Kalin started to take up organisational tasks concerning the company football team, for
example organising tournaments when colleagues suggested him for this role . Being part of the
football team – and in Kalin’s case even take administrative responsibility – plays an important role
for many employees in an area with only little opportunities for organised leisure activities:
[...] For us to shake loose from everyday life and to escape from... Let’s go and unload the
tension a bit.60

5.4

Restricted learning as determining feature across the life structure and
finding new ways

One possible outcome of a precarious balance in the life structure is that in consequence all agency
in learning is put on hold, at least for stretches of time in an individual’s development. Among the
interviewees in the retail sector, this research observed cases such as Solveig (DK1_ECW6) (20-24),
who experienced a phase when she had just started as a fresh food sales assistant on a full -time
apprenticeship contract and her life did not include anything else than that job which got
monotonous and routinised after a very short time.
SOLVEIG: Because I haven't just ... So everything is very scheduled.
Interviewer: Yes and controlled and so yes?

59

Ori gi nal quote: ‘Ами има някои работи дето са по ма шините на английски, а ка то цяло и в живота . Защото се наложи,
ходихме по чужбина ма лко със съпруга та ми и си трябва колкото и да е езика, ба риера си е.’ (BG1_ECW2_1_199).
60 Ori gi nal quote: ‘Ма лко да се отърсим от ежедневието и да избяга ме от... Яда ма лко да идем да ра зтоварим
на прежението.’ (BG1_ECW2_1_170).
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SOLVEIG: There is not ... There is not ... Yes, it is very ... It is very routine. You do the same
thing every day.61
When she came home after a one-hour commute she was too exhausted to do anything other than
watch TV and go to sleep; she has for example terminated the fitness training she was used to
pursue for years. After lower secondary school, Solveig enrolled in a VET programme to become an
industrial painter but quit after some years when she realized that everyday work in that profession
was characterised by high levels of routine. After quitting the programme, she was in desperate need
to enrol in education again, as she at the time had moved to a student apartment she only could
keep as long as she was in education. The choice for retail was informed by prior experience of
working at a minor supermarket and a gas station alongside school, where she liked interacting with
costumers.
Despite her desperation, Solveig fought for more varied job tasks to improve her opportunities to
develop her skills and was finally allowed to change departments. Unfortunately, this change did not
make a difference in her very narrow job description and she reports that now she puts dairy
products in the display cases instead of placing fresh food, cold cuts or freeze items. But she sees
herself as someone who does not quit but try harder which supported her decision to complete her
apprenticeship anyway.
At the time of the second interview, a turn in her indecisive attitude towards her future seemed
under way. A vital private crisis fuelled a desire for a new start. After her live-in boyfriend had come
into conflict with the law and ended up in prison, she was shaken and forced to take on more
responsibility and grow. Helping him deal with legal issues raised the ambition to become a lawyer’s
secretary which means that she would have to enrol in an upper vocational education programme.

61

Original quote: ‘SOLVEIG: Fordi at jeg har ikke lige... Altså alt er meget schedualed. Altså alt er meget
skemalagt. I: Ja og styret og sådan ja. SOLVEIG: Der er ikke... Der er ikke... Ja det er meget... Det er meget
rutine. Man laver det samme hver dag.’ (DK1_ECW6_1_1564).
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Figure 5.3: Graphical representation of the life structure – Solveig DK1_ECW6
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Helen (ES1_ECW4) (35-39) has been working as a financial accountant for company ES1_Machinery
for six years. In her perception, learning opportunities at her job are limited (see also Chapter 4) due
to very similar tasks to be performed each month and limited exchange with colleagues.
When she was in school, Helen dreamed about becoming a pharmacist, but did not reach the
required grades to enter the education. So, she decided to enrol in a bachelor’s programme in
business administration in her home region. For the master’s programme in the same field
(ISCED11 7) she moved to the capital to join her boyfriend and later husband who studied there, too.
After graduation, she worked in a company in the automotive sector for six years, before they
decided to move back to the home region and start a family. She was able to continue her job
working from a distance for another two years, but finally quit as teleworking with a small child
overstrained her resources. Soon after, she found her current job and after some time got a second
child.
Helen thinks about enrolling in another master’s programme or at least return to the language
courses she used to attend, but knows this would not be feasible with two children and a full-time
job:
I have done languages. Then when I entered here [i.e. company ES1], I also started to do
German, but I got pregnant and well. Of course, courses are after working hours here and
that is decisive for me, I still can't do it. […] at that time I was considering doing a master’s
in finance, once I considered that I would be able to take advantage of it, but I still do not
see myself, with two small children, very closely together, later. 62
Although, she feels that her job is not what she really wants, she tries to focus on the fact that it
allows her to combine it with her childcare obligations and postpones her intentions of further
personal development:
Yes, now my way of seeing has changed a little, I don't know at first you have many
expectations, but then since I have had children, I want to enjoy them, then if I want to
enjoy them, I have to give up other things. To set my priorities a little. 63
She reflects her opportunities and checks her current situation against imagined other career choices
to finally come to accepting things as they are for now:
I won't tell you that I wouldn't like it, but now in the short term future... just like when my
children are older, perfect, that is, they don't need me so much anymore, and in the end, I
have to start thinking a little bit about myself. But for now. No, I think it's my ideal job,
many times I think what if I worked in a laboratory, pharmacy? But in the end, that's what I
studied, that's what I know, and well. (ES1_ ECW4_1_676). 64

62

Ori gi nal quote: ‘He hecho i diomas. Luego ya cua ndo entré a quí ta mbién empecé a hacer a lemán, pero ya me quedé
emba razada y no. Claro, aquí es fuera de horas y me supone mucho, todavía no puedo. Sé que en su día me comentaban aquí
que ha bía planes i ncluso si quería volver a hacer un master o x porque en su día me planteaba hacer un master en finanzas,
una vez que ya considerase que l o i ba a poder a provechar, pero todavía no me veo, con dos niños pequeños, muy seguidos,
má s a delante’ (ES1_ ECW4_2_531).
63 Ori gi nal quote: ‘Sí, a hora me ha cambiado un poco la forma de ver, no sé al principio tienes muchas expectativas, pero
l uego ya que he tenido niños ya me a petece disfrutar de ellos, entonces si me apetece disfrutar de ellos, tengo que renunciar
a otra s cosas. Marcarme un poco l as prioridades’ (ES1-ECW4-1_662).
64 Ori gi nal quote: ‘No, creo que es mi tra bajo ideal, Muchas veces pienso ‘¿Y si tra bajara yo en un l aboratorio, de farmacia?
Pero a l final, es l o que estudié, es de l o que sé, y s í.’ (ES1_ ECW4_1_676).
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6 How plans for further education and career changes are
intertwined with the current workplace and the evolving life
structure
This chapter analyses interviewees’ plans for further education and training activities and how these
plans interrelate with their current workplace and their evolving life structures. A distinction is made
between job-related education (employer sponsored or not) and other activities, such as retraining,
taking up interrupted education in a field other than the current job or following a personal interest.
Furthermore, the analysis considers whether an individual started their education or training before
or after obtaining the current job and if the activity is still going on or has faded out after entering
the current position. In some cases, early career workers clearly state that they do not have the time,
means or energy to pursue further education plans due to strains in other parts of their life structure.
For a schematic overview of the structuring elements and key examples, see Table 11.4 in Annex II.

6.1

Patterns of participation in training and education (Present)

Continuing education previously started
In all countries studied, some early career workers, after beginning their current job, continued their
previous studies or started new (formal) education activities.
Despite very unique individual settings, some Estonian cases illustrate continued education after
entering a new job in retail. Siiri (EE1_ECW3) (31-35) started a master’s programme in logistics after
a difficult job search in the speciality of her bachelor’s degree. Her job in EE1_Supermarket as a
manager in the online store department offers her rich learning opportunities and she can also apply
knowledge gathered in her university studies. Robert (EE1_ECW2) (20-24) faces more ambivalent
workplace learning opportunities in his position as a salesperson in the same company, but the job
helps stabilise his life after failing in upper secondary school and transitioning to a high school for
adults. When talking about his plans, he mentions possibly leaving the retail sector but leaves that
decision open, while making the best of his situation and striving for new competences in his current
occupation. Tarmo (EE2_ECW3) (35-39) clearly believes that his job as a bundler in the logistics
centre of EE2_Supermarket is only temporary until he completes his master’s level , distance learning
programme in social sciences. His workplace does not offer many learning opportunities, but Tarmo
enjoys the more physical work in contrast to his studies. He can imagine a career in the company.
When carrying out a small survey for a university course among fellow employees, he has already
made personal contact to the management. He has also gained the authorisation to write his final
thesis about a project carried out with his employer.
In the metals sector, George (ES2_ECW6) (30-34) is an example for continuing ongoing education
after entering a new job. George applied for an opportunity to complete his final project for his
studies as computer engineer (ISCED11 6) and was accepted. He was offered a position as computer
engineer and now has five years of experience in ES2_Machinery in a very learning-conducive work
environment that offers continuous day-to-day learning that closely relates to the company’s nonformal training and his formal university education. George is highly motivated and about to gain a
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master’s degree in the field of big data and already planning further PhD studies. In addition to work
and studies, George is participating in ambitious sports competitions. The high level of commitment
in work, education and sports activities including voluntary work as a youth-basketball trainer is
counterbalanced by the fact that he still lives with his parents and does not have an intimate
relationship or his own children.
In the adult education sector, Kim (UK1_ECW3) (20-24) combines work and formal studies. She is
employed as a community development worker at UK1_FurtherEducation, a large further education
college in a medium-sized town in the north-east Midlands. She started in her position by covering
for a nine-month maternity leave, while undertaking a master’s degree qualification in social work.
After finishing school, Kim had decided to wait to enrol in university. She worked in clothing retail for
a while and took up a one-year apprenticeship in business administration. After mixed experiences
during her apprenticeship, she started HE in health and social care, which did not meet her
expectations either. So finally, she enrolled in social work studies which seems to be the right choice.
In her study programme, she can benefit from her work and learning opportunities in
UK1_FurtherEducation.
Taking up new education or training activities
In some cases, ECWs have decided to engage in various educational activities when already in their
current position. Some interviewees working in retail have jobs that offer the opportunity to earn
their living when they have not yet made final career choices.
After some short-time jobs and sporadic unemployment, Lukas (BE2_ECW4) (25-29) had been trying
various higher education programmes before he started working as a store clerk in
BE2_Supermarket. He immerses himself deeply in day-to-day workplace learning, making the best of
ambivalent learning opportunities in the job. Lukas is very ambitious and hopes to soon become a
manager in the supermarket. Yet, he also has several back-up plans. In his spare time, he attends a
course at an adult education centre to qualify to work as a handyman in his father’s property rental
business. Lukas also plans to take evening classes in accounting, which could be useful, if another
plan come true – working for his sister who might start her own pharmacy.
Silke (BE2_ECW1) (18-20) has a vocational secondary education diploma in elderly care but did not
find a job that suited her immediately. Therefore, she started to work as a store clerk in
BE2_Supermarket. In addition, she enrolled in evening classes to become a hairdresser, which always
was her dream profession, but her parents insisted on another educational pathway. Now she has
the freedom to follow her dream and maybe start as a hairdresser as a secondary occupation besides
a part-time job in retail.
Job-related training
For some groups of interviewees, the rich supply of further training opportunities – and needs – is
interconnected with their work. The two Basque case study organisations perfectly show how a skillsintensive subsector not only offers employees many learning-conducive workplaces and daily
development of new skills but also rich work-related, non-formal training opportunities. The
interviewees in ES1_Machinery and ES2_Machinery often mention participation in training, yet, in a
way that shows that it is considered a natural part of work.
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We're very lucky. They offer us the course, they tell us ´I think it could be good for you´ and I
decide. You say yes, always, because they are usually interesting. 65
Oscar (ES1_ECW3) (25-29) Industrial engineer
The British cases from the adult education sector had very different reports on opportunities for
work-related training offered by the employer. Sally (UK2_ECW1) (24-29) works as an admission
administrator and accreditation officer in UK2_FurtherEducation, a residential adults education
college in England. She was stunned when she started to work and, without much introductory
training, was expected to immediately assume full responsibilities. Then, she learnt to adopt to the
situation and reports a steep development over the eleven months she has worked for the
organisation. Her informal learning is complemented by courses offered by the college, which Sally
finds very helpful.
I’d like to do more courses, now I’ve done my NVQ, I thought it would be … a lot more
difficult, but we have a lady come in when she needs to, I mean I could phone her today and
say I need your help on this. But the questions that you need to answer for my NVQ, it’s not a
lot of work. So, it’s sort of made me want to do more, and do more courses, I don’t know
what in, I haven’t looked into that, but it doesn’t stress you out, it doesn’t, you do it while
you’re at work. 66
In UK1_FurtherEducation, a large further education college, some interviewees expressed
disappointment about poor opportunities for further training when the organisation has undergone
two major restructures with significant loss of staff. Kay (UK1_ECW2) (20-24) describes rich day-today workplace learning, but has the impression that the organisation offers training only focused on
basics such as safeguarding and health and safety.
The college does some training, but it’s stuff you have to do every year but that’s all I’ve
heard of really, training-wise and … just like the safeguarding things and stuff colleges have
to do.
At the same time, she emphasises the need for support in how to deal with the special requirements
of students, who come into the work placements office with a range of emotional problems.
So, at the moment, obviously it’s [her work] all to do with a lot of mental health issues and
things like that. I don’t know anything about it, and that would be something I would love
training on, but there’s nowhere to go for it really. 67
The analysis of two Austrian adult education organisations revealed two aspects to the training
offers. Both organisations have units that provide adult basic education (ABE) courses under a
funding framework relying on national, regional and ESF funds. The funding framework defines
criteria for the qualification of teachers to be hired in ABE and criteria for a minimum of further
training units to be provided within working time of the teachers. The specific organisational
structure and HRM/HRD practices are shaped by these external criteria (for a detailed account see
Austrian Case Studies). The funding framework allows teachers to complete their training as
65

Original quote: Nosotros tenemos mucha suerte. Nos ofrecen el cursillo, nos dicen pienso que te puede
venir. Y decido yo, sí o no. Dices que sí, siempre, normalmente son interesantes. (ES1_ECW3_1_653).
66 UK2_ECW1_1_1876
67 UK 1_ECW 2_1_370
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educators in adult basic education during employment. In a time of staff shortages due to the strong
expansion of course offers, the interviews of eight early career workers in the field showed that only
one had completed the training before starting to teach, some were already adult language trainers
or experienced in similar professions and started the training before working with the specific groups
in basic skills courses but completed it alongside work, while a third group only started their own
training after entering the job. These arrangements are often only feasible because early career
teachers are only employed for 10-15 hours weekly in an enormously challenging and learningconducive job. In addition, the interviewees reported many further training opportunities offered by
their employer, also exceeding the minimum hours ensured by the rules of the funding framework as
could be expected from the self-conception of adult education providers.
For self-employed trainers with only loose connections to any adult education organisation, personal
financial resources affect participation in further training. For example, Michal (SK1_ECW4) (30-34)
works as an external trainer of soft skills for SK1_Training, a provider in the corporate trainings subfield. He tells about a recent chance to participate in a course for stress management for young
entrepreneurs in the UK which was only possible through funding by the Slovak Business Agency. He
perceives his options limited.
Barriers, in my case, are financial. I would have found the time. And I am keen to, but really,
the trainings abroad are expensive, especially if one wants to participate in person. The one I
had in England, I would not have paid so much money for it. That it was made possible for
me, I am grateful for it. Financing I see in my case as the biggest barrier. For now. 68

6.2

Plans to participate in training and education

Interviewees were asked about their plans across all parts of their life. They shared rich narrations
about education plans. The following provides examples of early career workers with plans for
training or education considering the interrelation of their experience of conditions for workplace
learning and their overall life structure. Some examples reveal the restrictions to taking up training.
Various examples from the retail sector revealed education plans with the intention to change
occupations or enter higher education. In Denmark, as presented in Chapter 4.7, Sara (DK1_ECW7)
(20-24) quit her apprenticeship as a bakery assistant in DK1_Supermarket because of no
opportunities for professional development and a harsh work environment; she finally started in an
educational programme in the health sector. Lotte (DK1_ECW4) (20-24) works as a foodmanufacturing assistant on an apprentice contract in DK1_Supermarket and has not decided on her
future after she finishes her apprenticeship in five months. She can imagine striving for a managerial
position in retail or focusing on her previous side-job as fitness instructor because the fitness centre
offered to pay for a dietary counsellor education to broaden her options in the field. This offer
tempts Lotte who had difficulty adopting to the harsh work environment in DK1_Supermarket.

68

‘Bariéry sú, u mňa je to to finančné. Ja by som si ten čas našiel. Chuť mám, ale naozaj tie tréningy vonku sú
drahé, hlavne keď ich chce človek osobne absolvovať. To čo som bol v Anglicku, ja by som si to nezaplatil zo
svojho, nedal by som toľko peňazí za to. To, že mi to bolo umožnené, som za to vďačný. Financie vidím u mňa
ako najväčšiu bariéru. Zatiaľ.’ (SK1_ECW4_1_529_532).
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Among the Belgian and Estonian cases, some young employees see retail work as a transitional step
while they wait to decide on their further education or career. Lukas (BE2_ECW4) (25-29) and his
many plans were mentioned previously. Lien (BE2_ECW2) (20-25) wants to become a nurse but must
wait to qualify for a PES sponsored educational programme after a history of interrupted HE studies.
Robert (EE1) and Mirtel (EE2) are both attending a high school for adults to prepare for future HE
studies while working on the shop floor in retail. After graduating from high school, Markus (EE1)
made his holiday job in retail full time. He has plans to go to university but for the moment he does
not seem to have the energy to pursue his goal. Maria (EE1) also plans to take up her interrupted
university studies, but for the moment she must try to combine work and her obligations as a young
mother.
For others – cases can be found across sectors – education is part of an overall attempt to promote
their career.
Inga (EE1_ECW5) (25-30) has two vocational degrees in social work and taxation (ISCED11 6) but did
not see a future in any of these two professions and instead applied for a management traineeship in
EE1_Supermarket. She enjoys her work and benefits from good workplace learning opportunities and
hopes for an upward career in the company and maybe a job placement abroad. To improve her
prospects, she also intends to continue her education on a master’s level.
George (ES2_ECW6) (30-34), who is about to gain a master’s degree in a field related to his job in
ES2_Machinery, plans to continue in a PhD programme (see above).
Marek (SK2_ECW3) (35-39) has started as an adult educator for SK2_Training only 27 months ago,
but has two additional jobs as self-employed physiotherapist in his own surgery and as
physiotherapist for an A league football team. In his work as a trainer, he developed an innovative
training tool adjusting a physio method to fit more participants at the same time. This demanding
task in a new environment gave Marek a rich learning experience and connections with his other
fields of work. For the future, he plans to pursue further training in his special orientation of
physiotherapy that would require temporarily moving to the USA. Marek is optimistic about making
that happen.
Future education plans can also be about exit strategies in unsustainable or unsatisfying work
environments. Helen (ES1_ECW4) (35-39) (see Chapter 5.4) would be happy to take up education to
change her field of occupation but is now totally involved in her young family and work. Elena
(SK1_ECW1) (30-34) also would like to engage in further training but has limited options while on
parental leave.
Georg (AT1_ECW1) (30-34) likes his work as a teacher in adult basic education but struggles with the
fact that his low wages as a part-time teacher will be insufficient when starting a family. He therefore
thinks about taking up studies to become a secondary school teacher, a position with higher wages
and more job security. However, his plans are tied to the promise of the start of a new master’s
programme for adult students that has not yet been officially granted.
For other participants, all further education plans – and, in some cases, most activities beyond work –
are on hold due to high job obligations in an early career phase where individuals need to focus on
just working to lay the foundations for further steps in their life, as for example starting a family.
Luigi (IT1_ECW4) (25-29), for example, is totally consumed by his work as a swim teacher for a thirdage university and other providers of AE. He works about 60 hours in six days a week. He likes his
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work and deliberately works as much as he can to develop his professional skills and reputation. In
some years, he would like to start a family and anticipates cutting back working hours. Further
training is not planned.
However, it is not always a deliberate choice to put work in the first place. Luisa (IT2_ECW4) (30-34)
has been working for IT2_ALMPTraining developing new courses and training offers for five years.
Her workload is overwhelming, and her wage does not reflect the number of tasks, the level of
responsibility and the revenue growth her department experienced in recent years. Luisa is eager to
learn and design and implement new ideas and reports of rich informal workplace learning. But she
also strives for input from organised training and enrolled in a course during lunch hours that she
paid for herself. Unfortunately, she was unable to complete the course because she often must work
during lunch time and missed too many lessons.
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7 How early career workers engage in civic activities
Engagement in civic activities is one important site of learning and development in an individual’s
wider life structure. Proportions of people volunteering or working for charitable organisations varies
across countries, age groups and gender. For the ENLIVEN countries, data from the Gall up World Poll
and the European Social Survey show a tendency for women to engage more often than men.
Compared to an OECD average AT, BE and UK showed higher proportions of people volunteering and
BG, EE, IT, SK and ES lower. Young people (15-29) were more active than the group of all ages in AT,
BG, DK, EE and ES with the largest difference in Estonia, where a total average of 19% was
volunteering compared to 29% among young people. (See also Figure 7.1)

Figure 7.1: Proportion of people who volunteered time to an organization in the past month, 2015 or last year
availab le1

Source: Gallup World Poll; 1) Data refer to 2014 for Bulgaria, Estonia, Slovak Republic
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Figure 7.2: Proportion of people involved in work for voluntary or charitab le organisations in the past year

Source: European Social Survey 2012. In the 2012 European Surveys, respondents were asked whether, over the last 12
months, they have been involved in w ork for voluntary or charitable organizations. The estimates derived here correspond to the
proportion respondents who answered positively.

Membership in trade unions or comparable organisations show different levels across the ENLIVEN
countries as well as across age groups. The highest proportion of trade union members (around 80%)
can be found in Denmark, also among the youngest age group (18-24), followed by Belgium where
the average across age groups lies around 40%. (see Figure 7.2)
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Figure 7.3: (Former) Memb ership in Trade Unions or comparab le organisations in 9 countries participating in ENLIVEN WP5-7 – Breakdowns for age groups (18-24, 25-34, 35-54,
55-64); 2016 (for Slovakia, Denmark and Bulgaria , 2012)

Sources: European Social Survey, ESS6-2012, ed.2.4 - ESS8-2016, ed.2.1 Post-stratification w eight including design w eight; Own calculation
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The interviewees shared some accounts of civic engagement in broadly varied activities, ranging from
neighbourhood activities, working for refugee NGOs, to advocating for improved working conditions.
Yet, the research was limited by insufficient interviewees reporting on their voluntary work. Some
interviewees explained that their lack of civic engagement results from an overstrained life structure
with accounts or ongoing pressure from working and/or family life; they do not have much time and
energy for other activities. In addition, civic engagement was only a side aspect addressed in the
ENLIVEN interviews. Therefore, not all interviewees may have responded to the question and this
may have resulted in an underrepresentation in the Learning Biography Vignettes.
A distinction was made between activities that interviewees started prior to their current job and still
continue and those activities that faded out after starting the job. Another group are activities that
the early career workers only started after switching to the current job. All cases of civil engagement
raised the question of embedding the activities in the life structure. (For an overview of collected
cases, see Annex II Table 11.3)

7.1

Examples for civic engagement among interviewees

Continuation of activities started before current job
Luis (ES1_ECW2) (25-29) has been working four years as an assembler for ES1_Machinery. He has
had a steep personal and professional development during his work there and has reached a first
important goal of becoming a temporary partner in the cooperative company. He is immersing
himself intensely in the rich learning opportunities his job offers. He is especially challenged by the
attempt to work abroad to support the assembling of new machines at the customers’ sites
worldwide. Sometimes he stays about one month in some other European countries, but he also
worked in the US for half a year before finally turning down the offer to stay there for two years. Luis
is strongly rooted in the municipality where the company is located and where he has lived all his life.
He mentioned several times in the interviews the importance of the support of his friends, colleagues
and family. Part of the activities they pursue together is taking part in solidary actions and Luis joins
in when he is around.
I am fortunate that in my group of friends there are many people who have done many
solidarity actions, from raising food for the Sahara, raising money for research into diseases,
for example types of cancer that the team has had. We are quite active, I could make a long
list.69
Continuation or termination of activities started before current job
The situation is similar for George (ES2_ECW6) (30-34) who has been working as a computer
engineer for ES2_Machinery for five years. He was made indefinite partner in the cooperative
company not long ago and aims to stay and evolve further in his position. George is eager to learn
and develop in several parts of his life structure. He reports about vivid learning in the workplace, he
69

Original quote: ‘Tengo la suerte de que en mi cuadrilla hay mucha gente que sí ha hecho muchas acciones
solidarias, desde recaudar comida para el Sahara, hemos hecho; hemos participado en, por ejemplo, recaudar
dinero para investigaciones de enfermedades, digamos, de gente que haya tenido el equipo de cánceres. Somos
bastante activos, digamos, en ese sentido. Y bueno, podría hacer una larga lista ’. (ES1_ECW2_2_p.18).
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is about to finish his master’s programme at the university and aims to continue in a doctorate
programme. He dedicates all his free time to sports of different kinds, for example training for
challenging competitions such as the Empire State Building Run-Up. He has ceased some civic
engagement over time, such as engaging in cultural activities in his home region. Instead he has
become a youth basketball trainer, which allows him to combine his passion for sport and interest in
teaching.
I have always liked to teach and because of the knowledge I have, I do try to document it or to
teach people, because that also allows me to advance. Because if you do not let go of the
knowledge you are tied up and you do not advance. I consider, in my case, that advancing is
something very important. To be at the level that you are, the easy thing is not to do anything
anymore. My head is something that always asks me to learn, to do different things. 70

Activities started while already in current job
Voluntary work represented different needs or functions in early career workers’ attempt to shape
their lives.
Eva (DK1_ECW5) (20-24) went through a difficult time when she started her job as an apprentice as
bakery-manufacturing assistant in DK1_Supermarket (see chapter on workplace learning). She
suffered from a harsh social climate at her workplace and considered her learning and professional
development limited by the monotony of her restricted work tasks. She protested her work
conditions and over time and with a new team coordinator was given extra tasks and more
opportunities to grow. She adapted to the work climate and at the second interview reported a
different feeling about her overall life structure. When she had a very hard time in the company, she
had no energy to do anything more than watch television in the evening. Along with an improved
workplace, she had major changes in her private life – like moving to her own apartment – and took
important steps towards adulthood. She spends more time with her friends and started to play
football twice a week and play matches at the weekends. Having gained back her energy and
motivation, she was ready to try something new and has recently started as an assistant coach for a
youth football team in her sports club.
Activities related to current job
A high level of civic engagement could be observed among the teachers in adult basic education
(ABE) in the two Austrian case studies. The decision to become a teacher in the field of ABE,
addressing the most vulnerable target groups, is in most cases closely interlinked with a desire to
make a difference, to support people with limited or difficult learning experiences in their further
learning pathway and to have an impact on the shape of their lives beyond education (see also
Austrian Case Studies). Therefore, the line between gainful work and civic engagement is difficult to

70

Original quote: ‘Siempre me ha gustado enseñar y por el conocimiento que tengo, sí que intento dejarlo
documentado o ir enseñando a la gente, porque eso a mí también me permite que pueda avanzar. Porque si no
sueltas el conocimiento estás atado y no avanzas. Entonces considero, en mi caso, que avanzar sí que es algo
muy importante. Para estar en el nivel que estás lo fácil es ya no hacer nada. Yo mi cabeza es algo que siempre
me pide aprender, hacer cosas diferentes .’ (ES2_ECW5_2_344).
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define in their biographical accounts for this research. This is especially evident for the trainers in
AT2_AdultEducation, an organisation rooted in social work, where organisational membership
presumes a high degree of social and political consciousness and engagement in day-to-day work.
Also, in AT1_AdultEducation, a large and long-existing provider in liberal adult education, ABE
teachers highlight their willingness to prolong their commitment far beyond paid working hours,
when giving private lessons for free [Esma (AT1_ECW2)] or voluntary working as ABE teachers for a
refugee NGO [Georg (AT1_ECW1)].

Fighting unfavourable working conditions
Most interviews raised the topic of contentment with overall working conditions; previous chapters
reported on the range of actions taken to improve possible shortcomings – although the actions
mostly focused on individual attempts to overcome individual problems. However, some tried to
make broader changes.
Robert (EE1_ECW2) (20-24) works as salesperson and in customer service for EE1_Supermarket, a
branch of a large Estonian supermarket chain. He not only eagerly learns new things by using all
options to get involved in all activities, but also has a strong wish to improve his work environment
based on his experiences. His long-term goal is to enter HE. Therefore, he has entered second-chance
education to get a high school diploma. He tries to make the best of his current job. The company
encourages employees to share ideas for change in work environment. Robert recently took his
chance and sent management a written proposal to improve the software of the self-service tills. He
applied knowledge informally acquired in discussions with his father, an IT specialist. His proposal
was rejected as not feasible. Robert does not feel discouraged but will continue trying to contribute
to the organisation’s development.
Laura (AT1_ECW3) (35-39) had been working as a teacher for adult basic education in the
AT1_AdultEducation organisation for one year at the time of the first interview. In the time until her
second interview, she experienced ongoing professional development with significant growth in her
professional identity as an ABE teacher. This process was supported by her employer’s offer for
additional training in educational guidance to complete her teaching tasks and provide more stable
job prospects. She had successfully completed a course preparing her as a counsellor by the time of
the second interview. When adapting to this new counselling role, she and some colleagues started
to negotiate some refinements in the renumeration of preparation time for educational guidance
workshops.
And due to the fact that we got a bit upset - or let's just say we suggested that it really isn’t an
option that we don’t get any paid preparation time for this work, [...] even for the group
workshop – we finally got, let me think - I think, we got two, three hours in total for an
educational counselling unit so to speak, so for a course [...] - which is great; and if we had not
spoken up and said: we did not think that was okay, it would not have happened. 71

71

‘Und aufgrund dessen, dass wir uns halt ein bisschen aufgeregt haben – oder sagen wir mal wir haben
angeregt, dass es wirklich nicht geht, dass wir gar keine Vorbereitungszeit für diese Arbeit kriegen, […], auch für
den Gruppenworkshop […] wurde uns dann doch, wie war das? Wir haben glaube ich zwei, drei Stunden
insgesamt bekommen für eine Bildungsberatungseinheit quasi, also für einen Kurs […] – was ja super ist; und
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Thus, Laura has extended her strategies from seeking better job conditions elsewhere in the field to
improving the conditions of her current job and showing a stronger commitment in staying in the
organisation.

hätten wir uns quasi nicht gemeldet und gesagt: das fänden wir nicht okay, hätte es das sicher nicht gegeben .’
(AT1_ECW3_2_807).
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8 The observed role of public support for lifelong learning in the
evolving life structures of early career workers
One aspect in focus of the interviews of WP6 was the role that public support for lifelo ng learning
played in the evolving life structure of the early career workers. In line with different opportunity
structures in place among the ENLIVEN countries, it was expected to find different accounts on what
types of support measures the interviewees had profited from and to what extent their educational
pathway was shaped by the opportunities at hand.
Young adults in this research profit or have profited from supply-side and demand-side measures.
Supply-side instruments aim for the provision of training capacities or the maintenance of
educational institutions by the state respectively other public authorities. Supply-side measures of
special interest in the ENLIVEN context include in particular
-

The opportunity to enter second chance education programmes (funded by the state/public
authorities)
The opportunity to return to higher education after an interruption of the educational
pathway
Opportunities to combine work with HE (within one’s initial education)

For the ENLIVEN countries, a comprehensive account on programme structures and provision of
education and training accessible to adults was given in Deliverable 2.1 (Boeren, Whittaker and
Riddell, 2018).
Opportunity structures to participate in higher education regarding levels of fees for and support
available show great variety across the countries under research. Whereas some countries do not
charge fees or low fees (e.g. DK, EE, AT), taking up higher education comes at a high cost in others.
Adult students often face other requirements and do not have the same options for receiving
financial support. For an overview of tuition fees and support systems in higher education in the
ENLIVEN countries see Table 10.1.
Demand-side education funding includes measures for providing funds directly to the target group,
for example in the form of scholarships or educational vouchers, study credits for apprentices or cash
transfers for specific vulnerable groups. In this context the focus among demand-side measures lies
on
-

Vouchers and grants (for covering the costs of education)
Schemes for covering the living costs during education (beyond HE)
Training leave schemes (either long-term leaves with a wage subsidy in place or short time
leaves, paid or unpaid, provided by the employer)

An individual can profit from different support measures over the life course or even simultaneously,
when for example obtaining a study grant for adults (re-)entering higher education after a phase of
full-time employment in a study programme at a public university (see examples below). For key
examples of demand-side support schemes for individuals in the ENLIVEN countries see Table 10.1.
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Table 8.1: Public support schemes in the ENLIVEN countries

Retail
DK
BE
EE
Higher Education – Level of fees and support available
per credit
per year
per credit
Tuition fees HE
No fees
EUR 450 - 922 No fees,
EUR 50-120 2

Metals
ES
per year
EUR 1081

Tuition fees HE for
adult/nontraditional
students
Support for
regular students

minimum EUR
269 1

Same as
above

EUR 9810 1

Support for adult
student

Same as for
regular
students

EUR 1126 –
1703 grant
(up to age
35), EUR 93260 family
allowance (up
to age 25)
Same as for
regular
students

HE can
demand a
contribution
to study costs
EUR 750

For students
of vulnerable
groups 3

Demand side support schemes for individuals (key examples)
Grants/vouchers
State
Training
No grants for
education
vouchers
individuals
support –
grant and loan
scheme;
State
educational
support for
adults;

Adult Education
UK (England)
AT

IT

SK

per year
EUR* 153 –
818 5

per year
EUR 9998

per semester
No fees,
EUR 363,36 8

per year
EUR 1345

per year
EUR 5-40, EUR
2125 11

EUR 1081

EUR* 143 614 6

EUR* 7602 7

Same as
above

EUR 1345 10

maximum
EUR 2360

EUR 2166 4

EUR 358 -767 5

Tuition fee
loan/ loans
for living costs

EUR 5083 9
(up to age 27)

EUR 3723

EUR 1151

minimum
variable
component
EUR 60

No support
for adult
students

Tuition fee
loan/ loans
for living costs

EUR 10092
(per year)
with min 4
years of fulltime work
(up to age 35)

No support
for adult
students

EUR 5002500 12

No grants for
individuals

Training
voucher;
Training
within the
programme
‘Chance for a
Job’

Skills
Development
Scotland - ILA

Funding of
individual
further
education by
Austrian
federal states

Voucher for
individuals

No grants for
individuals

BG
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Training leave

Training
allowance
Training leave

Paid
education
leave;
Paid training
leave;
Time credit

Study leave

Individual
training leave;
Leave for
vocational
education and
training for
employment

Leave for
studies

Training leave

Source: (European Commission, EACEA a nd Eurydice, 2018)
NB:
1 DK ca l culated with 1 EUR = 7.4493 DKK.
2 HE i ns titutions charge s tudy fees to students who obtain fewer credits than 30 ECTS per s emester.
3 Students with disabilities and students growing up i n ca re institutions.
4 Gra nt consists of va rious components.
5 ca l culated with 1 EUR = 1.9558 BGN.
6 ca l culated with 1 EUR = 1.96 BGN (22.08.2019).
7 ca l culated with 1 EUR = 0.91 GBP (22.08.2019).
8 Onl y i f s tudents exceed the maximum s tudy duration.
9 Pos sible are s tudy gra nts, family a llowances a nd ta x benefits.
10 Pa rt-ti me students pay proportionally l ess than full-time students.
11 Ful l-time s tudents have to pay tui tion fees if they exceed a regular length of s tudy or s tudy s everal programmes.
12 Publ icly-subsidies loans provided by the Education Support Fund.
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leave/parttime training
leave

Paid Study
Leaves

The right to
absence from
work for
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purposes
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8.1

Supply-side measures

Second Chance education
Several early career interviewees reported about using the opportunity to enter second chance
education. Robert (EE1_ECW2) (20-25) is working as a salesperson in EE1_Supermarket. Besides full time employment in the supermarket, he attends a high school for adults to complete upper
secondary education after a personal crisis caused an interruption of his studies some years ago . He
attends school three days a week, and the company supports him in composing his work schedule
according to his needs. Robert hopes to enter higher education in about a year and plans to continue
working in the supermarket while enrolling in a bachelor’s programme. The combination of
education and gainful work does not seem to put much strain on him in this phase of his life. He
hopes that he can soon afford moving out from his parents’ place. His work at the supermarket has
been an enriching experience and he leaves the option open to return as a manager in retail after
graduating from university.
Mirtel (EE2_ECW2) (20-24) left school after lower secondary school (ISCED 11 2) and worked in
different jobs until she started as a warehouse worker in EE2_Supermarket two and a half years ago.
She rapidly was promoted to a shift-manager position but gave up this position again in order to
work on a more flexible schedule and take up second chance education. During the years she
worked, she finally realised that only a higher level of formal education would offer her the
opportunity to come closer to her – still vague – dream of becoming a psychologist and would be
useful for many other career choices too. Her older brother attended the same high school for adul ts
and Mirtel is following in his footsteps.

Returning to HE after interruption
Lien (BE2_ECW2) (20-25) represents a case where the future option of participation in a re -training
measure funded by the government supports a young woman in overcoming a dif ficult life situation
and build a new (career) perspective. Lien has a history of failing various attempts in higher
education:
I did [ed: a professionally oriented bachelor in] social work first, but that was completely wrong.
Then I started [ed: an academic oriented bachelor in] biology, but that was a bit too ambitious,
so then I did 2 years of biomedical laboratory biology [ed: a professional oriented bachelor].
(…) I had to stop that after my second year, because I failed again in one subject. 72
She was held back by learning difficulties and performance anxiety growing with each set-back.
Strains in other parts of her life structure, as for example the divorce of her parents, finally caused
her to quit her education and start working in BE2_Supermarket. Within the first year, she worked in
a range of different departments and enjoyed learning new things in an environment not demanding
more than she easily could achieve helping Lien to regain self-confidence. She is motivated to learn

72

‘Nee, ik heb sociaal werk eerst gedaan, maar dat was helemaal verkeerd. Dan biologie gedaan, maar dat was
wat te hoog en dan heb ik 2 jaar biomedische laboratorium-biologie gedaan.(…)Daar moest ik stoppen na mijn
tweede jaar, omdat ik er op één vak weer niet door was.’(BE2_ECW2_1_171).
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and perform well in her job, but after one year it was very clear to her that she wanted to return to
study in a field that meets her interest in science and care, and become a nurse.
It’s not that I'm not content here and I'm not unhappy, but I still want to find something that
would go more towards my interest. And I will try those studies one more time, so that's why. 73
The programme she intends to follow is subsidized by the public employment service, but requires
participants to be out of the education system for at least two years which is why Lien intends to stay
in her current job until she qualifies for the programme.

8.2

Demand side measures

Higher Education
Among support measures for students in higher education, mobility grants were used by a number of
ENLIVEN interviewees. Most commonly these were cases of credit mobility based on Erasmus+
grants for spending periods of their study time in another country than the one where they were
regularly enrolled (e.g. Alberto (ES2_ECW7), Georg (AT1_ECW1), Serena (IT2_ECW3)).
Furthermore, there were a few cases of degree mobility. For example, Alexander (BG2_ECW2) (2529), who first obtained a bachelor’s degree at the technical university in Sofia before he decided to
enrol in a master’s programme abroad resulting in ambivalent success:
After which I decided I wanted to study for a master’s degree in a foreign country. The thing
with the exact EU country happened quite accidentally actually, because I had decided I
wanted to study abroad, but I didn’t know where. I quite accidentally came upon a brochure
at the university, about some combined programme said to be a master’s: one year in here
and one year there. It was in telecommunications. We discussed it with some of my friends
and several of us enrolled in this programme. We completed it in Bulgaria and we left. In
general, this was a pilot programme, it was new and we were not at all satisfied. It was not
properly made at all. Perhaps because we were in the first year. 74
Alexander received a grant for attending this study programme and completed it despite his
dissatisfaction. But he adopted easily to the new environment in a new country and liked the
university. So, he decided to enrol in a second master’s degree programme in operational
management although he had to take a loan to finance his studies:

73

‘ En dat is niet dat ik hier niet content ben en niet gelukkig ben, maar ik wil dan toch iets zoeken dat meer
richting mijn interesse zou gaan. En ik wil die studies sowieso nog 1 keer proberen, dus daarom.
(BE2_ECW2_1_345).
74 Original quote: ‘След което реших, че искам да изкарам магистратура в чужбина. И то с –тази държава се
получи всъщност доста случайно, понеже бях решил, че искам да уча в чужбина, но не знаех къде. Съвсем
случайно попаднах на една брошура в университета, някаква комбинирана програма, к оято се водеше
мастър – една година в тук и една годинатам. Тя беше по телекомуникации. Говорихме с някои от моите
приятели и се записахме няколко човека в тази програма. Изкарахме я в България и заминахме. Като цяло
тази програма беше пилотна, тя беше нова и не останахме изобщо доволни. Тя изобщо не беше направена
както трябва. Може би, защото бяхме за първа година.’ (BG2_ECW2_1_79).
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I liked the university where I studied and decided I wanted to complete another master’s
programme, something more serious. And then I enrolled in the next master’s programme. 75
After graduation Alexander intended to stay in the country of his studies but was not able to find a
permanent job. So, he moved back to Bulgaria, where he was hired by BG2_Metals where he coul d
start as leader of production systems, a position in accordance with his second master’s degree.
Training leave
Laura (AT1_ECW3) (35-39) has been working as a teacher for adult basic education for a year. Before
entering the field, she had seen herself mainly as an [artist] who had achieved some
accomplishments and earned some public support, while lately, she sees both her current work and
her artistic activity as the basis of her identity. Her identity is also marked by her non -traditional
educational pathway, as she had used second chance education to prepare for a university degree
program which she had finally completed despite various difficulties. After compulsory school, she
entered a dual apprenticeship in office administration and completed a non-prestigious program
(ISCED 11 3). She moved out after completing her apprenticeship leaving her rural area of origin and
moving far away to the capital city. There, she worked as a secretary based on her training prior to
entering her second chance education. She quit her full-time job in order to enter full-time studies.
She covered the costs of her university access preparation courses herself, however, she received
some support from her then employer, who had been an important mentor to her. Some region al
funding schemes available to support the preparation courses to gain the access qualification to
tertiary education were not applicable for her chosen courses.
To get by during her university program, she received state aid available for students return ing to
(higher) education from work. In the late phase of her studies, she had lost eligibility to further
receive a study grant offered, resulting in the added pressure of earning a living and so she went back
to full-time employment for three years before she applied for training leave to complete her studies
in German philology (ISCED 11 6). In the past few years, she has systematically expanded her
qualification for working in adult education, in particular for providing German courses for speakers
of another language and for course work in adult basic education. Laura followed her upwards
educational pathway step-by-step compensating poor opportunities in the region she grow up and
limited support from her family while in initial education by using a mi x of supply- and demand-side
measures to achieve her goals over a longer stretch of time starting in her 20s and succeeded to
continue despite all strains.

75

Original quote: ‘Хареса ми университета там, в който учих и реших, че искам да изкарам друга
магистратура, нещо по-сериозно. И тогава записах следващата магистратура.’ (BG2_ECW2_1_87).
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9 Summary and conclusions for further research and policy making
The imprint of sectors on learning opportunities
In the retail sector, we expected to find high shares of low-skilled workers under precarious
employment conditions and that early career workers mostly would be in their early 20s. Former
educational or career pathways were expected to be fragile and employment in retail a sanctuary.
Many of these expectations were proven right by the observations in our case studies, although with
some differences across countries. A majority of interviewees was aged 20-24 or even younger with
educational attainment up to upper secondary levels; a few cases were in their 30s, generally with
(interrupted) histories in higher education. Higher education levels were observed in some cases in
Belgium and in several cases in Estonia, where we also found management trainees heading for a
further career in retail as retail provided a good opportunity to combine work with formal education.
The Danish interviewees were all younger than 25 and employed full -time on trainee or
apprenticeship contracts, with the management trainees facing good long-term employment
opportunities and many apprentices insecure about their professional future. In Estonia full-time
employment underpinning sustainable jobs was dominant, whereas the work places described for
Flanders were in temporary or insecure part-time jobs with uncertain future career options. Many of
the workplaces observed in the retail sector offer poor learning opportunities, again with very
different pre-conditions of shop-floor jobs and managerial positions. At the same time, individuals in
many cases were taking advantage of relatively easy access to the more simple jobs offered: for
example, young adults looking back on difficult educational experiences in Denmark, individuals who
needed time to clarify their future plans in Belgium or taking the chance of relatively stable income in
the context of a lack of other job options in Estonia.
The metals and machinery sector had been chosen in the expectation of finding many workers
holding intermediary skills and being in their 20s during the first ten years of their career. Our
findings in the two case study countries Spain (Basque region) and Bulgaria showed very different
patterns of early career workers’ characteristics stemming from very different conditions in the sub sectors explored and in the labour market overall. The Spanish companies under research produce
top-end solutions in the machine tool sector. As worker-owned cooperatives they offer attractive
long-term employment opportunities for those meeting the high requirements for becoming
partners in the organization. A common pattern among the Spanish interviewees was
straightforward educational pathways with medium to higher degrees in the technical sphere among
males who started in their current occupations at about 25. Most of the jobs offer rich learning
opportunities and the need to quickly and constantly adapt to a high demand of skill development. In
the Bulgarian companies researched the picture was different and the interviewees’ characteristics
regarding age, gender, level and field of education and career paths were diverse. A majority of
workplaces there were characterized by monotonous routine tasks and poor learning potential, while
overqualification among the interviewees was commonly observed, being accepted as a trade-off for
secure long-term employment opportunities and sustainable earnings. Whereas the Basque
interviewees showed a strong bond to their region of origin, where occasional job placements
abroad in the current job were typically the first occasion to leave ‘home’, among the Bulgarian
interviewees cases of ‘returners’ who had been studying or working abroad w ere found.
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The expectation for the adult education sector was to find mostly highly skilled people with higher
education degrees, even though the sector likely has many employees in precarious forms of
employment, especially among teaching staff. With a lack of institutionally supported career
pathways to become an adult educator, former career pathways are diverse and the entrance age to
careers in the sector often above 30. The patterns observed in our research differ between
employees in teaching and other positions, and between the observed sub-sectors. When focusing
on teaching positions, the most common entrance age in the field that observed in the research was
above the age of 30; there were some exceptions, principally young teachers at a third age university
in Italy and older individuals in all countries, such as professionals who started a career as trainer in
corporate training in Slovakia when already past 40 with rich experience in other fields. The
educational and career pathways leading to becoming adult educators were manifold and in none of
the reported biographies anticipated until a while into adulthood. Most commonly the interviewees
hold higher education degrees but with single examples of alternative entrance routes. Adult
educators working on non-standard contracts reported high stress in earning a living. Self-employed
educators often work for more than one provider and accept extensive workloads during their first
years of teaching - for example, sports trainers working for an Italian liberal adult education provider.
But even teachers with standard but part-time contracts tell of problems in making ends meet, as
observed among trainers in adult basic education in Austria who in addition depend on the
continuation (and the terms of the award) of the public funding programme for the courses they
give. Despite all reservations articulated by the early career teachers, narrati ves of dedication to their
newly entered profession, and of agency exercised in meeting the rich learning opportunities in this
field, dominated our research.
Young adults’ agency in workplace learning
Results of the interviews with early career workers confirm that workplaces offering rich learning
opportunities actually motivate early career workers to enmesh themselves in workplace learning.
Early career workers in rich learning environments often fully engage in informal learning to develop
their skills and are working towards membership in their organisation and/or as members of thei r
occupations/professions. However, even in the absence of learning-conducive workplaces, many
early career workers report on their ways of learning at work.
In organisations with a dominance of workplaces with restrictive learning opportunities, such as in
the retail examples of this project, cases stand out where interviewees hold management trainee
positions that not only offer good learning opportunities per se, but also show individual narratives of
commitment and the will to develop. Against an overall expectation of ‘boring’ or monotonous retail
jobs as burdensome for an individual’s personal development some interviewees shared a different
experience where simple jobs fitted quite well into their overall life structure at a certain point in
time, for example bridging a gap until the beginning of a new educational phase or simply a
temporary solution in an otherwise challenging life situation.
In retail, this research also revealed exceptional narratives of interviewees on how they succeeded in
overcoming obstacles to learning arising from the design of their work places, making learning
happen against all odds. Despite limited or ambivalent preconditions, they are highly active in
developing themselves and their professional identities. One way they described of achieving more
comprehensive tasks and thus new learning opportunities was making targeted demands on
superiors. Other interviewees described how they seek and use every informal opportunity in their
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daily work to achieve the same level of skills as more experienced colleagues appear to have. Such
unexpected high levels of agency in restricted environments can often be linked to overqualification
in the current job, with young adults for different reasons considering the job a good enough solution
for the moment. They may be ‘stuck’ in a learning-restrictive work environment but are still agentic,
embracing all learning opportunities, and possibly making use of learning habits acquired earlier.
Clearly defined development pathways, commonly described as promoting learning, were observed
in the machinery sector. To gain full membership of one of the Basque cooperatives, which has
predetermined stages of development, proved to be a strong motor for individual development and
agency. This process was also supported by many other contextual conditions that promote learning,
such as responsibility for problem-solving, non-routine activities, and extensive training opportunities
within the organisation. In the Bulgarian metals sector a pattern observed was how individuals’
learning benefits from – sometimes only small – changes in work tasks, as for example moving from a
simple to a more advanced machine, or taking on additional work as a trainer in in-house training
programmes (allowing partial time away from routinised to more demanding work tasks).
Among the interview partners from the adult education sector, especially those working as teachers
or trainers, descriptions of highly learning-conducive workplaces dominated – as we anticipated
would be a common pattern in teaching professions. In the first years of their careers as teachers,
individuals reported how they adapted to the need of high levels of day-to-day learning in order to
‘survive’. Teaching requires commitment to the job, and many of the interviewees also pointed out
that they expected entering the field to be a transition phase and that growing experience would
ease their day-to-day work patterns. For those trainers who are self-employed, the early career
phase is also one of establishing themselves in the field, and attaining a job security and stable
income. In this phase, privations in other areas of life are temporarily accepted as a necessary cost of
achieving security at work.
Intersection of agency in workplace learning and an evolving life structure
As examples above have shown, if we consider the interaction of an individual’s agency in workplace
learning in isolation from their context, the level of agency in workplace learning can only be
insufficiently explained. By applying the life structure framework of Daniel Levinson (1980) this
research shows how different areas of life add to and/or limit an individual’s learning opportunities
and their agency in learning. Gainful work is considered an integral part of an individual's life
structure and therefore always interacts with activities and events in other parts of life (intimate
relations, family, self-care, organised leisure, civic engagement).
Despite the young age of the participants in the ENLIVEN research, interviews resulted in narratives
of varied life paths and rich experiences that participants had already had in all areas of life. A
considerable proportion of young adults look back on non-linear education and career pathways,
which include interrupted, resumed and planned training as well as work experience in different
industries and jobs, in their country of origin and abroad.
Different patterns could be distinguished in the interplay of learning at the workplace and other
areas of life. Not all of these are strongly linked to particular features of the sectors on display
because characteristics of the life structure, as for example having children or not, have a significant
influence on all other parts of life too. Cases where a high level of learning at work coincides with
lively activities in other areas contrast with cases where learning across all areas of life is only
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possible to a limited extent. While a large group of interviewees can be found in the first category,
only a few cases fit into the second. By expanding the perspective beyond the description of the
current life situation to a view spanning the life course, it can be seen that even in cases that report
few learning opportunities at a given point in time, other dynamics may well be observed over time.
Cases in which high levels of activity in one area of life compensate for a standstill or obstacles in
other areas could be found in all three sectors. Again, constellations tend to recalibrate over time.
People who have interrupted an education and currently earn their living in a routine retail job, for
example, described this as a transitional situation in which speed and pressure are reduced in several
areas of life, while new educational plans are forged or implemented. Examples were found where
such a job was an important step towards gaining independence from one's parents and thus gaining
the freedom to make one’s own choices on further career steps.
Demanding life situations can lead to increased engagement in gainful work during an ongoing crisis
or imbalance in other parts of life, in an attempt to stabilise at least one part of the life structure - for
example an interviewee with a close relative suffering from severe illness. But there are also cases
where life events force an individual to concentrate their agency on solving the problems arising
from that situation and put their learning ambitions in gainful work ‘on hold’ . This could be observed
in cases of child care obligations or a divorce, with the resulting life changes claiming an
interviewee’s full attention.
Further education plans and support for learning activities
Young adults in this research were motivated to participate in education and training. We found
examples of continuation of organised learning activities started before entering the current job as
well as of taking up new activities when already working. These could be observed across sectors and
countries, though with clear distinctions regarding the type of activity, funding sources and goals
linked to the activities. For the retail sector interviewees in Belgium and Estonia a common pattern
was that the job supported ongoing or planned education and training aiming for higher attainment
in formal education or for changing occupational work. Interviewees in the Danish retail sector
usually worked on apprenticeship contracts offering a fixed amount of employer-sponsored training
but leaving little leeway for other learning activities besides the job.
The dominating pattern among participants from the Spanish machinery sector was a combination of
high levels of informal day-to-day workplace learning and rich work-related non-formal training
opportunities offered by the employer in a highly skills-intensive subsector. The interviewees in the
Bulgarian metals sector reported mostly about training on the job, but they had not yet benefitted
from recently installed training centres. Narrations about other learning activities were more
exceptional.
For the participants of the adult education sector the picture concerning education activities is
diverse, reflecting differently shaped work places across organisations, different types of
employment contracts and different professions with varying needs and obligations for further
training. Ongoing formal education was only observed in exceptional cases (as expected for people in
a job demanding full commitment in early career phases). For adult educators working on freelance
contracts it is most difficult to enrol in further education as high costs and workload in early career
phases leave little space for any activities besides gainful employment.
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Public support schemes made important contributions to educational pathways and evolving life
structures. Opportunities to take up second chance education, continue educational paths after an
interruption or enrol in re-skilling schemes were vital for individual development for many
interviewees, all the more since linear education and career trajectories only appl ied to a minority of
cases in our research. Observed differences in the use of public support schemes corresponded to
the opportunity structures in place in each country.

Based on the results of our work on the intersection of individual agency in workplace learning and
the evolving life structure of young adults, we draw the following conclusions for policy:
For more lifelong learning to take place, you need more good jobs:
Lifelong learning policies – which are intimately related to employment policies in any case – need to
take account of structural changes in the composition of work. Increasing the number of “good” jobs,
and reducing the number of “bad” ones, is vital. While the learning potential of any workplace
constitutes one core feature of job quality, other features are also significant. For learning to take
place, all features of a workplace need to be at least “good enough”: any single hardship – dull
responsibilities, a distressful pace of work, working long hours, ill-tempered managers, demeaning
colleagues – may undercut an individual’s capacity to take advantage of learning opportunities, even
when they are available. To put it differently: even slight improvements in job design can greatly
expand early career workers’ opportunities for, and motivation to, learn at work.
Support enterprises in improving the learning potential that workplaces offer:
Lifelong learning policies focus strongly on encouraging employers to provide more training.
However, given the vital importance of work organisation and shaping career patterns within
organisations and occupational fields, priority should be given to helping organisations make
workplaces more conducive to learning, and career pathways more sustainable. How workplace
learning can be supported, and how knowledge and skills acquired can be preserved, need to
become key foci in labour market and employment policies.
Support young adults in exercising their agency in workplace learning and beyond:
The life trajectory and the evolving life structure are actually essential for understanding why
someone is taking advantage (or not) of opportunities for workplace learning. Most early career
workers are ambitious to learn and develop their professional i dentity. If no severe obstacles arise in
other parts of their life structure, they tend to embrace all learning opportunities in their job.
Supporting exchange with peers and superiors, gradual extension of work tasks and responsibility ,
and the promotion of a decent and fair work climate, are examples of the features employees
consider crucial for their socialisation at work. A most effective measure to support motivation for
learning is taking early career workers’ suggestions and demands for adapting the ir workplaces
seriously.
Improve opportunities for (re-)entering education in adult age:
In ENLIVEN we have shown that young adults’ educational and career development often take long
and winding roads before they grow and succeed, and linear career paths are the exception. To
understand how to support measures for further training or up-skilling and their effects on individual
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lives, it is important to widen the perspective from snap-shots of a certain point in time to longer
periods over the life span. As we have shown, achieving what one aims for often involves several
attempts to overcome obstacles in one’s educational path - and an individual’s capacity to make use
of opportunities offered changes again and again in an interrelationship with events in their overall
life structure.
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SHORT PORTRAITS

OF ALL

17 CASE STUDY ORGANISATIONS

Box 1 Key features of DK1_Supermarket

DK1_Supermarket is a privately owned, profit-seeking major hypermarket chain in Denmark- with sites
all over Denmark, primarily located in larger cities. Established more than four decades ago (1970), it
belongs to the dominating retail group in Denmark. The retail group claimed to be the most profitable
of the major retail and trade players in Denmark with a 227 Million EUR result in 2018 with a turnover
of 7.9 Billion EUR. The group employed 50.500 employed in 2018 (app. 27.500 full time equivalents),
practically the same number than a year earlier. DK1_Supermarket employs both unskilled and
qualified employees of all ages, with a large proportion of low qualified. While the firm oblige to the
standards of occupational training for young employees, overall, in organising work, it prefers its own
neo-Tayloristic principles of work organisations over the organisations of work alongside standardised
occupational profiles. For shop floor sale employees, jobs are mainly narrowly defined with a strict
separation of routine and non-routine tasks. For early career workers, career pathways are segregated
into tracks preparing for management positions and/or long-term employment and tracks with little
development options and long-term employment options. Innovation is seen as task almost exclusively
initiated by layers of the management with shop floor employees involved only in passive, rule-taking
role. About 3% of all employees working in the retail group are working in units specialising in
innovation activities. The company has a fully development HRD and training organisation and runs its
own centralised training facilities, however, the emphasis is given to informal learning, resulting in a
low non-formal training activity (beyond formal apprenticeship) with an average number of training
hours per employee below one hour and below 13% of employees participating in training (2016 –
data for the whole group). Employees have access to a learning platform. Training participation is low
despite individual rights for training stated in the related collective agreements. For early career
workers, formal and non-formal training opportunities exist hardly at all, unless someone is a selected
trainee for a managerial career path after engagement as an apprentice.
Source: Summary based on the case study in Denmark, see Annex of D5.1
Box 2 Key features of BE1_Supermarket

BE1_Supermarket is a privately owned, profit seeking major Belgium supermarket in the retail sector,
grocery subsector. In 2018, it has about 10 000 employers and with sites spread all over Belgium. In
the 1950s the company started as a wholesaler and expanded its activities to retail in the 1960s. The
company belong to one of the dominating supermarket chains in Belgium by market share, with
approximately 29000 employees in total. The Belgian retail sector employs more women, young
employees and low-educated employees than other sectors and the company partakes in this
employment pattern. The organisation aims at a low labour turn over compared to the sector average.
For a career in management, a higher education qualification is regarded as mandatory. For store
employees, the hiring process favors competences over degrees, limiting the importance of
occupational qualifications as a principle of work organization. Employees have detailed role
descriptions with defined competences and requirements, but the company encourages to have as
much autonomous employees as possible. Salesclerks have to be multiskilled and to execute all the
different tasks in the different divisions of a store but have no management responsibilities. The
organization’s hiring process is centralized for all functions, from store clerks to staff in the HR
department with a clear cut segmentation into different strands of career opportunities and
department specialisations – while early career workers can change tracks, access to management
positions is preserved to HE graduates [Early career workers are supported on an individual basis by a
mentorship system, to help them with store-specific details. Every new employee has a standard
package of training as well as a personal training plan. In general, a lot of training happens in t he first
6 months. Afterward there are several training opportunities and happens often on a learning-by-doing
basis. Employees have access to online learning platform and can choose different training modules,
there is also the possibility of job rotation in other stores. Training is seen as a way to ensure people
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to stay as long as possible with the company. There are many learning opportunities during the career
as an employee as well as many opportunities for growing and for job mobility (horizontal and vertical).
BE1 invest 3,4 % of the yearly payroll to employee training (job-related training, company-related
training and personal development), which would indicate a far-beyond average level of training
activity. Innovation is seen mainly as a management function with activities in the fields to logistics
(e.g. more sustainable energy resources for transport and cooling) and customer service (e-commerce
and smartphone application for customers).
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Belgium, see Annex of D5.1
Box 3 Key features of BE2_Supermarket

BE2_Supermarket is a well-established large supermarket chain in Belgium, in the retail sector, grocery
subsector. The site of the company studied was founded in the 1980s. and is located in a medium-sized
city in Flanders. The company employs locally about 75 employees. The overall chain has a large market
share of Belgian consumers. Store managers are responsible for HRM issues, stores do the hiring
themselves for store clerks. Vocational qualifications mark no requirement for starting store clerks,
but good basic skills are required. The store often hires young people who tried but failed higher
education, or immigrants whose qualifications are not recognized in Belgium. People with higher
qualifications are not excluded, however, over-qualification is seen as bringing in the risk of higher
propensity to leave the company . It is expected from the employees to be versatile and flexible, to
assist in various departments as well as the cash registers, resulting in a need for multi-skilling starting
employees receive on-the-job training as a way to learn how to correctly do the required tasks in their
job, usually by a more senior employee. However, this is very depending on the available time and of
available senior personnel in the store. In some departments, early career workers were left alone for
their learning by doing exercise. The mother company provides a catalogue of potentially available
training, however, the uptake of non-formal training courses is considered low. Company B also offers
a training pathway to become an (assistant) team leader or a store manager. These pathways also
include formal training in a course setting, where they are taught about the store’s organization and
the company’s values. Company B has been engaged in reduction of food waste and in developing the
e-commerce segment. Innovation is mainly centralised and top-down, with employees expected to
respond to updated guidelines or new technologies for instance the digitalisations makes work at cash
registers easier, but at the same time also a bit more complex due to the new system.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Belgium, see Annex of D5.1
Box 4 Key features of EE1_Supermarket

EE1_Supermarket is an Estonian subsidiary of the Scandinavian retail chain. It is strongly established
in the Estonian retail industry and is operating on the Estonian market for about 20 years. It is situated
in the capital of Estonia and has approximately 800 employees. In the past, enterprises used a cost
minimisation approach and employed the cheapest rather than the best staff. Nowadays, there is a
lack of staff with the right skills. Low skill level is required for new employees. Previous experience and
qualifications have less or no importance when hiring new employees, whereas the right type of shown
attitudes is deemed essential. HRM is a separate unit at the Supermarkets head office and is the only
body responsible for hiring and educating new employees There is an absence of a preference for
vocationally trained/professionally trained people. There are several methods applied for providing
on-the job training, like coaching, mentoring or job rotation. Due to the out of date vocational
education, employees are regarded as novices without any experience (“blank sheets”), that learn their
skills in house and on-the-job trainings. Employees are involved in job rotation and teamwork.
However, tasks at different workstations are similar and do not require many new skills. Department
managers enjoy high degree of autonomy in their daily work and how to perform the required tasks.
For new employees there is an organized on boarding training to learn the basics. There is a fou r-level
qualification/evaluation system for all positions. There is some mobility between established
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categories of personnel and one can move up from one category to another, but upper career positions
are limited, limiting the opportunities for advancement. Additional in-house training programs are
available.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Estonia, see Annex of D5.1
Box 5 Key features of EE2_Supermarket

EE2_Supermarket is one of the oldest and biggest group in retail trade and in business for more than
one century. The Supermarket is consumer cooperative and owned by nearly 80,000 client-owners, it
belongs to a network of cooperative enterprises, however, each site is a quasi -autonomous entity. It
has approximately 4800 employees. EE2_Supermarket is the largest food retailer and has a wellestablished physical presence with 350 shops across the whole country. Vocational qualifications play
some role, but when it comes to pay and career advancement, the latter is determi ned by seniority
and not qualifications or levels of skills. Higher education is not required for higher positions, however,
it seems to be an enabler to apply for an office job or jump straight to the managerial job. Formally,
hiring personnel is the prerogative of HR department, but de facto store managers chose whom they
want to hire. The employees work independently, but under supervision by superior, with whom they
consult occasionally. Employee are expected to fill in for absent co-workers. There are some formally
arranged opportunities for promotion, which are independent from increasing the formal level of
qualification. Promotion depends on an employee’s job acquired skills, personal characteristics,
manager’s recommendations and the availability of the position. The capability for self-development
and self-motivation are considered crucial enablers for moving up available career ladders. Working
time flexibilization and part-time contracts are the only (but to some extend important) support
offered by the organization, so that early career workers may combine work and participation in
education. There is a dedicated training for the whole group, which is responsible for design and
administration of courses. All training courses taken by an employee within the organisations are
awarded with certificates of completion. Every site of the group has its own procedures concerning
new employees training and socialization, but usually it is a short standardized on -the-job training,
safety and food hygiene training course. Additional courses are possible at the training centre, but they
are not mandatory.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Estonia, see Annex of D5.1
Box 6 Key features of ES1_Machinery

ES1_Machinery is a worker-owned cooperative and belong to group of within the Basque machine
tool sector, manufacturing grinding machines, lathes and band saws. Employed members of the
cooperation formally own the firm and are consulted in case of important management decisions. It
has about 450 employees and is located in a town in the Basque Country. ES1_Machinery was
founded in in the 1950s. Today the company exports of more 90% of its production and is present in
12 countries. It has a turnover of 135 Million Euros. Half of the workforce is highly qualified, 29% are
specifically dedicated to research activities within the company. Vocational and professional
qualifications are valued; however, they are no requirement, nor are only applicants with defined
vocational qualification considered. Salary level is linked to the functions performed and not liked to
degrees/qualifications hold. Nevertheless, the company’s recruitment policy prefers that applicants
hold at least some degrees. Reflecting the cooperative’s goal to provide life-long employment to its
employed co-owners, job turnover is very low. The job positions are flexible; there are no
descriptions narrow definitions of the jobs in the contracts. Flexibility and constant adaptation are
deemed essential. A detailed division of work is not established, but there is a differentiation of the
employees. The work is organised in such a way that one has access to an experience rich in learning
and at the same time very demanding and challenging since it requires rotations through different
positions, which demand continuous changes. With gained experi ence and knowledge comes also a
gradual delegation of responsibilities. New entrants have a period of appropriation period of 4 years
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before moving to a permanent position and being allowed to apply for full membership in the
cooperation, which is typically the ultimate career goal for new entrants. During that time, they are
assigned a supervisor of their professional development that determines the adequacy to the
performance of their functions. ES1_Machinery supports the pathways for early career workers
through various actions such as rotation, internal training, mobility and the progressive delegation of
responsibilities. Available indicators on training point to a far above average use of non-formal
education and training, with approx. 80% of all employees participating in at least one course and
approx. 46 hours of course work per employee. Only expenditure for external course fees and for
external trainers supporting internal training per employed are comparatively low (about Euro 500),
pointing to the key role of internal training. Innovation is at the heart of the organisation’s economic
strategy, with practically every project requiring further innovation activities to be implemented.
Practically all employees of the firm partake in the innovation activities performed as part of their
project work.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Spain (Basque Region), see Annex of D5.1

Box 7 Key features of ES2_Machinery

ES2_Machinery is also a worker-own cooperative within the machine tool sector. It has 221
employees. ES2_Machinery was founded it 1962 and is part of the machine tool division of Comobar
Corporation, one of the most important European holding companies. It has a total turnover of 55
million Euro. It has a mandatory (para-) professional qualification structure, most recognized workers
teach others, acting as mentors. A detailed division of work is not established, there is a
differentiation in the occupation of the employees. Two types of employees are perceived, t hose
who have more routine tasks and more direct contact with the machine and other employees with
somewhat more indefinite tasks. Workers learn a lot on a day-to-day basis because their work is not
routine. Regarding the career pathways, there is usually an initial period of one year is established in
the general regime, with a temporary contract, then they become partners, but of a fixed duration
(with a contract with an end date) for two years, and then after that third year, at the beginning of
the fourth year, in principle they become indefinite partners. The workers who are on probationary
period, have a periodic supervision and they are given feedback so that they have the option to
improve before the contract expires. In general, 95% of workers become permanent. ES2_Machinery
selects expert workers to engage in mentoring and training new workers as well as preparing
manuals to systematize the practice. In addition, there are courses and other specific training
activities for employees. The company invested for the provision of CVT courses and services,
including course fees, the cost of assessors and examiners and the cost of external trainers used to
support internal courses a total amount of 94,300 € in 2016. The total number of employees who
participated in this training was 140 employees. Fees and payments for courses for persons
employed were 94,300€ and paid working time (in hours) spent on all were total hours 4,147h.
Internal training has an outstanding weight in the company. The company support technical and
language training, as well as courses that allow the employees to improve the way they work.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Spain (Basque Region), see Annex of D5.1

Bulgaria:
Box 8 Key features of BG1_Metals

BG1_Metal is a medium-sized private company for profit, which specialized in the production of
small series metal details for larger metal companies (mainly metal products and some mechatronics
products). The company was founded in in the early 1990s by three engineers and it is situated in a
middle Bulgarian town in the South-Western Bulgaria. BG1_Metals has about 200 employees and has
a trend of expanding. The company has experienced difficulties during the first decade of its
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existence, but in 1998 BG1 invested in the acquisition of second-hand CNC and became more
competitive on the market. Additionally, the company’s strategy is based on the approach to
diversify its clients as part of the business strategy. When it comes to the qualification structure, the
educational level of the employees in the manufacturing sector is not very high. Formal vocational
qualification is considered important, but there are many newly recruits without any relevant
qualification or prior experience and they are trained on the site. In the BG1_Metals there are
various narrowly defined jobs (specialization on the machine) with some, rather limited job ladders.
Production employees are expected to specialize on the respective machine they are assigned to.
Machine operators are expected to program very simple operations and adjust the machines, and
this is seen as an innovation within BG1_Metals. There is no formalised recruiting process in the
company, it depends on the conjuncture. The company uses a variety of methods for recruitment, a
formal way or by mouth-to-mouth advertising. The career pathways in BG1_Metals are limited.
Newly recruited employees are attached to experienced workers for about 6 months. After the
training period there is no formal examination, but the new e mployees are monitored by the
management to see if and to what extent they can manage their tasks. Usually many workers do not
experience any career development since their entry. Some workers get the opportunity to work on
more complex machines or producing more complex details. Only few workers can climb in the
hierarchy as a line manager or shift manager, but there are no formalised HRD instruments for
supporting ECW. Key decisions in terms of HRM are taken by the three owners of the BG1_Metals
company. The training approach of the company was for a long time focused on the on-the job
practices. There was no formal knowledge management system, but experienced workers and first
line managers were used by the company to transmit their knowledge to newcomers. Besides the
on-the job training schemes, the workplace learning model became recently more formalized with a
training which combines theory and practice-oriented training. Internal and external trainers are
engaged to carry out the envisaged courses, depending on the availability of the skills in the
company. The first formal trainings were voluntary and were held partly during working time and
partly during their free time. In total, this training was about 80 hours. The training centre is the first
step towards the development of a specific training culture. The training practice is not connected
with systematic evaluation of the learning needs or mechanisms for validation of the training and is
taking into account in the career development and wage formation.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Bulgaria, see Annex of D5.1

Box 9 Key features of BG2_Metals

BG2_Metals is a subsidiary of a multinational company that is one of the global leaders its field. The
company is specialized in the production of metal hydraulic cylinders. The pre -runner of BG2_Metals
was built as a state-owned company in the early 1970s, but after the system change in 1989, the
company was privatized by a privatization fund. In 2003 BG2_Metals was sold to a foreign investor. It
is situated in a village in South-Eastern Bulgaria and has (in 2018) more than 700 employees. Since
the privatization in 2003, the company has a continuous growth in production, turn -over and
personnel. At present, BG2_Metals is one of the world’s largest hydraulic cylinder manufactures.
There is an absence of preference for vocationally trained/professionally trained people. The
company’s philosophy is that a person does not need to have a specific education for the new job,
even in case of management positions – what is needed is to show one has the potential to cope
with the job. The labour turnover in BG2_Metals is relatively small, because the company is one of
the few in the sector in this district and it offers better conditions than the other companies from
other manufacturing sectors. BG2_Metals has a systematic conception of the core competences and
training required for each job. The management of BG2_Metals aims at training the employees to be
able to adjust the machines and do some elementary programming. Work tasks for employees are
distributed before the shift starts by the masters. Most employees work on three shifts, in some
areas and sections people work only on two shifts. The company has various recruitment practices,
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from spontaneous applications to collaboration with recruitment agencies. The company proposes
different pathways for career development of workers. There are numerous examples of vertical or
horizontal mobility. Newly recruited employees pass a six-month probation period and then,
depending on the performance, they start working with permanent contracts. The most frequent
career move is from worker to master. One of the biggest innovations in BG2_Metals is the transfer
of the organizational and learning culture from the headquarters to the local areas with a focus on
organisation, leadership and soft skills. The local HRM has a considerable degree of autonomy. Over
the years the learning practices in the company have changed, there has been a transition from more
informal and on the job training to a more formalized approach. The company formalized the training
practices for newly hired workers, opened a modern training centre in 2017 and engaged in training
and dual apprenticeships. BG2_Metals is one of the pioneers in the establishment of dual
apprenticeship in Bulgaria. Additionally, there is also a Fellowship Program for high school students,
mainly in technical specialties. The newly established training centre on the territory of the factory
provides training to pupils as well as to current employees. The company also offers language
training in addition to the professional workplace training. The training centre does not conduct only
technically oriented sessions, but has also trainings in soft skills, like managerial and leadership
competencies.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Bulgaria, see Annex of D5.1
Box 10 Key features of UK1_FurtherEducation

UK1_FurtherEducation began as a small technical college in 1928, specialised in mining and
engineering. The current Further Education College dates back to the 1970s and combined elements
of the 1928 technical college and an adjacent College of Arts dating from 1930. The college is
situated in a larger town. It provides technical and professional education and training for young
people, adults and employers. FE Colleges teach across a range of abilities and skills, offering
academic and vocational training, from basic skills teaching to postgraduate degrees.
UK1_FurtherEducation works with 26,000 students, which includes apprentices and offers further
education to 19,000 students in full- and part-time education. Nevertheless, the participation rates in
adult learning have fallen significantly in the last few years. In the beginning of 2018, the college
employed around 600 staff within its core services and around 800 including the subsidiary company,
a e-learning platform. This has shifted considerably, as by the end of 2018 the staff across both
entities has fallen to 744 – a 23 per cent drop. Further posts were lost in 2019 due to funding losses.
The college seeks people with professional experience in the field rather than standard teaching
staff, although there are several sectoral demands relating to standardisation of qualifications for
teaching staff. The college is a hybrid organization in terms of its professional and organizational
configuration, showing interplay between the dominance of organizational space and skills space. For
some roles like teaching in core subject areas such as English and Maths, the college is part of a
national programme job evaluation system, and job descriptions are therefore based on a skills space
model, in which roles are organized around the norms of the teacher training system and staff
productivity is “associated with their qualifications rather than the adaptation to the organization”.
Many of the younger staff at UK1 came through the internal apprenticeships scheme as a pathway into
paid and longer-term employment, often in areas of work which they had experienced during a yearlong apprenticeship programme. Each new starter has a day of induction when joining the
organisation. The college has a corporate college wide induction. For teaching staff, there is a bespoke
induction system, which offers a mentoring and coaching element. Staff appraisal is offered at six and
twelve month intervals and at three and six months for probationary period new starters. The early
career staff experienced the same support structures as other staff – induction programmes, periodic
organizational training and role-specific training and support. Some were able to take advantage of
mentoring in their roles, both formal and informal, and shadowing colleagues to develop new skills
sets and understand what happens in a specific role.
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The college demonstrates an innovative approach: A subsidiary company was created to provide elearning tools, particularly in basic skills in Maths and English, which is now an independent global
provider.
The HR is increasingly required to shrink the workforce development budget for staff and training.
Workplace learning through external providers which is offered to the majority of staff is at a s
premium as the learning budget has been continually curtailed. As workforce development budget
have shrunk, there has been a move to utilise external expertise or for those who do undertake training
externally to come back to the organisation and cascade their learning to other staff. Safeguarding
training is provided in-house. The HR and Learning Support staff are developing a coaching and
mentoring programme for staff which extends beyond the formal mentoring programme in place for
teaching staff, but the developing just started and is very informal.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in United Kingdom, see Annex of D5.1

Box 11 Key features of UK2_FurtherEducation

UK2_FurtherEducation is an institution for adult learning (IAL), an independent college of adult
education, independently constituted charities, which are regulated by the own trust deeds, but they
also receive public funding from the government through the Education Skills Funding Agency (ESFA).
It was founded in 1909 and is situated in a major city with 45 employees. The institution offers short
and long-term residential courses of both a non-vocational and skilled based nature. The focus of the
institution is explicitly on education for adults, post-19, and not on post-compulsory education for
16-19 year olds, which is one key distinction from the Further Education sector. There is no strong
preference in vocationally trained/professionally trained people. However, due to the vulnerable
nature of much of the student cohort, staff (both teaching and support staff) require hi gh level skills
and experience in managing vulnerable people with complex emotional, physical and pedagogical
needs.
Due to the large-scale restructure in 2016, with the arrival of the new Principal, 78% of staff had joined
the organization in the last three years at the time of first interviews in December 2017. A new
organizational culture was established with the focus of becoming a ‘learning organization’ for both
staff and students, with an emphasis on continuous improvement and an ongoing cycle of evaluation
and review.
UK2_FurtherEducation has numerous ways of structuring work in order to create a learning
environment in which newly recruited staff thrives. There is a ‘lifelong learning’ culture for staff,
which reflects the educational business and ethos of the organisation. The institution does not have
an apprenticeship programme yet for new staff but is working towards developing it. Innovation
takes place especially in the classroom, due to the wide variety of different courses for a range of
adult students who do not usually attend classes.
The HRD ensured an explicit training budget for individual training and development. UK2’s avowed
pedagogy of continuous workplace learning enables all staff to engage in organizational selfreflection and engenders a sense that staff feel valued and loyal to the (reshaped) organization. The
HR lead has developed interactive mini learning sessions at staff meetings, where a member of staff
will talk about developments in their area of work. Each staff meeting is seen as a learning meeting.
There is no formal shadowing and mentoring programme in place at present, but the advantage of
being a small organisation allows people to shadow and learn from othe rs by moving around and
observing other people at work, gaining experience from others.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in United Kingdom, see Annex of D5.1
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Box 12 Key features of AT1_AdultEducation

AT1_AdultEducation belong to the oldest and most traditional organisation in the field of adult
education in Austria, founded more than 130 years ago in the capital city. In the early 1990s, sites of
the organisation belonged to the pioneers in the than nascent field of adult basic education. Since
the introduction of the new funding program for adult basic education, AT1 is the largest provider of
adult basic education in Austria, offering classes in small groups for individualised learning of basic
competences as well as language learning, health and physical activity, creativity and arts, but also
politics, society and culture. AT1_AdultEducation employs approximately 7400 adult educations,
mostly as freelancers in total; in the field of Adult Basic Education, AT1 employs appro x. 100 trainers,
practically all of them based on regular employment contracts. Among the teaching personnel,
employment conditions for adult basic educators are therefore an exemption. As typical for the field,
a strict division between management and teaching positions is maintained, requiring often clear-cut
break with teaching when moving up to a management position. All employees need to complete a
formal educational programme meeting defined criterion due to the formal requirements of a
funding programme. AT1_AdultEduction has an employee turnover with approx. 10% turnover
among educators in ABE per year and no explicit strategy to reduce the turnover.
Speaking of the workplaces of teachers, they require to adopt to constantly changing needs of groups
of learns changing in their composition. As (semi-)professional work, teaching in ABE is highly
learning conducive. The high frequency of unexpected tasks to deal with in every -day-work demands
flexibility and is a continuously rich source for learning including a wide range of different situations.
Early career workers take responsibility for dealing with non-routine situations in their day-to-day
workplace.
There are no special measures addressing early career workers with regard to recruiting or career
pathways. Newly employed adult educators in the organisation are guided through a process of
welcome meetings on different management levels of the organisation and an orientation
programme addressing all new employees of the organisation. Instruments as work shadowing are
not used systematically for new employees who are responsible for their own class from day one.
There are no career tracks foreseen for teachers, so no differentiation is made between educators
with only a few months of experience and educators with many years of experience or between
educators without particular specialisation and educators holding a set of highly specific skills (e.g. in
diagnostics). While there is no progress foreseen within teaching, teachers have the opportunity to
apply for job openings on the level of the programme management or programme coordination
according to their teaching experience, other experience and the interest in management tasks. The
responsibility for innovation on an organisational level is clearly bound to management positions in
AT1_AdultEducation. However, innovation is seen mainly as the activity to quickly respond to
changing funding requirements and policy preferences in a hi ghly volatile and politisied field of
practice.
The organisation has a long tradition of providing further education and training for their personnel.
Within the funding scheme of the adult basic education programme an amount of 16 units/year
compulsory further training for all adult educators is defined (within paid working hours). Until
recently, ABE teachers could choose from a broad offer of trainings provided by the organisation or
seek approval of extern courses. There are recent approaches initiated by the organisation to
promote knowledge exchange among ABE teachers by new offers for further training, but most
knowledge exchange happens in informal settings during breaks or outside the workplace.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Austria, see Annex of D5.1
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Box 13 Key features of AT2_AdultEducation

AT2_AdultEducation was founded in 1987 and is one of the olde st liberal adult education providers,
located in the centre of a regional capital in Austria. The medium sized and independent non -profit
organisation focuses on disadvantaged groups, offering not only adult basic education, but also
language classes, compulsory school qualifications and projects for labour market inclusion. The
organisation plays a major role in the professionalisation of the field of adult basic education due to
the fact that it participates in projects and provides trainings and further education for teachers. The
organisation has about 200 employees. The area of adult basic education was expanding for some
years and has now experienced cuts. Employees with diverse formal qualification and experience
with diverse target groups are more often employed for a long period of time at the organisation,
due to the different requirements on staff competences and qualifications for each project. The
organisation has a low employee turnover, many employees work at the organisation for more than
10 years. AT2_AdultEducation aims for long-term employment of their employees. New projects
usually only employ persons who are already employed in another project or already worked with
the organisation before.
Teachers and counsellors have a high degree of autonomy in their everyday work, e.g. creating
teaching methodology on their own based in their competences and prior experiences. Project
managers also work with a high level of autonomy. Only few workplaces are standardised, because
most of the job profiles are designed for specific project needs.
Employees are selected based on their qualifications and previous experience with disadvantaged
target groups and their willingness for further learning. Many employees enter the organisation after
conducting an internship at AT2_AdultEducation. It is a step-by-step process to become a teacher for
adult education, starting with observing classes and job shadowing, supporting the teacher in
preparing classes and teaching activities and working as a substitute teacher. After or during their
internship, the employees get enrolled in the obligatory one -year training course to become an adult
basic education teacher.
In AT2_AdultEducation managerial and teaching tasks are intertwined for most positions and larger
groups of staff are included in organisational innovation.
The organisation does not have a specific HRM strategy in place, but there are responsible persons
for the administration of staff members as well as for the organisational area of human resources.
Workplace learning is supported through informal learning from other colleagues, especially during
the first months of employment. Newcomers have the possibility to participate in job shadowing and
get tips and learning material as well as advices from colleagues.
Additionally, the organisation supports the participation of teachers at formal learning events as
workshops, lectures or courses. AT2_AdultEducation offers further learning opportunities itself but
also works together with other institutions that provide additional courses. Many teachers
participate in more than the legally required 16 hours of participation in further learning per year.
Further learning takes place party within working hours and party within the employee’s free time.
There are also less formalised learning opportunities, like regular quality circles and team meetings.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Austria, see Annex of D5.1
Box 14 Key features of IT1_AdultEducation

IT1_AdultEducation is a non-profit organisation which focuses on liberal adult education. It was
founded in 2013 by the development of the High School of Social Service and is situated in the
Province of Trento. The organisation has about 257 teachers at UTETD and more permanent staff
within the whole Foundation.
The organisation, in contrast to other so called “popular universities” operating in Italy, and
universities of the Third Age particularly, has not experienced over the years a reduction in the
number of learner enrolments, despite the fact that participants have to pay a fee.
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The foundation requests at least 7 years’ experience in the field, while most UTETD teachers have
often only a few years of working experience. It is not required of trainers and teachers to have
specific training, no specific preparation in teaching adults and elderly people. T1_AdultEducation
has qualified teachers and trainers, paid staff and young professionals. In 2015 there had been a
large turnover of gym teachers.
Job positions have defined descriptions of their related tasks. Responsibilities can be either limited or
have a high degree of autonomy – it depends on the professional profile of a teacher. The degree of
autonomy decreases with the extension of tasks the workers is in charge of. And the more extensive
and differentiated is the number of tasks a worker handles, the weaker his/her professional profile is.
IT1_AdultEducation can hire employees only through an internal call in the Autonomous Province
Administration, and only if there is no former employee with the requested profile, the organisation
can publish a public call. There are no structured activities to include new employees in the
organization, except for gym teachers at UTETD, who must follow a specific training course before
starting. The organisation does not allow career advancement, because of the provincial regulations
that do not provide for it. This is seen as a big limitation, because there is no incentive for personal
growth. The only learning possibility involves working with more experienced colleagues and regular
interview with the HR manager. There are no formal mentoring activities, but the worker is assigned
a task within a project, for the performance of which s/he can ask for support from colleagues
working on the same project. Employees are engaged in the process of change aimed at proposing
new ideas, services and models that respond to certain needs more effectively than already existing
solutions. The role of HRM is carried out by the General Coordinator of the Demarchi Foundation.
Most learning opportunities for workers are of an informal nature. Learning opportunities of
teachers depends almost exclusively on their will, because the organisation does not promote
opportunities for training of knowledge exchange. HRD happens through participation in training
courses to which employees partake on a voluntary basis or upon a request by the management - as
in the case of certification of skills activities that the Foundation decided to promote, and which
required a training course for employees. Additionally, employees can propose some training courses
that they would like to take.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Italy, see Annex of D5.1
Box 15 Key features of IT2_ALMPTraining

IT2_ALMPTraining is a training organisation active in Veneto since 1978, which gives consultancy and
training to enterprises and supports individuals, in particular disadvantage people to enter or re enter the labour market by providing information, guidance, training, internships etc.
IT2_ALMPTraining started to increase heavily after 2000, in correspondence with the EU
programming period 2000-2006, and particularly the Community Initiative EQUAL (Transnational
cooperation to promote new ways of fighting discrimination and inequalities of all kinds in relation to
the labour market). The organisation has nowadays 16 permanent employees and additionally some
freelancers, as teachers or consultants. IT2_ALMPTrainings turnover is made up of 70% of public
funding and 30% of private funding, that is a worth valuable outcome reached when consid ering that
4 years ago the percentage of private funding was equal to 5%.
The organisation’s programming depends largely on public funding also the work system and the job
design will be developed mainly on the basis of external requests rather than on the strategic plans
of the organization itself. There is an absence of strong preference for vocationally trained or
professionally trained people.
At the beginning, IT2_ALMPTraining had about 5 employees, over the time it increased to 16
employees and even more.
Regarding the work organisations, there are job descriptions and a check list for the different
activities. Employees cover different roles, depending on the project and can also happen to work for
different areas. It is therefore required to be multi-skilled.
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IT2_ALMPTraining has lots of self-applications and additionally the organisations opens up a position
if necessary. Newly employed get a general training about the organisation and they are also
supported by those who are experts in a specific field. Once a year, each employee has a meeting
with the director and they discuss the actual situation and the skills they would like to develop, but
due to time shortage, training courses are not always possible for employees. Most employees have
informal learning about various projects. Through informal training, various activities are linked to
innovation and training on the workplace. The director of the organisation has also the role of HRM,
apart from that, there is no HRM. There are no employer-sponsored trainings per se.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Italy, see Annex of D5.1
Box 16 Key features of SK1_Training

SK1_Training is a small company in the adult education sector, serving mainly company clients, with a
specialization on soft skills training, coaching, outdoor training, team building, various assessments as
well as consulting and applied research. It was established in the 1990s and has nowadays three
offices across Slovakia. It was 12 permanent employees, mostly trainers and additionally about 10
external trainers. SK1_Training is well established and recognized company on the adult education
market. The company does not have any specific requirements about the formal education of
applicants. The labour turnover is about 4 of 15 a year, which is considered high by the organisation.
Roles and responsibilities are loosely defined, employees are encouraged to participate in decision
making, also to strengthen their intrinsic motivation and engagement. Trainers are responsible for all
non-routine tasks occurring during classes and for preparation of classes including all support
activities needed. It is preferred that trainers cover full portfolio of activities and are flexible on
performing other tasks. ECWs are introduced by a procedure of job-shadowing and participating in
training delivery as Co-Trainers. They receive feedback from seniors. Given the smallness of the firm
and its flat hierarchy, no formal career pathways whatsoever are outlined. Innovation is seen mainly
as the task of the co-owners of the firm. When it comes to the locus of innovation, the top-down
approach to innovation is semi-restrictive. SK1_Training has one key innovative senior trainer, one of
the co-owners of the company, she promotes with other managers open culture of cooperation on
new innovative ideas with a particular focus on ECWs. They firm do support external training only on
an extraordinary base, however, provide internal training sessions mainly for trainers in their early
years of professional practice.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Slovakia, see Annex of D5.1
Box 17 Key features of SK2_Training

SK2_Training is an adult education provider, which offers services for all levels of company
management through education and training activities, diagnostic, analytical and advisory services as
well as the development and creation of support materials and tools for education and training. The
company was established in the early 1990s and the headquarter is in a regional town in central
Slovakia, but several external partners operate throughout Slovakia. SK2_Training has a small core of
4 full-time employees and additionally employs about 150 trainers, experts and co-workers. There is
a strong preference for professionally trained people. There is an absence of formal qualification
requirements and no universal norms setting out the expert trainer’s profile in a sub-field.
Nevertheless, trainers have usually attained tertiary educational level. Broader educational
experience and degrees in different thematic areas of study are frequent and psychology background
is strongly present in the field. The labour turnover is considered to be low, 1-2 of 15 in the core
team per year. Experts keep working for the organisation due to its good reputation. New experts are
hired when additional demands are articulated by customers and/or to provide newly developed
teaching areas. The process of teaching and management of the courses is standardised, trainers
cover their specific areas they have been hired for. New areas of training are typically covered by
new trainers. Trainers enjoy discretion in how to deliver their courses, however, they are not
involved at all in the organisation of courses, given a strict division of teaching and other tasks.
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Marketing is seen as the key responsibility of the management of the company. Trainers are
responsible for all non-routine tasks occurring during classes, preparation of the classes are
supported by the technical staff, procedures and routines in place. Early career workers undergo an
appropriation period, yet, they receive no specific support. There do not exist any specific career
streams for trainers. The SK2_Training goal is to innovate continuously, which includes new forms of
delivery as blended learning, however, innovation activities are almost exclusively the task of the
founder and general manager of the firm. The HRD is responsible for supervision and quality control.
There is support in terms of coaching communication, time management, best practices in delivery,
but not in the field of expertise of a teacher.
Source: Summary based on the case studies in Slovakia, see Annex of D5.1
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Table 0.1: Overview of key examples for constellations of learning opportunities available in the workplace and reported
levels of workplace learning

Learningconducive
workplace

Ambivalent
learning
opportunities
in the
workplace

Learning
restrictive
workplace

Rich workplace learning reported
BE1 Sam (management trainee)
BE1 Laura (recently promoted)
BE1 Sofie (interim head butcher)
DK Morten (management trainee)
DK Peter (management trainee)
EE1 Siiri (management position)
EE1 Inga (management trainee)
EE1 Maria (team leader)
ES1 Martin (good quotes)
ES1 Oscar (good quotes)
ES2 John (quotes poorly translated), ES2 Alberto,
ES2 Javier, ES2 George
BG2 Hristo (recently promoted, good quotes)
BG2 Petar (management position, good quotes)
all AT cases
IT1 Marie, Simona, Luigi, Luca (very ambitious)
all IT2
SK1 Michal, Jano, Eva, Elena
UK1 Kay, Kim, Jim
all UK2
BE2 Lukas (wants to climb job ladder)
DK Rasmus (administrative assistant apprentice
trainee)
EE1 Robert (different roles make up for very
routinised tasks; steep learning in first months;
wants to become competent in all departments)
EE1 Markus (various roles/tasks, self-directed
learning)
BG1 Snejana (also trainer since recently, good
quotes)
UK1 Terri
SK2 Richard, Peter, Stefan
BE2 Imam (only 3 weeks in job, still learning a lot)
BE2 Silke (rich learning because she has only been
working in that position for 5 weeks)
BE2 Lien (strong wish to improve although only a
temporary job)
DK Eva (bakery; highly routinized job, insisted on
new task to learn more – counter example to DK
Sara)
EE2 Liisa (reports constant learning in a restricted
environment)
BG1 Valentin (rich learning after promotion)
BG1 Rositsa (promotion to more complex
workplace, immerses herself strongly in learning)

Poor workplace learning reported

ES1 Helen (accountant, good quotes)

BE2 Sander (only side job, has done that
before)
DK Lotte (food-manufacturing; will complete
apprenticeship soon, ‘knows everything she
needs’, preference for organised learning,
hard to adopt to rough working climate)
DK Solveig (fresh food; ‘boring’ job also after
moving to other department)
DK Sara (baker apprentice; quit job between
interviews due to poor learning conditions)
DK Christine (sales assistant non-food)
eigentl. Ambivalent learning
EE2 Tarmo (but ok, because studying)
EE2 Mirtel
BG2 Philip (ambivalent description of
learning)
BG1 Kalin (monotonous job)

Source: Ow n description
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Tab le 0.2: Overview of key examples for interrelation of agency in workplace learning and learning in the wider life
structure

WPL +

WPL -

Li fe s tructure +
BE2 Luka s (evening classes, works also for fa ther’s
property ma nagement)
BE2 Si l ke (evening cl asses hairdresser – wa s not a llowed to
do tha t i n i nitial education by parents)
DK Peter (more a ctive leisure ti me a fter s plitting up with
gi rl -friend)
DK Eva (cons iderable personal development, soccer coach
for ki ds)
EE1 Si i ri (s tudies, small children, l ess ti me for hobbies)
EE1 Robert (works besides second chance education,
wi l ling to learn i n all parts of l ife s tructure, history as
s chool dropout)
EE2 Li i sa (combines full-time job with distant s tudies,
‘open’ for learning i n all parts of LS)
ES1 Ma rti n (private English l essons)
ES1 Os ca r (ma rathon, l anguage courses (Chinese), Basque
As s ociation in Chi na, travels within China (workload there
i s l ess than i n ES)
ES2 John (good quotes)
ES1 George (sports (Red Bull competitions), MA s tudies,
ba s ketball trainer, l ives with parents)
BG1 Snejana (single mother of 2, drivi ng licence, new
home owner)
BG2 Peta r (PhD s tudent)
SK1 Ja no (wage?)
SK1 El ena (2nd cha nce education, on parental leave, many
pl a ns)
SK2 Stephan
IT1 Ma ri a
IT1 Si mona (pet trainer a nd uni studies)
IT2 Fa bio (nature, s ports, political a ctive)
UK1 Ki m
UK1 Ka y (dea th in near fa mily)
AT1 Nes rin
AT1 La ura
AT1 Es ma
BE2 Sa nder (evening classes programming)
DK Sa ra (quit most leisure activities due to workload;
cha nged job and field of education; high level of distress,
but a l so of personal development)
DK Lotte
EE2 Ta rmo (monotonous job to s upport HE s tudies,
compulsory tra ineeship and final thesis in cooperation
wi th enterprise)
EE2 Mi rtel (gave up shift manager position to ta ke up
s econd chance education; plans for HE, livi ng a broud or
founding a company)
BG1 Ka l in (organises tournaments for company football
tea m)
BG

Li fe s tructure BE1 Sa m (unlucky language course)
BE1 La ura (shift work – di fficult to have regular
a cti vi ties)
BE1 Sofi e (see La ura)
BE2 Li en (waiting for possibility to s tudy)
DK Morten
EE1 Ma rkus (undecided, job fills ga p between
s chool a nd HE)
EE1 Ma ri a (va gue future plans, free time
dedicated to child-care)
BE1 Sa m (unlucky language course)
BE1 La ura (shift work – di fficult to have regular
a cti vi ties)
BE1 Sofi e (see La ura)
BE2 Li en (waiting for possibility to s tudy)
DK Morten
EE1 Ma rkus (undecided, job fills ga p between
s chool a nd HE)
EE1 Ma ri a (va gue future plans, free time
dedicated to child-care)
SK1 Eva (l eft job again between i nterviews)
IT Lui gi (chose to focus solely on work until 30)
IT Luca (s ingle, only work, waiting for future)
IT2 Lui sa (but many activi ties in the past)
IT2 Serena (single mother, focus on work a s
s ta ble part of LS)

BE2 Ima m (many plans, but ma ny obstacles –
s ee below)
DK Sol veig (no time and energy to do anything
a fter work; father does not a pprove her choice
of work; s trong i mpact of LS a fter boyfriend
wa s prisoned)
DK Chri s tine
ES1 Hel en (waiting position – wa iting for
chi l dren to grow, no further training, job
bori ng, not the one s he wanted from the
begi nning)

Source: Ow n description
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Tab le 0.3: Overview of key examples for further education – ongoing and planned
job-related non-formal training (employer
s ponsored or not)

other a ctivities

s ta rted prior

Before EE1 Siiri (master’s programme
l ogistics)

s ta rted after

DK a pprentices

Before EE1 Robert (high school for adults)
Before EE2 Tarmo (MA s ocial s cience, distant
l earning programme)
Before EE2 Liisa (accounting, distant l earning
progra mme at uni of applied sciences)
BE2 Luca s (handyman)
BE2 Si l ke (evening course hair dresser)
EE2 Mi rtel (high school for adults)

Reta il

pl a nned

DK Lotte (di etary coach)
DK Sa ra (quit – health sector education)
BE2 Luka s (a ccounting)
BE2 Li en (nurse)
EE1 Inga (MA)
EE1 Robert (study after a dult s chool)
EE1 Ma rkus (HE)
EE1 Ma ri a (interrupted HE)
EE2 Mi rtel (HE a fter a dult s chool)

Meta ls
s ta rted prior
s ta rted after

pl a nned

Before ES2 George (MA) s tarted job for final
project
ALL ES ca s es ri ch opportunities for training
a cti vi ties provided/sponsored by company
BG2 Peta r (PhD a fter, completed MA before)
BG 2 Hri s to (German course to understand
s oftware)
ES2 George (PHD)

BG1 Sveja na (driving licence)

ES1 Hel en (would want to, not feasible at the
moment)

Adul t
education
s ta rted before

s ta rted after

pl a nned

expl icitly
menti oned
tha t no ti me

UK1 Ki m (MA s ocial work)
SK1 El ena (discontinued HE due to current
job)
After other job experience, unclear when
s he started current MA UK1 Ki m (further
tra i ning courses + uni s tudies)
After? UK1 Terri (HR courses)
UK2 Sa l ly (good quote)
UK1 Ka y a nd Ji m (lack of opportunities)
AT1 Nes rin, Es ma, Georg, AT2 ca ses
SK1 Mi chal
SK2 Ma rek (special programme
phys i otherapy)

AT1 Georg (MA)
IT1 Si mona (MA)
SK1 El ena (va gue)
IT1 Lui gi
IT2 Lui sa, Serena
IT1 Si mona (totally occupied by job, no offer by
compa ny, no money to pay for herself)

Source: Ow n description
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Table 0.4: Overview of key examples for reports of civil engagement

activities started prior to entering
current job – ongoing
activities started prior to entering
current job – faded out
activities started after entering
current job

(never started anyway)

civic engagement
ES1 Luis (collections, solidarity actions together with friends)
ES2 George (cultural society in the past, ba sketball trainer now)
ES1 Oscar (neighbourhood festival) – currently in China
EE1 Inga (tutoring foreign students during her HE)
EE1 Robert (engages in improvement of work environment by
responding to the encouragement of the company to turn in
propositions)
BG1 Kalin (organises tournaments for company football team – the
latter of some importance for the staff in a small village)
AT Laura (engaged in improving working conditions in org.)
AT Georg (basic skills classes for NGO)
AT Esma (basic skills classes for NGO and free private lessons for
refugees)
all AT2 cases
IT1 Maria (voluntary work as psycho therapist because she is not
allowed to have a side job as state employee)
DK1 Eva (football trai ner for kids – after a phase where she had no
energy at all)
DK1 Rasmus (future plans – would like to become a football trainer,
but job too demanding)
OR EE2 Mirtel – discontent with working conditions (e.g.
communication flow), but sceptical (cynic?) about possible change
through union actions or the environment commissioner of the
enterprise

Source: Ow n description
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